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▎Boundaries and overview of the report

This report is the 10th Sustainable Report of Merry Electronics 
Co., Ltd. (Merry Electronics), and its 2022 content focuses on 
the environmental, social, and governance (ESG) criteria for 
different stakeholder groups to understand our efforts and 
achievements in promoting sustainable development.

All economic data disclosed in this report was extracted from 
our 2022 consolidated financial statements, covering the over-
all financial and operational performance of our global pro-
duction bases and sales locations. All monetary amounts in 
the report are expressed in New Taiwan Dollars (NTD or TWD).  
Regarding the data and information on environmental and so-
cial aspects, please refer to the Appendix of the report for the 
differences with the list of the subsidiaries in the Consolidated 
Financial Statements. Information that cannot be disclosed 
within the said boundaries will be remarked and explained in 
specific sections. Information not disclosed in this report will 
be included in future reports after establishing mechanisms for 
gathering related information with respect to the accuracy and 
integrity of information.

※Taiwan HQ includes: Taichung HQ; the office on Gong-Yeh 
38th Road, Taichung City; Taipei Office, and Hsinchu Office.

▎Reporting period and cycle

All performance data disclosed in this report is basically based 
on the data and information of 2022 (January 1–December 31, 
2022) presented with respect to the requirements under GRI 
Standards (2021), the corresponding metrics for the Hardware 
industry of the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB), and the Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics announced by 
the World Economic Forum (WEF).

◆ Previous issuance: June 2022

◆ Current issuance: June 2023

▎Report assurance

We engaged SGS Taiwan Ltd. to review the final version of 
the report with respect to the Moderate Assurance in Type 2, 
Accountability 1000 Assurance Standard AS v3, the GRI Stan-
dards (2021), and SASB to ensure the accuracy, accountability, 

▎Feedback and contact

This report is available for inquiries in the cor-
porate sustainability section of the Company’s 
website

If you have any comments, questions, or recommendations 
regarding this report, welcome to contact us according to the 
following contact information:

◆ Address: No. 22, Nantun Industrial Park 23rd Road, Taic-
hung City

◆ Tel.: 04-2359-0811 Mr. Hsiao, Public Relations Department

◆ E-mail: Merry_PR@merry.com.tw

◆ Website: https://www.merry.com.tw 

▎Report management

This report has been prepared by the Public Relations De-
partment in collaboration with the departments related to the 
sustainable development promotion team. The head of related 
departments reviewed the first draft before submitting it to the 
CEO for final approval to complete the internal review for veri-
fying the information disclosed in the report, and the report is 
submitted to the Board for approval and archiving.

▎Significant changes in reporting

NA

About the Report
and explicitness of the report. The Statement of Assurance is-
sued by SGS Taiwan is appended to this report.

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/enterprise/index.aspx?kind=64
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2022 Sustainable Highlights

▍Top 6%-20% at the Corporate Governance Evaluation

▍Ranked the 46th among the Top 50 in the large enterprise category, “Excellence in Corporate Social Responsibility”

▍Gold Award, TCSA - Corporate Sustainability Report Awards

▍Merry Shenzhen obtained the certification of ISO 27001 energy management system.

▍In response to the RE100 renewable energy initiative, the using ratio of renewable energy reached 16.31% in 2022.

▍Merry Shenzhen obtained the green supply chain management enterprise certification

▍Level C of awareness for the CDP climate questionnaire in 2022

Governance

Environment

Social ▍ The headquarters won the top ranking for the workplace enrollment group of over 100 persons for the Taichung City Healthcare 
Step Counting Competition

▍The headquarters won the Taichung City Workplace Health Enterprise Award

▍Won the honor of outstanding enterprise under the “workplace sustainable health and safety development promotion plan” by the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

▍Organized a press conference for a minor hearing damage survey - “Damaged Hearing Ability Below the Age of 40”

▍Merry Thailand participated in a soccer game in the suburb and a fundraising sports festival and won the excellence trophy
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Message from the Chairman
The world entered into the post-pandemic era in 2022, the pressure on the global supply chain remained, and there were continual 
impacts of ultimate climate on earth. However, Merry adheres to the spirit of sustainable management and continues to face chal-
lenges.Since 2013, we have commenced preparing sustainability reports, and we joined RE100 in 2021 and continued to include 
sustainable management in our management system.

In 2022, out sustainable corporate policies continued to be realized. By adopting “profit optimization, revitalization, net zero carbon 
emission, and entrance to automotive field” as the management and linking sustainable indicators with CEO performance, we in-
clude sustainable philosophies into the organization from the management to employees.

In terms of the environment, we actively promote the use of renewable energy and make reductions from product design and use 
renewable materials in compliance with green product policy.For quality management, we listen to customers’ opinions, continue 
to introduce automated procedures and simplify procedures to reduce carbon emissions.As a material supplier of global hearing 
products, we continue to keep pace with the policy of “to hear for life, listen with care” of WHO in 2022 and cooperate with the 
CommonWealth Magazine for the first “minor hearing damage survey”; it is found that there are over three-fourths of people who 
encountered abnormal conditions of ears in the most recent three months and may have the risk of hearing damages and that peo-
ple lack the knowledge to protect ears regardless of the generation.Via the press conference, “Damaged Hearing Ability Below the 
Age of 40,” we attracted extensive attention from society to minor hearing damage and realized the concept of hearing protection 
through earphone workshops.

Merry prepared the 10th sustainability report this year, has received the recognition of Taiwan's Excellence in Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility Award nine times in prior years, and won the TCSA Corporate Sustainability Report AwardsHowever, such achievements 
never stopped us from moving forward.The target of net zero carbon emissions by 2050 is imminent; we will continue to promote 
various measures of sustainable development and commit to creating a merrier future.Merry will continue to promote the use of 
renewable energy, green product design, and optimization of quality management; meanwhile, it will include the concept of sustain-
able development into its management system and corporate culture.We are convinced that efforts will provide incentives for more 
enterprises to join the line of sustainable development and facilitate industrial upgrade, transformation, and the sustainable develop-
ment of the global economy.

Lastly, I would like to extend our appreciation to all persons who support and help Merry to achieve sustainable development, in-
cluding our partners, employees, and social sectors. Let us join hands and jointly create a glorious and sustainable future.

Chairman                                                                President
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Core Value
Vision and Mission Business philosophy
Starting with a vision to “Delivering Excellent Sound and Enriching Human 
Life,”, we value social inclusion and environmental sustainability while pursuing 
corporate development. By teaming up with like-minded employees, suppliers, 
customers, and investors, we aim to be “a global specialist provider of total 
solutions for electroacoustic applications in communication and entertainment,” 
wishing for the common good of Merry Electronics and society and building a 
richer and better civil society.

◆ Cultivate the culture of honest, upright, diligent, frugal, and refrain.

◆ Value talent cultivation and grouping; focus on the between technologies, 
theories, and actual cooperation.

◆ Handle work with plans and faith; active and flexible responses; not afraid of 
conflicts or difficulties, and never give up easily.

◆ Modest and gentle, and be fair and square; inclusive for others and build mutual 
trust; greatness lies in the capacity, and lead a life of appreciation.

◆ Open and sustainable operation and attention to the sense of mission to the 
nation and society.

◆ Join hands with contractors, employees, and shareholders to provide services 
to customers to achieve sustainable operation of the Company by gaining 
customer satisfaction. 

Honest Upright Diligent Frugal Refrain

Treat others sincerely
Handle work honestly

Practice makes perfect
Able men assume multiple 

tasks

Integrity Handle 
work property

Patience
Perseverance-drawn

Frugality to cultivate 
incorruptibility

Many a little makes a 
mickle

Corporate
prospect

Corporate 
mission

Delivering Excellent Sound 
and Enriching Human Life

Become A Comprehensive Pro-
fessional Supplier of World Class 

Communication and Entertainment 
Electroacoustic Products
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Value Creation Process
Steady and sustainable development 
through innovation and foundation together
Specializing in electroacoustics for over four decades, we 
fulfill the demands and surpass the expectations of cus-
tomers and earn their trust for our ability by providing com-
prehensive electroacoustic integrated services to capture 
visionary technology and new market trends, combine the 
accumulation and grounding of the fundamental technolo-
gies, materials, processes, and software of electroacoustics, 
and maintain an equal emphasis on innovation and founda-
tion.

From the beginning of product design, we integrate key 
technologies, including wireless, battery, and software 
technologies; engage in collaborative development with 
customers; and combine our multidisciplinary know-how in 
electroacoustics, electronics, mechanism, software, acous-
tic simulation, and materials based on our core expertise in 
electroacoustics. Through simulation-software-assisted de-
sign, mold development, and process estimation, we deliver 
quick and high-performance real-time integrated services 
from R&D to mass production with advanced equipment and 
process in coordination with real-time management of oper-
ational information using well-developed IT systems.  In ad-
dition, we maintain timely, closed cooperation with suppliers 
to ensure material quality control at the source and interna-
tional environmental compliance to constantly fulfill the cus-
tomer’s demand for product performance, specifications, 
and green products.

Upstream/downstream supply chain
We engage in developing, designing, and manufacturing headsets, speaker components, microphone components, battery 
products, and sound amplification devices. Therefore, the major materials for production include electronics, metals, and 
plastics. Most products are sold to world-class consumer electronics manufacturers.
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Electricity (principal) and fuels Semiconductor active/passive components, 

plastics, metal, magnet, batteries (cells)

GHG emissions

Management of product 
hazardous substances

Product carbon footprint

Product energy conservation 
at use

Product environmental com-
pliance

Waste disposal

Recycling and reuse

Promote communication and 
entertainment in life

Innovate functions for hear-
ing protection

Occupational health and safety (OH&S) management

RBA-CoC

Occupational heal th and 
safety (OH&S) management

RBA-CoC

Energy consumption

Waste reduction

Recycling and reuse

Materials 
Suppliers

Waste 
Disposal

Electroacoustic products
Media entertainment product brands

(earphones/speakers/microphones)

Electroacoustic components
ICT electronics brands

(wearables and smart speakers)

Battery product brands

(power banks and wireless charging cases)
Battery product
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Sustainable promotion targets

Delivering Excellent Sound.

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Increase 
the pro-

portion of 
sustain-

able prod-
ucts

C o m p l y  w i t h 
t h e  r e v e n u e 
propor t ion of 
DfS products

5% Achieved

• Establish an environmental material data-
base for product designs (design map)

• New material feasibility completion rate: 
20%

30% 50%

Improve 
corporate 

gover-
nance

Board member 
exper t i se d i -
versity

Constant ad-
vocation of an 
ethical corpo-
rate manage-
ment culture

• Implement online ethical corpo-
rate management courses

• Unfold the English version of 
the ethical corporate manage-
ment policy

•  R e p o r t  t o  t h e  B o a r d  t h e 
achievements in the implemen-
tation of ethical corporate man-
agement

• The ethical corporate management training 
completion rate of employees was 99.09% and 
100% for Taiwan HQ and Merry Shenzhen, and 
promote content related to ethical corporate 
management to all Directors via e-mails• The 
Code of Business Conduct and Professional 
Ethics to business locations in the English re-
gion and Simplified Chinese region, and the 
reading/sign and return rate was 100%.

• Reported to the Board the achievements in the 
implementation of ethical corporate manage-
ment on December 29, 2022

The annual ethical corporate management 
training completion rate of employees was 
100%.

• Execute internal audits

• Continue to promote and implement ethical 
corporate management policies to establish 
the culture and environment of ethical cor-
porate management for employees

• Report to the Board the achievements in the 
implementation of ethical corporate man-
agement

• Establish a Sustainable Development Com-
mittee

• Increase the number 
of members with di-
versified experience 
on the Board

• Promote ethical cor-
porate management 
practices to major 
si tes in Mainland 
China

• Improve Board di-
versification

• Promote ethical cor-
porate management 
practices to major 
sites worldwide

Strength-
en the in-
formation 
security 
system

E s t a b l i s h  a n 
i n f o r m a t i o n 
secur i t y  ce r-
t i f icat ion and 
ma nage me nt 
system based 
on ISO 27001.

• Merry Shenzhen implemented 
the ISO 27001 ISMS

• Establish ISO 27001 Merry Data 
Intelligent statements

• Establish the supplier informa-
tion security periodic inspec-
tion policy (information security 
checklist).

• Merry Shenzhen successfully obtained the ISO 
27001 information security system certification

• Successfully introduce the supplier information 
security evaluation

• Complete the audit of information systems 
of all departments and complete corrective 
operations

• Carry out social engineering drills and train-
ing each month

• The passing rate for the quarterly informa-
tion security educational training is 90%

• Carry out third-party mainframe penetration 
testing for attack and defense to ensure the 
safety of the Group’s mainframe

• Implement the ISO 
27001 management 
system to all Merry 
Electronics sites

• Implement informa-
tion security checks 
on suppliers period-
ically

• Introduce the ITIL 
management sys-
tem to the Group

Modularize informa-
tion security services 
to quickly construct 
the information se-
curity framework for 
new plants or new 
investees.
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Delivering Excellent Sound.

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Establish a 
risk man-
agement 
mecha-

nism

G r o u p  r i s k 
ma nage me nt 
and business 
continuity plan 
(BCP)

• Add ethical corporate manage-
ment= to the risk management 
list and include all items in the 
list for TCFD issue assessment

• Integrate with ISO 45001 risk 
management to reduce operat-
ing costs

• A n a l y z e  a n d  p l a n  f o r  t h e 
Group’s insurance.

• Implement at least one BPC drill

• Add ethical corporate management (anti-bribery) 
to the risk management list and include it in the 
list for TCFD assessment

• Complete the integration with ISO 45001 risk 
management to reduce operating costs

• Complete the analysis and planning for the 
Group’s insurance

• Report the status of implementation and the 
plan for the next year at the Board meeting at 
the end of the year

• Complete the BCP drill, including information 
security and occupational safety and health 
(COVID-19).

• Optimize the r isk management system 
according to the Risk Management Best 
Practice Principles for Companies Listed on 
TWSE/TPEx published and established by 
the competent authority in the second half 
of 2022

• Integrate with ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and ISO 
50001 risk management to reduce operating 
costs

• Report the status of implementation and the 
plan for the next year at the Board meeting

• Implement the risk 
management sys-
tem for all sales lo-
cations in mainland 
China.

• Par t ic ipate in the 
operat ion of  r i sk 
contro l and legal 
c o mp l i a n c e  w i th 
newly implemented 
ISO management 
systems.

• Implement the risk 
management sys-
tem fo r  a l l  sa les 
locations.

• Par t ic ipate in the 
operat ion of  r i sk 
contro l and legal 
c o mp l i a n c e  w i th 
newly implemented 
ISO management 
systems.

Addressing Climate Change

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Sustain-
able prod-
uct frame-

work

Cons ider the 
10 DfS dimen-
s i o n s  i n  t h e 
new p ro du c t 
design.

Consider the 10 major aspects 
of Design for Sustainability 
(DfS) in new product design 
and actively expand product 
possibility to make products 
eco-friendlier.

Constantly use recycled materials, im-
plement product structure optimization 
and low-impact design, and promote 
green energy use with 10 DfS aspects as 
the core to achieve sustainable business 
value. For the details of the achieve-
ment, please refer to 4-1 Sustainable 
Design and Innovative Management

• The number of projects that introduced 
optimized PCB accounts for 20%

• Product consumption optimization by 8%

• Improve product charging efficiency by 
10%

Merry Electronics has established its 10 DfS aspects, includ-
ing optimized structure, low-impact components, better ma-
terials, circular economy, low-impact packaging, energy-effi-
cient, positive environmental/social contributions, responsible 
sourcing, more efficient production, more efficient modes of 
transport; sustainable elements will be actively introduced to 
all new product designs to achieve zero carbon in the future.

Pro-
mote the 
Group’s 

green poli-
cy

T a r g e t  t o 
achieve 100% 
g r e e n  p owe r 
by 2050 under 
RE100

Consumed 14% of renewable 
energy.

• Consumed 16.31% of renewable ener-
gy.

• The rooftop solar power generation 
system is under evaluation

• Consumed 21% of renewable energy.

• Increase the use of renewable energy by 
7% each year from 2021 to 2023; increase 
the use of renewable energy by at least 6% 
each year from 2024 to 2030.

• Consumed 33% of renewable 
energy

• Consumed 60% of renew-
able energy
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Addressing Climate Change

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Contin-
ue the 

group’s 
green 
manu-

facturing 
policy

Group carbon 
reduction tar-
get

Group energy 
conser vat ion 
target

M e r r y  S h e n -
zh e n  p a s s e s 
green factory 
certification.

• Each year, reduce the inten-
sity of GHG emissions (cat-
egories 1 and 2) by 2% over 
the previous year

• Reduce energy intensity by 
3% (base year: 2020)

• The intensity of GHG emissions (cat-
egories 1 and 2) decreased by 20.11% 
as compared to 2021

• Reduce energy intensity by 8.23%

• Ta iwan HQ and Mer r y Shenzhen 
passed the third-party certification for 
ISO14064-1: 2018 GHG inventory; Merry 
Vietnam and Merry Thailand complet-
ed the GHG self-inventory

• Obtained the third-party certification 
of ISO 14067:2018 for the carbon foot-
print of earphone products

• Reduction base year: 2020

• Carbon emission intensity decreased by 
8% as compared to the base year.

• Carbon emission (category 1) intensity 
and carbon emission (category 2) intensi-
ty decreased by 1% and 7% as compared 
to the base year, respectively

• Energy intensity was reduced by 4% as 
compared to the base year.

• Guide the internal GHG inventory and 
plan certification for all plants according 
to ISO 14064-1

• Plan and implement the carbon neutrality 
target for 2050.

• Reduction base year: 2020

• Introduce SBT

• Carbon emission intensity 
decreased by 12% as com-
pared to the base year

• Energy intensity was reduced 
by 7.5% as compared to the 
base year

• Plan and implement the car-
bon neutrality target for 2050.

• Reduction base year: 2020

• In accordance with SBT

• Ene rgy in tens i t y  was 
reduced by 15% as com-
pared to the base year

• Plan and implement the 
carbon neutrality target 
for 2050

Manage 
supplier 

social and 
environ-
mental 

responsi-
bilities

Implement sus-
tainable man-
agement of key 
suppliers

• Add the management of 
supplier communication in-
dicators; constantly add and 
optimize e-supplier platforms 
to strengthen two-way com-
municat ion; and organize 
related education and training 
courses to encourage a better 
understanding of our policies 
and management platforms 
for sustainable development.

• CSR audit score of key sup-
pliers: 82 points.

• Extend the supplier ESG 
management policy to plants 
in Thailand and Vietnam.

• Organize five green promotion sem-
inars to promote social and environ-
mental responsibilities in order to 
promote and call for ESG management 
concepts of suppliers

• A total of 61 suppliers was included in 
the annual CSR audit, with an average 
score of 84.4 points, representing a 
growth of 2% from the preceding year 

• Complete the promotion in Thailand 
and Vietnam sites; the execution rate 
of sustainability declaration of all sup-
pliers was 96%.

• Make announcements of Merry Electron-
ics (according to the RBA 7.0 standards)

• Promote the new version of social and en-
vironmental declaration for suppliers; the 
execution rate of sustainable declaration 
of all suppliers was 93%

• CSR audit score of key suppliers > 83 
points

• Continue to organize GP/CSR green pro-
motion programs to facilitate sustainable 
policies of Merry Electronics.

• CSR audit score of key sup-
pliers increases by 5 points 
(achieved 85)

• Declaration signing rate of all 
suppliers increased to 95%

• CSR audit score of key 
suppliers increases by 10 
points (achieved 90)

• Declaration signing rate of 
all suppliers increased to 
95%
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Addressing Climate Change

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Establish 
climate 

strategies

Task Force on 
Climate-relat-
e d  F i n a n c i a l 
D i s c l o s u r e s 
(TCFD)

• Rolling assessment of cli-
mate-related risks and op-
portunities.

• Ident i f y ing mate r ia l  c l i -
mate-related risks.

• Carry out material climate-related risks 
identification

• We selected the RCP8.5 scenario for 
physical risk and the national standard 
scenario for transition risk

• Taiwan HQ performed the second stage 
operation of TCFD (risk management)

• Merry Shenzhen performed the first stage 
operation of TCFD (risk identification)

• Merry Shenzhen performed 
the second stage operation 
of TCFD

• Other subsidiaries in China 
performed the first stage op-
eration of TCFD

• Other subsidiaries in Chi-
na performed the second 
stage operation of TCFD

• Other subsidiaries not in 
China performed the first 
stage operation of TCFD

Building a Friendly Workplace

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Talents 
attraction 
and reten-

tion

Employee en-
gagement sur-
vey

E m p l o y e e 
diversity/inclu-
siveness

• Employee engagement survey (once 
every two years)

• Intend to add two work flexibility op-
tions and WFH and leave encourage-
ment policies for employees with family 
care needs.

• Target female/male ratio for overall em-
ployees and intermediate officers: over-
all > 0.87; intermediate officers > 0.43

• Score of engagement survey: 
3.8

• Add the stable salary house-
hold policy

• Add seven days of paid leave 
for care at most

• Taiwan HQ provides two gen-
der-friendly measures more favor-
able than laws and regulations

• Employee shareholding trust par-
ticipation rate: 35%

• Employee engagement sur-
vey (once every two years)

• Target female/male ratio for 
overall employees and inter-
mediate officers: overall > 
0.87; intermediate officers > 
0.45

• Employee engagement survey 
(once every two years)

• Target female/male ratio for 
overall employees and inter-
mediate officers: overall > 0.87; 
intermediate officers > 0.47

Optimize 
talent de-
velopment 
planning

C o m p e te n c e 
Deve lopment 
Program

M e r r y  D N A : 
U n d e r s t a n d 
Mus ic,  En joy 
Reading

• Blueprint training completion rate of 
new employees: 100%; training satis-
faction: 4 points

• Management competency blueprint 
promotion plan for a period of three 
years

• Set mandatory training and selective 
training of 30 hours and 10 hours based 
on duties

• Constantly promote music courses and 
the employee/department shared read-
ing plan.

• Blueprint training completion 
rate of new employees: 100%

• Launched the “buddy system 
for new employees,” with 67 
new employees under consul-
tation for the year, and the av-
erage satisfaction reached 4.57 
points.

• Two music series courses

• Hold reading clubs to promote em-
ployee/department joint reading

Create the program system: 
Plan the “Merry Strategy 
Program” to make up for the 
insufficiency of talent training 
and in teg ra te  i t  w i th  the 
operational goals

• O r g a n i z e  c o m p e -
tence-based talents training 
plans: achievement rate 50%

• Develop the reading pass-
port and establish music 
clubs.

• Establish Merry Academy to 
combine the academy and tal-
ent batch cultivation plan with 
an execution rate of 100%

• Organize competence-based 
talents training plans: achieve-
ment rate 100%

• Expand the application scope 
of reading passbooks and fa-
cilitate the internal and exter-
nal performance of the music 
club
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Building a Friendly Workplace

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Health 
care

Target number 
of employees 
for health pro-
motion

Health protec-
tion plans

Employee as-
sistance pro-
gram (EAP)

• The number of employees who partic-
ipated in health promotion activities 
reached 1,200 persons

• Health education for all high-risk cases 
(overseas business trips, anomalies 
found in health checkups, four major 
health protection targets) reached 100%

• Three hours of EAP Supervisor Sensi-
tivity Training

• Won the Taichung City Work-
place Health Enterprise Award

• Held a total of 22 sessions of 
health promotion activities with 
a total participation of 1,940 
persons

• Professional doctors carry out 
individual interviews and health 
guidance for cases with high 
risks

• A total of 73 persons participat-
ed in the Supervisor Sensitivity 
Training Course

• The number of employees who 
participated in health promotion 
activities reached 1,200 persons

• Health guidance rate for cases of 
high risk reached 100%

• Three hours of EAP Supervisor 
Sensitivity Training

• The number of employees 
who participated in health 
promotion activities reached 
1,800 persons

• : Work-related ill health pre-
vention and health promo-
tion under the health protec-
tion plans: achievement rate 
at 100%.

• Establish the EAP protection 
net (supervisor training for 
six hours and one depart-
ment seed employee).

• • The number of employees 
who par ticipated in health 
promotion activities reached 
2,700 persons

• Work-related ill health pre-
vention and health promotion 
under the health protection 
plans: achievement rate at 
100%.

• Establish the EAP protection 
net (supervisor training for 6 
hours and two department 
seed employees)

Friendly 
and safe 

workplace

Deployment of 
safety manage-
ment systems

Maintenance of 
a low work-re-
l a t e d  i n j u r y 
rate.

• Promote ISO 45001 certifications to all 
subsidiaries

• Taiwan HQ: FR < 0.80; SR < 33; FSI < 
0.16

• Severe work-related injury cases of 
Merry Shenzhen due to improper man-
agement < 1

• Merry HQ, Merry Shenzhen, 
Merry Vietnam, and Suzhou 
Merry have obtained the ISO 
45001 certification

• Taiwan HQ FR=0.69; SR=7

• There was one severe work-re-
lated injury case of Merry Shen-
zhen due to improper manage-
ment 

• Promote ISO 45001 certification to 
locations of high risks

• Work in jur y rate of the ent i re 
Group: FR < 0.8; SR < 33; FSI < 0.16

• All Merry businesses pass 
ISO 45001 certification

• Work injury rate of the entire 
Group: 

• The annual work injury rate 
(FR, SR, and FSI) was re-
duced by 1% (base year: 
2021)

• Pass third-party audit for ISO 
45001 every year

• Work injury rate of the entire 
Group: 

• Reduction of annual work-re-
lated injury rate by 1% (base 
year 2021)

Human 
Rights 
Issues

RBA certifica-
tion

Gender equali-
ty

• Merry Shenzhen and Merry Vietnam 
maintain the certificate renewal stan-
dard and continual assessment for 
Merry Thailand

• Constantly hire more employees with 
disabilities through communication and 
job accommodation

• There was no violation of hu-
man rights that occurred in 2022

• Merry Shenzhen and Merry 
Thailand passed the RBA certi-
fication

• Merry Shenzhen and Merry Viet-
nam maintain the certificate re-
newal standard and continual as-
sessment for Merry Thailand

• Report the Human Rights Policy to 
the Board and announce it on the 
Company’s website

• Produce human rights due dili-
gence survey reports

• Merry Thailand will build an inter-
nal self-assessment system in 2023

• Guide all plants in mainland 
China to implement RBA

• Constantly hire more em-
ployees with disabi l i t ies 
through communication and 
job accommodation

• Guide all plants to implement 
RBA

• Constantly hire more employ-
ees with disabilities through 
communication and job ac-
commodation
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Enriching Human Life

Dimension Indicator 2022 Target 2022 Achievement 2023 Target 2025 Target 2030 Target SDGs

Promote 
the Mini-
mal Hear-
ing Loss 
initiative

N u m b e r  o f 
persons influ-
enced

• Depth: Sessions of campus pub-
licity for students and teachers

• Three sessions

• Breadth: Enrich the issue un-
derstanding of the public: 5,000 
persons

• Depth: Three sessions of cam-
pus activities

• Breadth: Online gross impres-
sion of over 10,000 persons

• A total of 51 press releases from 
the Minimal Hearing Loss media 
conference

• Gross impression of over 20,000 
persons

• Promote systemized courses for 
Minimal Hearing Loss

• [Escalate the co-creation/alli-
ance issues]: 50,000 persons

• Invite upstream and downstream 
suppliers to discuss for more 
businesses to care about the is-
sues.

• [Influence/create and build val-
ue]: 100,000 persons

• Create changes and establish 
the core value of corporate ESG

Promote 
total ESG 

culture

Establish ESG 
educational 

training general 
k n o w l e d g e 
courses

• Promote the Merry Sustainability 
Day 

• Annual general education cours-
es on sustainable development

• Promote the Merry Sustainability 
Meat-free Day each month

• Add a new session for the annual 
sustainability online courses

• A total of 5 internal sustainability 
promotion activities

• One session of the business sys-
tem sustainability training course

• ESG training completion rate of 
Merry Shenzhen: 100%

• Create the ESG mission road-
map for employees of Taiwan HQ

ESG fundamental courses for all 
sales locations and training com-
pletion rate of 100%
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Setting [Delivering Excellent Sound and Enriching Human Life] in 2022, the prospect of Merry Electronics, as the core, and establish its sustainable operating policy 
by adopting four major strategies of “profit optimization, restructuring, net-zero emissions, and entry to the field of automotive and medicine”

Profit optimization Restructuring Net-zero emissions Entry to the field of automotive medicine

Continue to optimize the Company’s internal struc-
ture, focus on core technologies, create the value 
of product differentiation, improve the allocation 
flexibility of production capacity, and reinforce all 
aspects of management in the hope of improving its 
operating nature, increase external opportunities, 
and improve overall profitability and market compet-
itiveness.

Continue to focus on the vertical divi-
sion of labor and horizontal integration 
of resources of business units, plants, 
and subsidiaries, supplemented by 
organizing the structure of the Group, 
and in turn, improve management ben-
efits so as to exert the optimal operat-
ing synergies.

Adopting sustainable corporate development and the realization 
of net-zero emission as the final goal, Merry Electronics contin-
ues to introduce ESG and sustainable development philosophies 
into its corporate culture and comprehensively implements sus-
tainable designs, energy-saving and carbon dioxide reduction, 
and achievement of the target of net-zero emissions step by step 
to attain the sustainability prospects of co-prosperity of enter-
prises, social harmony, and co-existence with the environment.

Apart from continuing to realize innovation, in-depth 
development, and cooperation and partnership with 
customers, Merry Electronics will put further focus 
on exploring the field of automotive and medicine to 
actively set foot in new markets, improve its long-
term competitive strength and corporate value, and 
initiate the next wave of growing momentum.

Capital input and output

Financial Capital Intellectual Capital Human Capital Manufacturing Capital Natural Capital Social Capital

▍Share capital: NT$2.178 billion

▍Total assets: NT$33.429 billion

R&D expenditure: NT$1.8 billion 
(accounting for 5.10% of total 
revenue, representing an 
increase of 0.4% from 2021)

▍Group employees: 5,438 
persons

▍Education/training budget: 
NT$4.41 million

▍Completion and 
commencement of use of 
Taichung HQ

▍Equipment update of factory 
areas of the Group

▍Energy consumption: 
115,249.86GJ

▍Renewable energy 
consumption: 5,506MWh

▍Total water consumption: 
372.08ML

▍Public welfare expenses: 
NT$1.628 million

▍Total number of volunteers: 
1,889 persons

Environmental performance Social performance Economic performance

▍GHG (scope 1 and 2) emission: 19,004.01 tCO2e (the intensity 
decreased by 20.11% as compared to last year)

▍Energy intensity: 3.26(GJ/million NTD)

▍Total hours of education and training: 509,190 hours; average hours 
of education and training per person: 93.64 hours.

▍Employee engagement survey: 3.8 points

▍The number of exposure to the minimal hearing loss initiative: over 
6,000 times; press releases: 51

▍A total of 82 students won the Merry Electroacoustics Thesis Award 
during 2010–2022

▍Revenue: NT$35.399 billion (representing a decrease of 2.17% from 
2021)

▍Net profit before tax: NT$2.049 billion (representing an increase of 
29.51% from 2021)

▍New product and extended model development: 37 items

Total number of patents: 314 items
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As a specialist manufacturer of electroacoustic products, Merry Electronics 
develops and manufactures various electroacoustic products for customers 
through the OEM/ODM models, covering over 100 models each year alongside 
new product R&D and extended model development. Based on the different 
electroacoustic and environmental protection requirements of customers, we 
develop products that meet the market demands to earn praise from leading 
global brands.

1.1 About Merry Electronics
About Merry Electronics Co., LTD.,

Headquarters location Stock CodeDate of establishment

Nantun District, 
Taichung City

1975 2439

Major Products Worldwide locations

Headset products, speaker components, 
m ic rophone  compone nts ,  ba t te r y 
products, and hearing amplif ication 
devices. Collaborative development with 
global brands, and export to Asia, Europe, 
and America.

18 locat ions inc lud ing Ta iwan 
(Taichung, Taipei, Hsinchu), China 
(Shenzhen, Suzhou, Huizhou, Hong 
Kong, Xiamen, Zhangzhou), Thailand, 
Vietnam, USA (California), Singapore, 
Canada, and Norway.

Year of listing Group consolidated revenue Group employees

2000 5,438 personsNT$353.99billion
As of December 31, 20222022
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Membership of associations

To understand the development trends and enhance information exchange in the 
industry, we actively participate in related associations and organizations that bring 
substantial benefits. In 2022, we were simply members of these associations or or-
ganizations without engaging in management or related working groups. We were a 
member of the EATD, International Institute of Acoustics and Vibration (IIAV), Micro 
Sensors and Actuators Technology Consortium, Taiwan Electrical and Electronic 
Manufacturers’ Association, Taiwan Automation Intelligence and Robotics Asso-
ciation, Chinese National Association of Industry and Commerce Taiwan. Taichung 
Industrial Park Association, Taiwan Battery Association, and Taiwan Institute of Di-
rectors.

External initiatives

Major Events

1975-1985 
early products

▍Wireless communication moving coil microphones.

▍Taiwan’s first manufacturer to successfully mass-produce speakers for Walkman headsets.

▍Taiwan’s first manufacturer to successfully mass-produce moving coil receivers for 
telephones.

1985-2000
constant

transformation

Produced micro receivers and hands-free products for mobile phones and laptop speakers.

2000-2010
▍Expanded to the Bluetooth wireless market

▍Produced Bluetooth headsets and ANC headsets, Bluetooth portable stereo speakers, and 
power banks

2010-2015
▍Produced advanced-level over-ear headsets, gaming headsets, and sports headsets

▍Ultra-slim wearable moving coil speakers and wireless power banks

▍Engaged in hearing amplification devices, such as personal sound amplification products 
(PSAPs)

2015-2020
Sensor fusion true wireless stereo (TWS) headsets, AI smart sports headsets, high-recognition 
smart speakers, high-power speakers, MEMS/ECM microphone components and modules, 
wireless power banks. Also constantly engaged in medical hearing products including hearing 
amplification earphones, smart PSAPs, and hearing aids.

2021

▍We have signed up to RE100 and undertook to use 100% of renewables by 2050.

▍We have integrated with DfS to constantly improve the low-emission design of new products 
in terms of design, manufacturing, and planning.

▍Actively developed automotive and medical products to pave the way for the next growth 
stage. 

2022
▍Built the global R&D headquarters of Merry in Taichung

▍Implemented the innovative spirit and formally set foot in video conference systems and 
automotive acoustic applications

Product Development Process

We have signed to support the 
“Recommendations of the 
Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures Recom-

mendations” (TCFD), and the risk management team has also convened 
the related departments to inventory the management status of climate-re-
lated risks and opportunities. While the potential financial impact is com-
paratively low, we are actively drawing up countermeasures.

We already signed up for the RE100 initia-
tive in 2021 to become the 13th enterprise 
in Taiwan to sign up for RE100. We also 
set the target to use 100% of renewables 
by 2050.
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1.2 Product Overview

We integrate four key core technologies: electroacoustics, wireless, software, and battery to provide branded customers with total electroacoustics solutions covering the development, design, and man-
ufacturing of products. Although the quality of music listening and speech is the first priority of electroacoustic products, it is also necessary to integrate special functions such as active noise cancellation 
(ANC), waterproofing, and personal assistant. Additionally, in response to the global trend of net zero emissions, we have established the DfS framework to reduce carbon reduction starting from product 
design, in combination with the upgrade of energy-saving equipment of production lines and plants, in order to provide customers with low-emission electroacoustics solutions. In 2022, Merry Electronics 
did not sell any products or services banned in particular markets. 

Electroacoustic 
products

▍Headsets

▍Hearing amplification devices

▍Smart speakers

▍Vehicle speaker

▍Video conference equipment

▍Audio headsets, true wireless stereo (TWS) headsets, gaming headsets, and 
commercial headsets

▍Hearing amplification devices (including PSAPs/hearing aids)

▍Home audio smart speakers or driver units (for soundbars) and provision of entire 
sets of speakers to EV companies

▍Various portable meeting system equipment (USB plugs and play types) and fixed 
meeting system equipment (video bar) for big/medium/small meetings.

▍Personal meeting system equipment (web camera)

Electroacoustic 
components

▍Microphone components

▍Speaker components

Driver units for ICT products such as smartphones, laptops, conference systems, au-
tomotive systems or headsets, wearables, and smart speakers; MEMS microphones 
or ECM microphones.

Battery product

▍Battery units

▍Power banks
Battery units are for 3C and industrial use, IOT application devices and equipment, 
e-bike/LEV, power banks, wireless charging, and power storage products

▍Output value over the years 

(percentage in revenue)

▍Sales over the years (thousand pcs)

2019

2019

2020

2020

2021

2021

2022

2022

Headsets
Stereos and Speakers
Other

57.86% 61.86% 62.73% 66.88%35.77% 31.04% 30.06% 26.89%

6.37% 7.10% 7.21% 6.23%

243,015

212,529

282,861

256,077

Major product lineups and application
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Global layout
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1.3 Financial Performance
I n  20 22,  t h e  c o n s o l i d a te d  r eve nu e 
decreased by NT$784 million (or 2.17%%) 
over  2021 to NT$35.399 b i l l ion;  the 
consolidated net profit before tax increased 
by NT$467 million (or 29.51%) over 2021 to 
NT$2.049 billion.

In 2022, as the global earphone market 
recorded a decline, Merry amended its 
market strategies. Despite the decrease in 
the overall revenue from 2021, it continues 
to invest in the development of new 
products for customers and R&D expenses. 
Moreover, due to the favorable factor of 
currency exchange, its non-operating 
income increased.

Note:

1. Please refer to our 2022 Annual Report disclosed on the corporate 
website for the details regarding the operational status, financial 
performance, including liabilities, equity assets, retained earnings, 
dividend policy and status of execution, and rewards for employees 
and Directors.

2. The cash dividend for 2022 will be NT$4.50 per share. However, the 
actual amount will be subject to the announcement made after the 
2023 annual general meeting (AGM) of shareholders.

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Revenue 35,494,808 36,397,793 34,444,819 36,182,719 35,398,690

　Operating costs 30,769,740 31,357,874 30,126,271 31,807,621 30,846,138

Gross profit 4,725,068 5,039,919 4,318,548 4,375,098 4,552,552

　Operating expenses 2,421,935 2,804,567 3,177,806 3,276,541 3,479,432

　　Marketing expenses 350,439 397,602 345,767 424,928 454,456

　　Management fees 968,491 1,101,580 1,127,403 1,152,137 1,224,246

　　R&D expenses 1,103,005 1,305,385 1,704,636 1,699,476 1,800,730

Operating gains 2,303,133 2,235,352 1,140,742 1,098,557 1,073,120

Non-operating income (expenses) 423,116 1,010,845 561,963 483,616 975,906

Net profit before tax 2,726,249 3,246,197 1,702,705 1,582,173 2,049,026

　Income tax expenses 665,400 715,051 383,305 291,083 427,970

Net profit of the period 2,060,849 2,531,146 1,319,400 1,291,090 1,621,056

Other comprehensive income before tax -2,583,113 926,128 -936,960 -919,953 38,221

Total comprehensive income -522,264 3,457,274 382,440 371,137 1,659,277

Earnings per share 10.47 12.51 6.39 5.40 6.81

Expenditure items of disclosure specified by GRI

　Employees’ salaries and benefits 2,930,132 2,729,703 3,306,368 3,364,588 3,342,556

　Governmental grants 59,410 173,967 188,780 312,065 327,336

　Direct/indirect political donation 0 0 0 0 0

　Public donation expenditure 2,843 2,013 1,649 1,598 1,628

 Unit NT$000’

Historical revenue and profit or loss

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
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1.4 Tax Management
We have established a tax management unit to ensure the synchronous compliance with the tax regulations of the locations of operations of all Merry businesses. The unit also reports the results 
of tax management to the management to constantly create profit and perform our taxpaying duty.

The Board is the decision-making and supervisory unit of tax administration, and the HQ Financial Division is the tax ad-
ministration unit To honestly report and pay tax, enforce information transparency, and cautiously assess tax risks and 
impacts through mutual trust.

Tax governance and risk control mechanisms

 Unit NT$000’

The actual income tax paid in 2022 was approximately NT$194 million, which was tax payable due to the earnings in 
2021; however, net profit before tax in 2022 increased by 29.51%, resulting in a lower cash effective tax rate calcula-
tion in 2022 due to time difference.

 Unit NT$000’

Tax Management Policy

▍ Comply with the tax laws and regulations and follow 
the legislation spirit, and report and pay various taxes 
in time to perform the taxpayer duty.

▍ Maintain the arm’s length principle and follow the 
Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterpris-
es and Tax Administrations published by the Organi-
sation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) for transactions among affiliates.

▍ Adopt legal and transparent tax incentivization policies 
and reject tax mitigation methods against the legal 
spirit.

▍ Disclose tax information to stakeholders through open 
channels to enhance information transparency.

▍ Consider and assess related risks and adopt appro-
priate strategies when making and implementing tax 
policies.

▍ Maintain open, honest, and virtuous communication 
with taxation agencies and help improve the tax envi-
ronment and system. 

Summary of income tax paid in 2021 and 2022

    By region

2021 2022
Region Amount Ratio Amount Ratio

Asia 195,418 99.69% 192,724 99.04%

Europe 598 0.31% 1,871 0.96%

Total amount paid 196,016 100% 194,595 100%

Information related to income tax

2021 2022
Net profit before tax 1,582,173 2,049,026

Income tax expenses 291,083 427,970

Account entry effective tax rate 18.40% 20.89%

Income tax paid 196,016 194,595

Cash effective cash rate 12.39% 9.50%
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1.5 Management Systems

※The above verifications do not apply to our locations in Singapore, Hong Kong, and the USA because they are operated in rented offices.

Standard Taiwan HQ Merry Shenzhen Merry Vietnam Merry Thailand Suzhou Merry 

Quality management

ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System 2022-11-10~2024-07-12 2021-10-18~2023-11-21 2023-01-03~2023-11-03 2022-03-25~2025-03-24 2022-10-12~2023-10-11

Labor, environment, ethics, health and safety

RBA-CoC 7.0
2021.03.22~2023.03.25

2023.04.17 Audit
2021.12.10~2023.08.13

ISO 45001:2018 OH&S Management System 2021.09.28~2024.09.28 2021.10.18~2023.11.29 2022.01.05~2024.01.04

Environment

ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management System 2021.11.18~2024.11.17 2022.01.03~2024.01.04 2021.12.25~2024.12.24

IECQ-QC080000:2017 Hazardous Substance Process Management System 2023.02.17~2026.01.21 2022.07.03~2024.01.11

ISO 14064-1:2018 GHG inventory 2022 2022

ISO 50001:2018 Energy Management System 2022.11.07~2025.11.06 2020.12.02~2023.12.01

SONY GP/ASUS GP Expiry 2024.02.28 Expiry 2023.04.30

Intellectual Property Rights

Taiwan Intellectual Property Management System (TIPS) Expiry 2024.12.31

GB/T 29490-2013 Enterprise Intellectual Property Management Standard 2021.01.23~2024.01.22

Information Security

ISO 27001:2013 Information Security Management System 2021.12.07~2024.12.06 2022.11.24~2025.11.23
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Starting from the vision of “delivering excellent sound and 
enriching human life,” we make continual improvements to 
the core business to achieve the mission of being “a global 
specialist provider of total solutions for electroacoustic 
applications in communication and entertainment.” We value 
the opinion of stakeholders and are committed to pursuing 
sustainable development through ESG. Hence, we established 
four major principles for sustainable development and set 
the short-, medium-, and long-term goals to strengthen 
our constitution for sustainable development, optimize the 
disclosure of ESG information, and create co-prosperity shared 
by shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, society, 
and the environment.

Prospect

Miss ion

Delivering Excellent Sound 
and Enriching Human Life

Become A Comprehensive 
Professional Supplier of World 
Class Communication and En-
tertainment Electroacoustic 
Products

Environment

Social

Governance

Delivering Excellent 
Sound

Addressing Climate 
Change

Building a Friendly 
Workplace

Enriching Human 
Life

Four major sustainabi l i t y pr inciples

2.1 Sustainable Policy and Operation
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Board of Directors

Meeting Contents

Annual ESG achievement report and plan, including 
sustainable development highlight schedule for the 
competent authority and responses to material issues 
concerned by stakeholders.

Frequency

Half-yearly

Sustainable Development Promotion Team

Meeting Contents

Review of the outcomes of short-term ESG targets, 
sharing ESG trends, drawing up medium- and long-
term approaches, and discussion of material issues.

Frequency

Half-yearly

Regular examination of the outcomes of ESG targets Quarterly

Sustainable Development Promotion Team

We establ ished four promotion teams, including the 
Sustainable Development Promotion Team, under the Board. 
The Sustainable Development Promotion Team is chaired 
by the President, with the Public Relations Department as 
the executive secretary. Under the team, there are seven 
functional units to integrate policies and systems or propose 
and implement management approaches and specif ic 
promotion plans related to sustainable development, maintain 
constant communication and interaction with stakeholders, 
and periodically report to the board.

Board of Directors

Operating method：

Sustainable Development Promotion Team

Governance Supply chain 
management

Sustainable 
environment

Sustainable
 products

Social co-
prosperity

Friendly 
Workplace

Sustainable
manufacturing

▍Group F inanc ia l  D iv is ion
▍Group Admin is t ra t ion 

D iv is ion
▍ In format ion D iv is ion
▍Audi t D iv is ion

▍Supply Cha in 
Management D iv is ion

▍Qual i t y Assurance 
D iv is ion

▍Al l  bus iness un i ts ▍Publ ic Re la t ions D iv is ion ▍Al l  fac tor y areas ▍Group F inanc ia l  D iv is ion

The Board super v ises the Company in  fo rmulat ing 
various short-term, mid-term, and long-term sustainable 
development strategies, targets, execution plans, and 
promoting achievements; when necessary, it formulates 
examination and improvement plans to realize sustainable 
principles and targets. The promotion team reported to the 
Board in December 2022, and the content of the report was 
the execution achievements in 2022, the execution plan in 
2023, various project plans initiated, and ESG performance 
indicators, and the execution status will also be reported from 
time to time.

▍See 3-1 Governance Organization for Merry Electronics’ organizational framework.
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Stakeholder Significance to Merry
Communication Channel/Fre-

quency

Communication achievements 

from January to December 2022
Countermeasure Relevant Report Section

Investors

The recognition and support 
of investors are the bedrock 
of our sustainable opera-
tions. 

• Monthly revenue information 
(monthly)

• Investor conference/overseas in-
vestor forum (quarterly)

• AGM/annual report (annually)

• Corporate website/Market Obser-
vation Post System (MOPS)

• Revenue announcement: 12 times 

• Quarterly investor conferences: 4 
times

• Participation in domestic and foreign 
investor forums: 15 times

• AGM: 1 time

• Periodical disclosure of financial information of the Company on the 
MOPS and securities and corporate website

• Periodical disclosure of important board resolutions and material 
corporate information

• Employment of the spokesperson and deputy spokesperson to 
timely address the issues that concern investors

• Periodical meetings for reporting the operational performance to in-
vestors and addressing the questions that concern them

1.3 Financial Performance

3.2 Ethical Corporate Management

4.3 Green product management

6.2 Climate Action and Energy 
Management

Employees

Employees are the most 
important asset to and the 
source of competitiveness 
of Merry.

• Employee performance interview 
(half-yearly)

• New employee interview (monthly, 
depending on training needs)

• EWC meeting (bimonthly)

• Internal information announce-
ment (real-time)

• Employee feedback channels (re-
al-time)

• Two times a year per employee (Jan-
uary and July)

• New employee seminars: 6 times

• EWC meetings: 6 times

• Internal information announcements: 
30 times

Employee feedback: 2 counts

• Upholding the impartiality and non-discrimination principles to pro-
vide employees with equal opportunities for employment

• Establishing a well-planned remuneration and welfare system to give 
employees reasonable pay and rewards

• Optimizing professional skills through various education/training 
from time to time

• Ensure employee safety and health based on the “employee pro-
tection, care for health, hazard prevention, and reduction of work-re-
lated injuries” policies

4.1 Sustainable Design and Innova-
tive Management

5. Building a Friendly Workplace

2.2 Stakeholder Identification and Communication
Besides maintaining sound communication and interaction with stakeholders in the course of operation in a pragmatic and steady approach, we have set up an external communication email on 
the corporate website to establish transparent, diverse communication channels with all stakeholders. In 2022, we continued to carry out the analysis of material stakeholders with significant rel-
evance from among a host of stakeholders, employees of the financial, investor relations, strategic planning, customer relationship management (CRM), supply chain management (SCM), human 
resources, occupational safety and health, and IT departments formed a working group to determine the four major stakeholder groups of Merry Electronics with respect to the five attributes 
of stakeholders, including dependency, influence, tension, responsibility, and diverse perspective, in the AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement Standard (AA1000SES) established by Accountability 
through open discussion, and there was no material difference in the evaluation of the five major aspects; in 2022, material stakeholders identified remained investors, employees, suppliers, and 
customers.

Stakeholder communication in 2022 
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Stakeholder Significance to Merry
Communication Channel/Fre-

quency

Communication achievements 

from January to December 2022
Countermeasure Relevant Report Section

Suppliers

The long-term and steady 
collaboration, growth with 
Merry together, and care for 
environmental and social 
responsibilities of suppliers 
facilitate the creation of val-
ue for customers.

• New supplier evaluation (as nec-
essary)

• Supplier ratings (monthly)

• Supplier audits (annually)

• Supplier guidance (real-time)

• Onsite/over-the-phone/documents 
(emails)/online platform (real-time)

• Signing of the social and environ-
mental undertaking of new suppli-
ers: 96%

• Supplier monthly ratings.

• Audits of key suppliers: 61 suppliers 

• Minimum supplier onsite guidance: 
230 times

• Assuring compliance with the Merry Green Product Regulations 
through the constant promotion of the green supply chain, request 
for and assistance in passing QMS certification for suppliers, and 
control of raw materials used

• Establishing communication platforms and promoting ESG-related 
publicity activities to actively explain the importance of sustainable 
cooperation to suppliers

• Excluding customer-designated and world-leading suppliers (com-
pliance with the generally accepted ESG assessment standard), all 
(100%) new suppliers have signed the undertakings

4.2 Green product management

4.3 Quality Management and Cus-
tomer Service Optimization

7. Enriching Human Life

Customer

Customer recognition and 
trust are the drive of quality 
and technology improve-
ment and sustainable devel-
opment. 

• Product project meeting (as re-
quired by projects)

• Quality meeting (monthly)

• Quarterly Business Review (QBR, 
quarterly) 

• Customer satisfaction survey/
scorecard (quarterly)

• Annual Supplier Conference

• Visits from time to time

• Both technical capability and overall 
services have earned the recognition 
of major customers, with average 
customer satisfaction up to 83.16%.

• Customers have increasing con-
cerns about low-emission design, 
such as the reduction of plastic 
packaging materials or replacement 
with paper and increased use of 
post-consumer recycled resin (PCR) 
in product materials.

• Continue to improve technical capacity, implement carbon dioxide 
reduction from product designs based on the sustainable design 
structure, implement renewable energy using routes under the 
RE100 initiative, actively promote carbon dioxide reduction mea-
sures, and jointly realize carbon dioxide reduction products with 
customers.

 • Constantly satisfy customers’ requirements and enhance cus-
tomer satisfaction through quality management systems and prob-
lem-solving capacity Manage relevant raw materials via the green 
management system to comply with the product specifications of 
customers and regulatory requirements

3.4 Information Security

4. Delivering Excellent Sound and 
Enriching Human Life

6. Addressing Climate Change

 

Apart from maintaining interactions in various forms with stakeholders in daily operations, the Company has 
set up a relevant contact section on its website.

“Integrity and ethics” have been the corporate culture ingrained 
in our minds ever since the company was established. If you find 
any suspected violation of the “Merry Ethical Corporate Man-
agement Best-Practice Principles” or “Merry Code of Ethical 
Conduct” in Merry employees, please report to our responsible 
units through the following channels, and appropriate measures 
will be adopted to protect your personal information and privacy. 

Investor-related
investor@merry.com.tw
04-23590811#116229 Ms. Jian

Employee/
recruitment-related
merry_resume_db@mery.com.tw
04-23590811 Ms. Guo

Media-related
merry_pr@merry.com.tw
04-23590811#116409 Ms. Chen

Communication Channel Complaint system

04-2359-0811#118000

Integrity report box

Report hotline

integrity@merry.com.tw                                   
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2.3 Analysis and Identification of Material Topics
▍Identification procedures of material topics

Sustainable topics collection Survey on the level of concern by stakeholders

Identification of 
stakeholders

Sustainable topics 
collection

Survey on the level of con-
cern by stakeholders

Identification of actual and 

potential impacts

Identify the disclosure 
priority of material 

topics 

Implementation of man-
agement approach to 

material topics

Investors, employees, 
suppliers, and customers 
remained the mater ial 
stakeholders in 2022

In 2022, there were a total of 
19 sustainable topics, and 
“quality management” and 
“tax management” were 
added; titles of partial topics 
were adjusted

218 effective question-
naires were col lected 
to prepare the statistics 
and analyze the level of 
concern about various 
sustainable topics

26 core officers performed the im-
pact analysis and discussed differ-
ent topics in terms of “actual/po-
tential” and “positive/negative” 
based on the 2D analysis results of 
“severity” and probability”

• Sort the priority of material topics

• As the identification standards for 
material topics changed, the range 
of changes was relatively larger 
than in 2021

Carry out management 
pol ic ies and commit-
ments, establish targets, 
and measu re  pe r fo r-
mance results based on 
material topics

Merry Electronics considered the value cre-
ation process of corporate operations, col-
lected information on communication with 
stakeholders, and referred to global sustain-
able disclosure specifications or standards 
(GRI, SASB, and TCFD), regulatory require-
ments imposed by the government of places 
where our business locations located, and 
sustainable reports of globally renowned sus-
tainability rating institutions (i.e., S&P, Global, 
and MSCI), domestic and foreign material 
customers and industry benchmark enterpris-

To understand the concerns and expectations 
of stakeholders regarding sustainable topics 
promoted by Merry Electronics, we continued 
to distribute sustainable topic questionnaires 
to material stakeholders for survey in 2022 and 
recovered 218 effective feedback. According 
to the feedback results of the questionnaires, 
we derived topics concerned by different cate-
gories of material stakeholders to understand 
their level of concern for sustainable topics

es to compiled 19 sustainable topics to serve 
as the basis for the survey of level of concern 
by stakeholders and internal sustainability im-
pact evaluations subsequently. In addition, in 
accordance with the composite consideration 
of trend, standard amendments, and rating of 
sustainable topic management, topics were 
adjusted from 17 in 2021 to 19 in 2022. Except 
for mild adjustments made to the title of par-
tial topics, topics of “quality management” 
and “tax management” were newly added.
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Five major topics concerned by material stakeholders in 2022

Investors Employees Suppliers Customer

• Quality management

• Economic influence

• Product responsibility

• Energy management

• Ethical corporate man-
agement

• Talents attraction and 
retention

• Human capital devel-
opment

• Diversity and inclusive-
ness

• Economic influence

• Innovative manage-
ment

• Quality management

• Innovative manage-
ment

• Ethical corporate man-
agement

• Social influence

• Information security

• Quality management

• Susta inable supply 
chain management

• Information security

• Innovative manage-
ment

• Product responsibility

Identification of actual and potential impacts
Regarding the abovementioned 19 sustainable 
topics, 26 core officers carried out impact 
analysis and discussion when convening the 
Sustainability Committee meeting in 2022 Q4 
to analyze the results of actual/potential and 
positive/negative impacts of various topics on 
the economy, environment, human and human 
rights, and other aspects based on “sever-
ity” and “probability.” Furthermore, they 
distinguished the level of positive impact and 

Identify the disclosure priority of material topics 
Compile and sort the abovementioned level 
of concern by stakeholders and positive and 
negative impacts to prepare the 3D matrix di-
agram. Based on the analysis and discussion 
results of the Sustainability Committee, talent 
attraction and retention, product responsibili-
ty, innovative management, information secu-
rity, sustainable supply chain, product liability, 
climate strategies, and energy management, 
a total of eight sustainability topics, were se-
lected as the material topics for disclosure in 
priority for the preparation of the sustainability 
report in 2022.

We performed an analysis regarding the dif-
ferences in the material topics in 2021. As the 
selection was based on the existing manage-
ment in 2022, topics may have positive/neg-
ative impacts and are different as compared 
to the impact evaluation performed based on 
the natural state of sustainable topics in 2021; 
therefore, the range of changes in the item of 
material topics was relatively larger. With the 
sustainable design requirements, the emer-
gence of operating challenges due to climate 
change, sub-replacement fertility, and the in-

the level of the negative impact of different 
sustainable topics. When evaluating the level 
of impact, if a topic has actual or potential hu-
man rights risks, it will have the highest mark 
in severity.

tainable topics. When evaluating the level of 
impact, if a topic has actual or potential hu-
man rights risks, it will have the highest mark 
in severity.

creasing competition in the industry, “talents 
attraction and retention” was newly added 
as a material topic in the evaluation result, 
and “quality management" newly added was 
also relatively more important in terms of risks 
and opportunities under customers’ require-
ments, and it was also listed as a material top-
ic.

Economic influence (financial performance), 
ethical corporate management, occupational 
safety and health recorded favorable man-
agement performance under the business 
management of Merry Electronics, and the 
impacts were relatively weaker as evaluated; 
however, they are listed as topics that we will 
attach our constant attention to, and we will 
continue to implement in our daily manage-
ment. We will not otherwise disclose the man-
agement policy but will continue the manage-
ment based on our short-term, mid-term, and 
long-term plans, and we voluntarily disclose 
relevant management behaviors and quantita-
tive information. 
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Negative/positive

1 Economic influence

2 Ethical corporate management

3 Sustainable supply chain

4 Tax management

5 Innovative management

6 Information security

7 Quality management

8 Climate strategies

9 Energy management

10 Water resources management

11 Waste management

12 Air pollution management

13 Bio-diversity

14 Product responsibility

15 Talents attraction and retention

16 Diversity and inclusiveness

17 Human capital development

18 Occupational safety and health

19 Social influence

Probability

13

12

12

10

10

19

19

18

11

11

17

17

14

14

8

8

5

5

7

7

6
6

3

3

15
15

9

9
16

16
4

4

1

1 2
2

13

18

No. Negative impact No. Positive impact No.

1 Talents attraction and retention ＊ Talents attraction and retention ＊

2 Innovative management ＊ Quality management ＊

3 Information security ＊ Innovative management ＊

4 Quality management ＊ Information security ＊

5 Sustainable supply chain man-
agement ＊

Sustainable supply chain man-
agement ＊

6 Product responsibility Product responsibility ＊

7 Climate strategies Climate strategies ＊

8 Diversity and inclusiveness Energy management ＊

9 Energy management Human capital development

10 Human capital development Diversity and inclusiveness

11 Tax management Waste management

12 Ethical corporate management Tax management

13 Occupational health and safety Economic influence

14 Waste management Ethical corporate management

15 Economic influence Occupational health and safety

16 Water resources management Social influence

17 Social influence Water resources management

18 Air pollution control Air pollution control

19 Bio-diversity Bio-diversity

＊ Topics of material impacts  

Negative severity Positive severity
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Identification procedures of material topics

Topics of material im-

pacts in 2022

Topics of material 

impacts in 2021

Comparison of dif-

ferences between 

material topics

Scope of impact Aspect of impact

Corresponding Topic
Corresponding Report 

Section

Topics of material impact

Talents attraction and 
retention Newly added items ◎ ◎ ◎

▍GRI 202 Market Presence 2016

▍GRI 401 Employment 2016

▍GRI 402 Employment 2016

▍SASB TC-HW-330a.1

5-1 Talents Attraction and 
Retention

Quality management Newly added items ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎
▍Quality management system

▍Customer service
4-3 Quality Management and 
Customer Service Optimization

Innovative management Sustainable Design Maintenance item ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍Saving from energy-saving 
design/material recycling/
material

▍SASB TC-HW-410a.2

▍SASB TC-HW-410a.3

4-1 Sustainable Design and 
Innovative Management

Information Security Information Security Maintenance item ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍Focus of information security 
management

▍Information security management 
system

▍Information security educational 
training

3-4 Information Security

Sustainable supply chain Sustainable supply chain Maintenance item ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍GRI 308 Supplier Environmental 
Assessment 2016

▍GRI 414 Supplier Social 
Assessment 2016

4-5 Sustainable Supply Chain 
Management

Econom
ic 

aspect

Suppliers

Environm
ental

aspect

M
erry 

Electronics’
 operations

C
ustom

er

H
um

an rights

C
row

d
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Econom
ic 

aspect

Suppliers

Environm
ental

aspect

M
erry 

Electronics’
 operations

C
ustom

er

H
um

an rights

C
row

d

Topics of material im-

pacts in 2022

Topics of material 

impacts in 2021

Comparison of dif-

ferences between 

material topics

Scope of impact Aspect of impact

Corresponding Topic
Corresponding Report 

Section

Topics of material impact

Sustainable supply chain Sustainable supply chain Maintenance item ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍SASB TC-HW-430a.1

▍SASB TC-HW-430a.2

▍SASB TC-HW-440a.1

4-5 Sustainable Supply Chain 
Management

Product responsibility Product responsibility Maintenance item ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍GRI 416 Customer Health and 
Safety 2016

▍GRI 417 Marketing and Labeling 
2016

▍SASB TC-HW-230a.1

▍SASB TC-HW-410a.1

4-2 Green product management

Climate strategies climate change Maintenance item ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍GRI 201 Economic Performance 
2016

▍GRI 305 Emissions 2016
6. Addressing Climate Change

Energy management Energy management Maintenance item ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ▍GRI 302 Energy 2016 6-2 Climate Action and Energy 
Management

Topic of Continual Concern (topics of voluntary disclosure)

Economic influence Financial performance Constant concern ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍ GRI 201 Economic Performance 
2016

▍ GRI 204 Procurement Practices 
2016

1-3 Financial performance

Ethical corporate man-
agement

Ethical corporate man-
agement Constant concern ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ▍GRI 205 Anti-corruption 2016 3-2 Ethical corporate manage-

ment
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Econom
ic 

aspect

Suppliers

Environm
ental

aspect

M
erry 

Electronics’
 operations

C
ustom

er

H
um

an rights

C
row

d

Topics of material im-

pacts in 2022

Topics of material 

impacts in 2021

Comparison of dif-

ferences between 

material topics

Scope of impact Aspect of impact

Corresponding Topic
Corresponding Report 

Section

Topic of Continual Concern (topics of voluntary disclosure)

Tax management Tax management Constant concern ◎ ◎ ▍GRI 207 Tax 2019 1-4 Tax Management

Water resources man-
agement

Water resources man-
agement Constant concern ◎ ◎ ◎ ▍GRI 303 Water and Effluent 2018 6-3 Water and Waste 

Management

Waste management Waste and recycling Constant concern ◎ ◎ ◎
▍GRI 306 Waste 2020

▍SASB TC-HW-410a.4
6-3 Water and Waste 
Management

Diversity and inclusive-
ness

Diversity, inclusiveness, 
and equality Constant concern ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍GRI 405 Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity 2016

▍GRI 406 Non-discrimination 2016
5-3 Friendly and Safe Workplace

Human capital develop-
ment Talent development Constant concern ◎ ◎ ◎

▍GRI 404 Training and Education 
2016 5-2 Talent Development

Occupational health and 
safety

Occupational health and 
safety Constant concern ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

▍GRI 403 Occupational Health and 
Safety 2018 5-3 Friendly and Safe Workplace
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2.4 Management Approach of Material Topics
Talents attraction
and retention

Employees are important partners of Merry 
Electronics for sustainable development. 
We are dedicated to creating a work envi-
ronment of equality, diversity and health 
and providing salaries and benefit systems 
of competitiveness and internal fairness.

Customer
Merry Electronics
Suppliers

Scope of impacts

Economy
Environment
Crowd
Human rights

Aspect of impacts

Impacts occurred　　　　　　　                
Potential impacts in the following year　　　　　                 
Potential impacts in the following two to three years　　　　　　　                 
Potential impacts over the following three years

Scope of impact time

▍Upholding the impartiality and non-discrimination 
principles to provide equal opportunities for 
employment and development

▍Connecting to the salary standard and benefits system 
within the industry and providing salary strategies and 
diversified benefits measures of competitiveness within 
the industry

Attract excellent talent to join, improve employees’ co-
hesion, and improve corporate recognition of employees 
and retention

▍Annual resignation rate ≦ 25%

▍Retention rate of excellent employees ≧ 95%

▍Gender ratio (female/male): Overall employees: 0.87; intermediate officers: 0.43

▍Provide two gender-friendly measures more favorable than that of laws and regulations

▍Benefit plans that are more favorable than laws and regulations

▍Long-term retention incentive measures - Accumulated number of employees participated 
in shareholding trust: 330 persons

▍Promote employee engagement survey

Policy and com
m

itm
ent

Action plan adopted Action plan follow-up 
(performance measurement system) Performance measurement results

O
bjective and target

▍Provide employee benefit policies 
more favorable than regulations                                          

▍Employee engagement survey once 
every two years

▍General meeting of the Group                                                                   

▍Merry Data Intelligent system

▍Annual resignation rate: 23.18%                                      

▍Retention rate of outstanding employees: 89.4%                                      

▍Gender ratio (female/male): Overall employees: 0.924; intermediate officers: 
0.538             

▍Score of employee engagement survey: 3.8

▍Accumulated number of employees who participated in shareholding trust: 
343 persons (achievement rate: 104%)                                                                

▍Add the stable salary household policy                                                         

▍Add seven days of paid leave for care at most

Group HR Division/Director

Responsibility

Internal: Employees may provide feedback and opinions via diverse communication channels to jointly build a friendly workplace
External: Manage the employer’s brand image via diverse social recruitment channels to attract outstanding talents

Stakeholder 
engagement
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Management Approach of Material Topics (cont’d)

Quality 
management

Establish stable product quality, improve 
the reliability of products to reduce the 
return rate of customers, and provide 
products and services that fulfill custom-
ers’ requirements to improve customer 
satisfaction, and in turn, improve brand 
value and awareness, increase trust and 
recognition of customers for products, and 
facilitate the continual growth of the enter-
prise.

Customer
Merry Electronics
Suppliers

Scope of impacts

Economy
Environment
Crowd
Human rights

Aspect of impacts

Impacts occurred　　　　　　　                
Potential impacts in the following year　　　　　                 
Potential impacts in the following two to three years　　　　　　　                 
Potential impacts over the following three years

Scope of impact time

Adopt source management to instantly provide satisfac-
tory products, quality, and services to customers

Continue to improve the effectiveness of the quality man-
agement system through the utilization of quality policies, 
quality targets, audit results, data analysis, corrective 
and preventive measures, and management review to 
achieve customers’ expectations and ensure the overall 
operating targets of the Company

▍Cost of quality failure: Less than 0.31%

▍Number of production line suspensions due to quality anomaly throughout the year: 0

▍QA qualification rate: 100%

▍Average number of customer complaints each month: Less than two cases

▍Customer satisfaction ≥ 80%

Policy and com
m

itm
ent

Action plan adopted Action plan follow-up 
(performance measurement system) Performance measurement results

O
bjective and target

▍Control the timeliness for addressing 
anomalies and comply with the 
“3637 principle” to avoid the 
suspension of production line due to 
failures in addressing anomalies in 
time

▍Follow up on the target achievement 
rate each month, continue to 
improve items that have not 
achieved the target, and propose 
preventive measures

▍Carry out quality management and 
customer satisfaction reporting 
and examination each month at the 
general meeting

▍Cost of quality failure: Less than 0.35%

▍Number of production line suspensions due to quality anomalies throughout 
the year: 1 

▍QA qualification rate: 99.41%

▍Average number of customer complaints each month: Less than 0.75 cases

▍Customer satisfaction: 83.16%

Group R&D Division/Chief of Technology

Responsibility

IInternal: The Quality Assurance Division shall establish quality policies that implement in all procedures of manufacturing processes
External: Customers may provide feedback and opinions via the scorecard from time to time of the regular satisfaction survey

Stakeholder 
engagement
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Management Approach of Material Topics (cont’d)

▍Report and review the outcomes in 
DfS at the monthly review meeting.

▍ Implementing source control of 
materials with the green product 
management Sys tem (GPMS) 
t o  e n s u r e  c o m p l i a n c e  w i t h 
global regulations and customer 
requirements for no restr icted 
substances in products

▍Recycled materials used in new models: 25%

▍ The weight decreased due to the optimized 
structure accounting for approximately 15% 
of overall materials, and the overall volume 
of materials used by the optimized PCB was 
reduced by 33%.

▍In 2022, no violation of marketing and labeling 
laws and regulations and/or voluntary codes 
were reported.

The Company has established six major structures of innovative manage-
ment to assist customers in producing advanced and effective products. It 
continues to improve the modulization of production and manufacturing and 
product design capacity, save manufacturing materials, use renewable ma-
terials and environmental-friendly packaging design, adopt stages to reduce 
electricity consumption to realize its green manufacturing commitments 
starting from the interior of the Company and realize the sustainable value of 
the environment and society.

▍Use recycled materials in products and packaging materials
▍Adopt light designs of products to reduce the use of raw materials
▍Optimize product power consumption and improve charging efficiency

Talents attraction
and retention

▍With product lifecycle as the foundation, 
we control the safety and health of 
end-users and reduce environmental 
and ecological impacts. Starting from 
the design phase, we are committed 
to supplying green and eco-friendly 
products and services. Combining 
p r o fo u n d  d e s i g n  a n d  i n n ova t i o n 
capabilities and eco-friendly materials, 
we b e c o m e t h e  b e s t  p a r t n e r  f o r 
customers in the sustainable ecosystem 
chain in collaboration with suppliers.

▍ Based on the environmental protection 
regulations and standards at home and 
abroad, we further ensure that the eco-
friendly materials, processes, energy, 
and final products from Merry all comply 
with the low-carbon, eco-friendly, and 
product sustainability requirements.

Customer
Merry Electronics
Suppliers

Scope of impacts

Economy
Environment
Crowd
Human rights

Aspect of impacts

Impacts occurred　　　　　　　                
Potential impacts in the following year　　　　　                 
Potential impacts in the following two to three years　　　　　　　                 
Potential impacts over the following three years

Scope of impact time

▍Constantly using recycled materials to increase the percentage of recycled materials 
used in new products

▍Implementing product structure optimization and low-impact design to reduce 
production dissipation

▍Promoting green energy use to enforce sustainable business development

▍All products comply with the European and US restrictions on hazardous materials use, 
and product labeling complies with the customer requirements

Based on the environmental protection regulations and standards at home and abroad, we 
further ensure that the eco-friendly materials, processes, energy, and final products from 
Merry all comply with the low-carbon, eco-friendly, and product sustainability require-
ments to ensure that the materials, processes, and products from Merry Electronics com-
ply with the related environmental protection regulations and standards

Policy and com
m

itm
ent

Action plan adopted Action plan follow-up 
(performance measurement system) Performance measurement results

O
bjective and target

Group R&D Division/Chief of Technology

Responsibility

Internal: Reinforce the sustainable innovation capacity of relevant departments via ESG trend introduction, green products and materials, and other  
              series courses
External: Customers may directly contact relevant business contact or use the product inquiry channels set on the Company’s website

Stakeholder 
engagement

▍Recycled materials used in new models: 25%
▍Optimal structure design for products

Short-term goals (2022)

▍Recycled materials used in new models: 40%
▍Light-weight design for products
▍Energy consumption optimization design for products
▍Establishing an environmental material design database

Medium-term goals (2025)

▍Recycled materials used in new models: 90%
▍Green energy use proportion: 60%

Long-term goals (2030)
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Management Approach of Material Topics (cont’d)

Information 
Security

The security of information operations and 
protection of confidential and sensitive 
data are our competitiveness and commit-
ment to customers, shareholders, and em-
ployees. Besides forming an information 
security promotion team, we will constant-
ly implement and optimize the group’s 
information security management system 
(ISMS) to ensure the integrity, availability, 
and confidentiality of group’s information 
assets.

Customer
Merry Electronics
Suppliers

Scope of impacts

Economy
Environment
Crowd
Human rights

Aspect of impacts

Impacts occurred　　　　　　　                
Potential impacts in the following year　　　　　                 
Potential impacts in the following two to three years　　　　　　　                 
Potential impacts over the following three years

Scope of impact time

▍Information security risk evaluation: ascertain the source of information security risks and level of 
impacts

▍Risk management strategy: ascertain the method to identify risks, including selecting appropriate 
risk management measures

▍Implement risk management measures: implement the selected risk management measures

▍Monitor and review: regularly monitor and review the implemented risk measures to ensure their 
effectiveness and timely adjustments

▍“Strengthening information security for sustainable operations”

▍ Based on the ISO 27001:2013 ISMS, we have established a secure and trusted information 
environment to ensure data, system, equipment, and cyber security and prevent the risks of 
diddling, exposure, damage, or loss of data to ensure business continuity.

▍No material information security event

▍ Achievement rate of comprehensive control of 
accounts: 100%

▍Information educational training completion rate 
≥ 100%

Policy and com
m

itm
ent

Action plan adopted Performance measurement results

O
bjective and target

▍Employee information security awareness training

▍Control of information security accounts

▍Social engineering drill and training

▍Endpoint operation protection and control

▍Network management, prevention, and control

▍No material information security event in 2022

▍Pass the external certification of ISO 27001 each year

▍Reinforce the information security awareness of personnel and minimize information security risks. Achievements 
in 2022: The training completion rate for one dedicated information security personnel and 81 members of the 
information security workforce: 100%; the training completion rate of 785 employees of Taiwan HQ: 96.43%. Total 
control of information accounts, implementation of two-factor authentication, and building a privileged account 
management system to ensure account security, with an accomplishment rate of 100%.

▍Organize social engineering drills and carry out operating tests each month. A total of 12 testing e-mails were 
sent, and there were a total of 8,918 persons participated in the test, which effectively reduced the generation of 
phishing mail risks

▍Employee information system endpoint check and operation, controlling the random access of peripherals and 
installing antivirus/anti-hacking systems to reduce virus/hacker attacks, with an accomplishment rate of 100%

▍Implementing the intrusion prevention system (IPS) to filter ingress packets to proactively prevent and block 
abnormal cyber behavior and prevent the risk of zero-day attacks, with an accomplishment rate of 100%.

Information Division/
Chief of Information Security

Responsibility

Stakeholder 
engagement

Internal: Based on annual educational training and various information security drills, if there are relevant risks, report to the Information Division

External: Regularly engage external professional information security companies to perform vulnerability scanning for servers for external services;
                if there are relevant impacts, please communicate with or file a complaint to the Company via the “Contact Us” section on the Compa-
                ny’s website 

Action plan follow-up 
(performance measurement system)

▍Bi-weekly information security meeting

▍Monthly meeting of the Information Division

▍Quarterly HQ information team

▍Quarterly Group Information Security Promotion Team
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Sustainable 
supply chain

We have over 500 suppliers in long-term 
and steady collaboration. Starting from 
raw materials procurement, they grow and 
build a green supply chain for sustainable 
development with us to maintain human 
rights, protect the environment, and pro-
vide end-users with products that comply 
with health and safety requirements while 
creating value for customers.

Customer
Merry Electronics
Suppliers

Scope of impacts

Economy
Environment
Crowd
Human rights

Aspect of impacts

Impacts occurred　　　　　　　                
Potential impacts in the following year　　　　　                 
Potential impacts in the following two to three years　　　　　　　                 
Potential impacts over the following three years

Scope of impact time

▍Nature optimization

▍Risk management

▍Supply chain localization

▍Supplier audits/interaction

Committed to creating a positive, circular supply chain, we maintain active collaboration and prog-
ress with suppliers; ensure that suppliers comply with the sustainable development of the supply 
chain, fulfill agreements including the “Social Responsibility Commitment” and “Declaration of 
Non-Use of Conflict Minerals”; urge them to respect ethics, labor human rights, health and safety, 
and address issues relating to environmental protection against climate change, such as energy and 
water management and renewables use

▍Enforce SCM and promote short-, medium-, and 
long-term KPIs for suppliers.

▍The collection rate of CSR Commitment and 
Declaration of Non-Use of Conflict Minerals > 
92%, CSR score of key suppliers > 82 points

▍We prioritize procurement from local suppliers 
in the location of operations to enhance supply 
resilience

Policy and com
m

itm
ent

Action plan adopted Performance measurement results

O
bjective and target

▍Require suppliers to sign the Social Responsibility Commitment and 
Declaration of Non-Use of Conflict Minerals

▍CSR audit of key suppliers

▍Improve the ratio of procurement from the local supply chain

▍With respect to our supplier management regulations, new suppliers must pass 
our evaluation and sign related commitments (undertakings). Procurement from 
suppliers without signing all the required documents must be approved by the 
facility president before proceeding with a special purchase

▍Report and review the supplier KPIs every month

Supply Chain Division/Vice President

Responsibility

Management Approach of Material Topics (cont’d)

Action plan follow-up 
(performance measurement system)

▍In 2022, 96% of new suppliers signed the CSR Commitment and Declaration of Non-
Use of Conflict Minerals (100% excluding customer-designated and world-leading 
suppliers)

▍In 2022, 96% of current suppliers signed the Social Responsibility Commitment and 
Declaration of Non-Use of Conflict Minerals (achieved the mid-to-long-term target)

▍In 2022, the average score of the CSR audit on key suppliers was 84.4, representing a 
growth of 2% as compared to 2021

▍In 2022, our production remained majorly in China, and the local procurement ratio 
of the plant in China reached 98% (excluding electronic materials as such materials 
required to be purchased from designated major companies)

▍Five green promotion seminars were held in 2022, and a total of 52 key suppliers 
participated in such seminars

Internal: Reinforce the awareness and implementation of employees in terms of the development strategies of the sustainable supply chain
               through ESG trend introduction and other series courses
External: Establish a supplier communication platform and promote ESG-related seminars

Stakeholder 
engagement
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Management Approach of Material Topics (cont’d)

Climate strategies
and
energy management

The impact of climate change has become 
an undeniable issue to enterprises. As the 
acquisition and use of energy and resourc-
es will increase our operating cost and 
operational interruption risk in the future, 
optimizing corresponding counter and 
management measures at the moment will 
be the basis to enhance corporate resil-
ience.

Customer
Merry Electronics
Suppliers

Scope of impacts

Economy
Environment
Crowd
Human rights

Aspect of impacts

Impacts occurred　　　　　　　                
Potential impacts in the following year　　　　　                 
Potential impacts in the following two to three years　　　　　　　                 
Potential impacts over the following three years

Scope of impact time

▍Total participation in energy conservation and 
energy legal compliance

▍Green energy procurement and design, energy 
efficiency enhancement

▍Continuous awareness education, practices of 
energy conservation and carbon reduction.

In response to climate change, we will constantly 
enhance energy efficiency and reduce GHG emis-
sions to achieve the sustainability goal of net zero 
emissions in 2050

▍GHG emissions intensity reduced by 2% from 2021

▍Energy intensity reduced by 1.5% from 2021

▍Set the renewable energy use target at 14% of total energy use

▍Performing GHG inventory according to ISO 14064-1:2018 and constantly promoting to all locations 
of operations; implementing ISO 50001:2018 energy management system (EMS) to enforce the 
group’s energy conservation and carbon reduction

▍Headset product (1 item) passed the third-party verification of ISO 14067: 2018 carbon footprint

▍Enhancing energy efficiency and constantly following up the effectiveness of energy conservation, 
strengthening the energy monitoring system and energy use analysis, and prioritizing energy-
efficient equipment procurement for the most potential zones for energy conservation

Policy and com
m

itm
ent

Action plan adopted Performance measurement results

O
bjective and target

▍Merry Data Intelligent system calculates GHG (scope 1 and 2) emissions

▍Focus on improving the use of energy and using renewable energy or 
purchasing renewable energy certificates to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 
and continue to communicate and work with plants and divisions

▍Taiwan HQ and Merry Shenzhen perform inventory and verification based on ISO 
14064-1:2018 GHG inventory standards

▍Merry Vietnam and Merry Thailand introduced ISO14064-1:2018 GHG inventory 
standards in 2021 and 2022, respectively, and completed the organizational GHG 
internal inventory.

▍In 2022, under the boundary of RE100, Merry used a total of 5,506MWh of renewable 
energy, accounting for 16.31% of the total power ratio, in which 907MWh was the direct 
use of renewable energy, and 4,599MWh was through the purchase of renewable 
energy certificates

▍Merry Vietnam installed a heat recycling system for its air compressor system 
to recycle and reuse waste heat for water heating of the dormitory, which saves 
approximately 16,000 kWh each year; Merry Shenzhen Plant 2 introduced an energy 
system that automatically collects data for relevant units to make instant improvement 
for abnormal power consumption; Merry Thailand replaced old A/Cs with 14 inverter A/
Cs to improve energy efficiency, which is expected to save 66,600 kWh each year

Quality Assurance Division/Director

Responsibility

Action plan follow-up 
(performance measurement system)

▍Hold the Monthly ESG Meeting with plants each month to follow up on various 
energy conservation and carbon reduction measures

▍Report and review the outcomes of GHG emissions at the monthly review 
meeting

▍Continue to collect and update successful energy-saving cases to plants and 
divisions, regularly follow up on the energy data of plants and divisions, and 
assist in tracking energy-saving indicators

Stakeholder 
engagement

Internal: Reinforce the awareness and implementation of relevant departments through ESG trend introduction, ISO14064-1:2018 organizational 
              GHG inventory, and other series courses 
External: If there is any relevant impact, communication or complaints may be made and filed via “Contact Us” on the corporate website.
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Climate change is a challenge to be jointly faced by all sectors 
worldwide. The governance body of Merry understands the 
potential effects of climate change on operations and long-
term development. It started promoting relevant management 
systems in 2020 and continued to improve the management 
operation and the awareness of risks and opportunities related 
to climate issues and climate in 2021. It continued to implement 

Climate change governance and structure

Board of Directors
The highest decision-making unit of climate-related risks is responsible for approving relevant risk management regulations, tracking climate-related risk management execution status, 
providing instructions for the decision-making of response plans, and supervising execution achievements and target achievements of plans.

ESG/Sustainable Development 

Promotion Team
The President is the chairperson. Meetings are regularly convened each quarter to carry out sustainable development planning, execution, and performance examination.

Risk Management Team

The dedicated risk management department of Merry took the lead in establishing a cross-department task force for the identification of climate-related risks, promotion of response 
plans, coordinating and planning for risk and opportunity identification, response plan planning, and other risk management procedures. Based on the ISO31000 management system 
structure, Merry’s climate-related risks have been integrated with the existing risk management operation for the annual operation of risk management.

Meanwhile, the risk management team regularly confirms the execution achievements, compiles climate-related risk management reports, reports to the Board at least once a year 
regarding the evaluation achievements of climate-related risks and opportunities and provides instruction for the implementation of climate-related risk and opportunity management.

Functional/business units
Regularly carry out evaluation and analysis of climate-related risks and opportunities, organize and execute response plans, and regularly report the implementation achievements and 
performance.

climate governance, formulated policies and targets, and 
invested resources in evaluating and studying transformation 
plans. In the future, it will continue to track the achievement 
status of targets and adopt active action plans.

From the end of 2022 to 2023 Q1, the risk management team 
has convened two meetings and invited functional/business 
units to carry out the identification and confirmation of climate-

related risks and opportunities, financial impact evaluations, 
and discussion of response plans.

Evaluations and planning achievements will be included in the 
operating plans promoted by relevant units, and they will be 
reported to the Sustainable Development Promotion Team and 
the Board regularly as a reference for governance.

2.5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
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With reference to TCFD recommendations, Merry identifies risks and 
opportunities, evaluates response strategies and plans, and regularly 
carries out internal and external reporting based on the management 
procedures of climate-related risks and opportunities.

Management procedures for climate-related risks 
and opportunities

Inventory check of risk items

Crucial risk analysis

Financial impact analysis of risks and opportunities

Planning response plans and reporting 

Identi fy possible r isk and oppor tunity i tems with reference to 
TCFD recommendations, domestic and foreign regulations and the 
expectations of external stakeholders.

Consider the probability of the occurrence of risks/opportunities and the 
level of impacts on operations to evaluate potential items and the level of 
financial impacts.

Evaluate response strategies (mitigation, transfer, tolerance, and control) 
and plan for response plans taking into account the level of financial 
impacts based on crucial risks and opportunities.

Report according to internal management procedures and make regular 
disclosures in the sustainability report.

The Company carries out crucial risk analysis and identification based on 
the time range of the occurrence of risks (short-term: 1-3 years; mid-term: 
5-10 years; long-term 10 years or above), probability of risk occurrence, 
potential occurrence position of risks, and the level of risk impacts.

Analysis results are sorted by adopting a quantitative method, and the 
top three risk and opportunity items are crucial risks.

Merry is not in an industry with a high intensity of carbon 
emissions. However, global warming brought by climate 
change af fects the material stakeholders of Merry. To 
instantly respond to market trends and potential requirements 
of customers, Merry identifies climate-related risks and 
opportunities via scenario analysis, and the evaluation results 
are closely examined by business departments and functional 
units to serve as the reference for daily operating adjustments. 
In addition, progress and achievements are regularly reported 
to the Sustainable Development Promotion Team and the 
Board to serve as the reference for operational decisions of 
the Group.

Under such considerations, Merry selected the RCP8.5 
scenario for physical risks and the national target scenario 
for transformation risks and evaluated changes in policies, 
physical environments, society, technologies, and other 
external information to serve as the basis for the annual climate 
risk evaluation. 

Scenario analysis
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For the evaluation of the time range of occurrence, level of impact, and financial impacts, Merry re-evaluated the evaluation results recorded in 2021 in 2022. With reference to the feedback from 
business units and functional units, it evaluated short-term (1-3 years) risk items and identified three crucial transformation risks and three crucial physical risks; meanwhile, it compiled and identi-
fied four major opportunity items to serve as factors of consideration for the transformation plan development and promotion of Merry. In 2022, the evaluation scope is limited to the headquarters 
in Taiwan without including plants in the evaluation. In the future, it will continue to expand the evaluation scope and reinforce the climate risk evaluation and governance of the Group.

Climate-related risks and opportunities

Transformation risk

Risk factor Failure in low-carbon material development and applica-
tion Consumers select low-carbon products or services Increase in acquisition costs of low-carbon raw materials

Financial impact
• Loss of capital investment
• Decrease in revenue due to a drop in demand

Decrease in revenue due to a drop in demand Increase in direct costs

Response strategies 

and plans

• Develop industry-academy cooperation.
• Develop industry-academy cooperation.
• Seek cooperation with suppliers.

Continue to focus on the international low-carbon trends, 
dynamics of companies within the industry, and customers’ 
expectations and regularly carry out internal reports in terms 
of relevant achievements.

• Continue to deepen supplier management.
• Continue to invest in the R&D of manufacturing procedures.

Corresponding  

opportunity
R&D and innovation to develop new products and services Entry to new markets Patent layout

Strategy to realize 

opportunities

• Use environmental/low-carbon materials to increase prod-
ucts’ competitiveness.

• Continue to promote low-carbon design by using better, 
lighter, and low-carbon materials.

• Continue to develop products in response to customers’ 
demands and concurrently convey the message of Merry’s 
low-carbon production to seek strategic cooperation and 
business opportunities.

• Continue to promote the development of self-owned brands 
and expand application fields.

• Light, thin, short, and small products of low-carbon designs 
allow Merry to enter new existing markets.

• Actively utilize the internal patent proposal system to assist 
in patent acquisition.

• Continue to promote business secret protection to prevent 
the leakage of carbon dioxide reduction technologies and 
procedures.
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Physical risk

Risk factor

Extreme weather 
results in operation 
suspension or inter-
ruption of employ-
ee’s transportation

Extreme weather re-
sults in the interrup-
tion of supply chain 
transportation

Extreme weather 
results in production 
line suspension

Financial im-

pact

• Increase in capital 
investments

• Increase in asset 
losses

Increase in indirect 
operating costs

Increase in capi ta l 
costs

Response 

strategies 

and plans

• Continue to enhance 
the internal emer-
gency management 
ability.

• Regularly evaluate 
the placing venue of 
assets and equip-
ment.

•  Reduce poss ib le 
property losses via 
insurance.

• Continue to deepen 
suppl ie r manage -
ment.

• Continue to reduce 
potential losses via 
commercial insur-
ance.

Continue to promote 
re levant ESG plans 
and obtain preferential 
loans related to sus-
tainability to mitigate 
the pressure arising 
from the increase in 
capital costs.

Correspond-

ing opportu-

nity

Make use of production and distribution procedures of higher efficiency.

Strategy to 

realize oppor-

tunities

• Introduce automated production systems to improve product efficiency 
and reduce on-site labor requirements.

• Include the consideration of supply chain suspension brought by climate 
chain into production and sales planning.

Indicators and Targets

Responding to the national trend and the national target of net zero carbon emissions by 2050, Merry identifies 
climate-related risks and opportunities and sets relevant indicators and objectives in combination with the exist-
ing sustainability promotion targets.

Indicator 2023 2025 2030

Group risk man-
a g e m e n t  a n d 
business continu-
ity plan (BCP)

•Optimize the risk management system and en-
hance climate governance and the level of par-
ticipation of the governance body.

Promote relevant sys-
tems to operating joints 
in China.

Promote re levant 
systems to all oper-
ating joints.

Revenue of prod-
ucts with sustain-
able designs

• Establish an environmental material database for 
product designs.(design map)

• New material feasibility completion rate: 20%

New material feasibility 
completion rate: 30%

New mater ia l fea-
sibility completion 
rate: 50%

Ratio of the use 
of renewable en-
ergy(RE100)

• Consumed 21% of renewable energy.

• Increase the use of renewable energy by 7% 
each year from 2021 to 2023; increase the use of 
renewable energy by at least 6% each year from 
2024 to 2030.

Consumed 33% of re-
newable energy.

Consumed 60% of 
renewable energy.

Carbon emission 
i n t e n s i t y  a n d 
energy intensity 
( b a s e  y e a r  o f 
2020)

• Carbon emission intensity decreased by 8% as 
compared to the base year.

• Carbon emission (category 1) intensity and car-
bon emission (category 2) intensity decreased 
by 1% and 7% as compared to the base year, 
respectively.

• Energy intensity was reduced by 4% as com-
pared to the base year.

• Guide the internal GHG inventory and plan certi-
fication for all plants according to ISO 14064-1.

• Plan and implement the carbon neutrality target 
for 2050

• Introduce SBT

• Carbon emission in-
tensity decreased by 
12% as compared to 
the base year.

• Energy intensity was 
reduced by 7.5% as 
compared to the base 
year.

• Plan and implement 
the carbon neutrality 
target for 2050

• In accordance with 
SBT

• Energy intensity 
was reduced by 
15% as compared 
to the base year.

• Plan and imple-
ment the carbon 
neutrality target for 
2050
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3.1 Governance Organization
Organizational framework
Based on the business management and operation of the 
Company, four functional teams and two functional commit-
tees were established under the Board; they are responsible 

Board of 
Directors Functional

Committees

2
Functional

team

4

Core Operating Team

Management Division

Board of Directors

Chairman/Vice Chairman

CEO

Technology Division

Ethical Corporate Management Team

Information Security Promotion Team

Sustainable Development Promotion Team

Risk Management Team

Audit Division

R&D Center

Audit Committee

Remuneration Committee

for the discussion of material topics related to economy, 
environment, society, and risk management in accordance 
with their duties and reporting to the Board. 

Innovative D
esign

D
epartm

ent

Basic Research
D

epartm
ent

Inform
ation

D
ivision

G
roup H

R
D

ivision

O
H

&S Section

G
roup Financial 

D
ivision

Supply C
hain 

M
anagem

ent D
ivision

Electroacoustic Product 
Business G

roup

M
icrophone Product 

Business U
nit

Battery Product 
Business G

roup

Biom
edicine Product

 Business G
roup

Q
uality Assurance

D
ivision
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Board composition and operation
The Board is the highest governance body of 
Merry Electronics. Directors are nominated 
and elected with respect to the “Directorial 
Election Regulations” by adopting the can-
didate nomination system. In consideration of 
overall Board composition and ensuring the 
diversification of Board members, Directors 
are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and 
competencies required for carrying out their 
duties, including business judgment ability, 
accounting and financial analysis ability, busi-
ness administration ability, crisis management 
ability, industry background knowledge, global 
market view, leadership, and decision-making 
ability, to make an impartial judgment of the 
Company’s operational strategies.

Currently, there are a total of nine Board 
members, including six Directors and three 
Independent Directors, who are outstanding 
professionals with extensive industrial ex-
periences; they were elected at the annual 
shareholders’ meeting on June 15, 2022, with 
a term of office of three years. The operation 
of the Board is compliant with the “Rules of 
Procedures of Board Meetings.” A Board 
meeting is held at least once every quarter. In 
2022, a total of six Board meetings were con-
vened. Board members are highly self-disci-
plined; if they have a personal interest in any 
proposal, they recuse from voting according 

Director

seat seat

Independent 
Director

36
to the recusal system due to conflicts of in-
terest in the “Rules of Procedures of Board 
Meetings.” The average hours of Directors 
participating in training related to corporate 
governance and sustainable corporate gov-
ernance were 9.7 hours, and the Company 
continued to improve Directors’ professional 
knowledge through diverse programs to fully 
exert business decision-making and super-
visory functions. Other Board operations, 
including the minutes of Board meetings, Di-
rector attendances, recusals due to conflicts 
of interest, status of further education of Di-
rectors, cross-shareholding with stakeholders, 
existence of shareholders with the power of 
control, related party transactions, and other 
information, the background data, educa-
tion attainment, concurrent positions in other 
companies, independence of Independent 
Directors, and the operation of all functional 
committees have been disclosed in the Com-
pany’s annual report and the Company’s 
website; annual reports and relevant informa-
tion are accessible from the Market Observa-
tion Post System (MOPS) and our corporate 
website. 

Impact management for sustainable topics

To effectively exert the functions of the Board and advance the deci-
sion-making quality of the Board, it is stated that procedures related to cru-
cial and material topics in the course of operations shall be reported to the 
Board regularly or from time to time. The summary of partial relevant man-
agement rules is set out in the table below; please refer to the Company’s 
website.

Based on relevant regulations or specifications of internal procedures, pro-
posals shall be resolved by the Board as a “discussion”; a “report” 
shall be proposed if the resolution of the Board is not required. Relevant 
proposals shall be signed off by the senior management in the form of 
a “List of Proposal by Directors,” and the stock affairs unit will include 
them in the agenda of the upcoming Board meeting to make a resolution for 
a discussion and provide feedback or recommendations for a report at the 
Board meeting.

Since 2022, GHG inventory has been included as an item to be reported to 
the Board regularly, and the TCFD project was also included in the report of 
the risk material team for reporting to the Board at once. In 2023, the Com-
pany will also evaluate and amend the scope of material impacts of existing 
procedures by examining the type and category of existing sustainable top-
ics and other factors and include material environmental and social impacts 
in items supervised by the Board. Material resolutions made by the Board 
of Merry Electronics in 2022 were announced on the Company’s website. In 
2023, Merry Electronics also voluntarily established a Sustainable Develop-
ment Committee to reinforce the governance system of sustainable corpo-
rate development. 

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/index.aspx
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/index.aspx
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/index.aspx
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/index.aspx
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/resolution.aspx
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• Evaluate the independence and adequacy of CPAs each year and 
report to the Board regarding the evaluation results

• The revaluation results of the performance of functional committees 
shall be reported to the Board

Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles

The Information Security Promotion Team shall report to the Board re-
garding the information security achievements and items at least once 
a year

Information Security Management Handbook

The Risk Management Team shall compile and report the risk manage-
ment implementation status of the Company at least once a year

Risk management procedures

Execute regular audits based on the annual audit plan

Procedures for Audits on Internal Control System

The Ethical Corporate Management Team shall report the implementa-
tion status of ethical corporate management at least once a year

“Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles” 
and “Procedures for Ethical Corporate Management”

• Amended the “Corporate Social Responsibility 
Best Practice Principles”

• Amended the “Risk Management Procedures”

• Amended partial provisions of the “Corporate 
Governance Best Practice Principles”

-

- • Reported on the GHG inventory and verification schedule 
of the Company

• Applied for the adjustment to sponsored funding 
items donated to related parties in 2022

• Amended the “Information Security Management 
Handbook”

-

• Amended the “Risk Management Procedures -

• Donations made to related parties in 2023 were 
NT$1.48 million

• Proposal for the amendment to the “Regulations 
for Performance Evaluation of the Board”

• Implementation status of the Ethical Corporate Manage-
ment Team in 2022 and the working plan in 2023

• Risk management report in 2022 and the working plan in 
2023

• Intellectual property management plan implementation 
report in 2022 and the working plan in 2023

• ESG implementation achievements in 2022 and the work-
ing plan in 2023

• Information security achievements in 2022 and the work-
ing plan in 2023

• Reported on the GHG inventory and verification schedule

2022.02.24

2022.04.28

2022.07.28

2022.10.27

2022.12.29

Discussion Report

The Sustainable Development Promotion Team shall regularly report to 
the Board regarding the proposal and implementation of sustainable 
development policies, systems, or relevant management policies and 
substantial promotion plans

Sustainable Corporate Development 
Best Practice Principles

Summarized a total of 15 ESG-related proposals
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Diversity of Board of Directors

Director
Name

Title Gender Nationali-
ty

Professional Knowledge and Skills Age

Business  
Management

Leadership 
and Deci-

sion-making

Industrial 
knowledge

Financeand 
Accounting 
Marketing

Under 55 
 years old

55-65 
years old

Above 66  
years old

Lu-Li Liao Chairman/Corporate 
representative director Male Taiwan ● ● ● ● ●

Wen-Chieh Wei Vice Chairperson Male Taiwan ● ● ● ● ●

Chaoli Huang Corporate representative 
director Male Taiwan ● ● ● ● ● ●

Shih-Chieh Lin Director Male Taiwan ● ● ● ● ●

Keng-Bin Liao Corporate representative 
director Male Taiwan ● ● ● ● ● ●

Yong-Sheng Su Director Male Singapore ● ● ● ● ●

Ji-Hsin She Independent Director Male Taiwan ● ● ● ● ● ●

Huei-Huang Wu Independent Director Male Taiwan ● ● ● ● ●

Chang-Yun Yi Independent Director Male Taiwan ● ● ● ●
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Functional Committees

The “Regulations for Performance Eval-
uation of the Board of Merry Electronics 
Co., Ltd.” are in place. The Company ex-
ecutes the Board performance evaluation 
of the year at the end of the year and en-
gages an external professional independent institution or ex-
ternal expert and scholar team to execute the evaluation at 
least once every three years. The evaluation target includes 
the performance of the overall Board (functional committees) 

Board and functional committee performance evaluation

%

Achievement 
rate

98-100

Audit

R
em

uneration

• Fair presentation of financial statements. 

• Selection (dismissal) and independency and performance assessment of CPAs.

• Effective implementation of the company’s internal control.

• Legal compliance of the company.

• Control of the existing or potential risks of the company.  

• Assist the board in implementing the overall wage and benefits policy 
and review the remuneration of Directors and managers.

• The Audit Committee was established in 2019

• Five meetings were held in 2022, and the attendance rate was 100%; for details 
of the implementation status, please refer to the annual report or the Company’s 
website

• The Remuneration Committee was established in 2011

• Four meetings were held in 2022, and the attendance rate was 100%

• The remuneration policies of Directors and managers of the Company are reviewed and 
determined by the Remuneration Committee and submitted to the Board for discussion 
and approval according to the requirements under the “Regulations for Remuneration 
of Directors and Managers.” For relevant implementation status, please refer to the 
annual report or the Company’s website

• CEO performance indicated linked to the sustainable indicator achievement rate since 
2022

and individual Directors.

Implementation status in 2022: The self-evaluation item 
achievement rate for the year ranged from 98% to 100%, and 
the result was excellent and above. Furthermore, the Com-
pany engaged Taiwan Investor Relations Institute to com-

           seat
Independent 

Director

3
Convener: Ji-Hsin She Convener: Huei-Huang Wu

1. Annual total remuneration ratio = Annual total remuneration of the individual with the highest remuneration/medium of the annual total remuneration of all employees 
(excluding the individual with the highest remuneration)

2. Annual total remuneration change ratio = Increase ratio of the annual total remuneration of the individual with the highest remuneration/medium of the annual total 
remuneration of all employees (excluding the individual with the highest remuneration)

Annual total remuneration ratio (Note 1) Annual total remuneration change ratio (Note 2)11.71 4.33

Job scope

Job scope

O
peration

O
peration

plete the performance evaluation of the Company’s Board, 
Board members, Remuneration Committee, and Audit Com-
mittee on February 7, 2023, and the evaluation results were 
reported at the Board meeting convened on February 23, 2023. 
For relevant execution status, please refer to the Company’s 
website.

Annual remuneration ratio of 2022

Ji-Hsin She and  
Huei-Huang Wu 
Chang-Yun Yi

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/info.aspx?kind=63
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/info.aspx?kind=63
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/info.aspx?kind=44
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/directors.aspx?kind=9
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/directors.aspx?kind=9
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3.2 Ethical Corporate Management
To optimize corporate ethical management, we have established 
the Ethical Corporate Management Promotion Team to periodi-
cally report to the board the promotion plans and outcomes. The 
team is equipped with sufficient resources and eligible staff to 
establish, promote, and implement related preventive programs. 
The “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles” 
and related regulations are disclosed on the corporate website 
and employee portal. In addition, the Audit Section supervises or 
audits the outcomes of promotion or related measures to ensure 
the effective promotion of ethical corporate management.

All Directors, senior management, officers, and employees of 
Taiwan HQ, Merry Shenzhen, and Suzhou Merry must sign the 
“Merry Code of Business Conduct and Professional Ethics.” In 
addition, new employees must receive training on ethical corpo-
rate management on arrival, with contents including the “Merry 
Code of Business Conduct and Professional Ethics,” RBA-CoC, 

• Avoidance of conflicts of interest, no damage to the cor-
porate interest to fulfill personal needs

• Non-disclosure of confidential data

• Protection of corporate assets and resources and no em-
bezzlement

• Workplace safety, equality, and impartiality, and no dis-
crimination or harassment

• Protection of corporate intellectual property and respect 
for the rights of other companies

• Reporting internal violations and whistleblower protection

• Establish related anti-corruption measures according to 
the laws and regulations

• Assess the risk of unethical behavior, draw up plans for 
preventing unethical behavior, and establish SOPs and 
guidelines for each plan

• Plan the organizational design, staffing, and duties; and 
establish the supervision and check and balance mecha-
nisms

• Promote and coordinate the publicity and education/train-
ing of ethical corporate management policies

• Plan the whistleblower system and ensure its operating 
effectiveness

• Periodically review the business process, assess the sta-
tus of compliance, and issue reports

Code of Ethical Conducts

Duties of the Ethical Corporate Management Team

Note 1: Annual average number of employees receiving training.          
         2: Training percentage: Average number of employees receiving training, the total number of employees completed training/total number of employees at the end of the year.

and related ethical corporate management policies and plans, 
for them to understand our determination to promote ethical 
corporate management and prevent unethical behavior, and set 
ethical corporate management as the unchanged commitment 
to insist on legal and ethical behavior.

All new employees must take training courses on the basic laws 
and regulations related to ethical corporate management for 
them to understand our determination and policy in ethical cor-
porate management and in the prevention of unethical behavior. 
In 2022, we organized 8 education and training activities relating 
to ethical corporate management for the Board and employees 
of Taiwan HQ. They included insider trading, trade secrets, con-
fidentiality, and occupational ethics. Additionally, the responsible 
unit and corporate governance unit publicized information relat-
ed to ethical corporate management to employees and Directors 
by email from time to time.

Ethical cor-

porate man-

agement

Educational 

training

Unit Target Method
Number of Persons 
Receiving Training 

(Note 1)

Trainee 
Percentage 

(Note 2) 

Governance Body All directors External courses and 
e-mails 9 100%

Taiwan HQ All employees (all grades, including new employ-
ees, but excluding dispatched personnel) Internal training courses 716 99.09%

Merry Shenzhen All employees (all grades) RBA-CoC training courses 3,817 100%
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The specific methods for implementing ethical corpo-
rate management and the plans to prevent unethical 
behavior in 2022 are as follows:

• At the end of each year, the Ethical Corporate Management Pro-
motion Team reports to the Board on the outcomes of promo-
tion. The last report was made on December 29, 2022, with the 
outcomes being supervised by the Audit Section.

• “Merry Code of Business Conduct and Professional Ethics” 
stipulates the policy to prevent conflicts of interest and provides 
suitable report channels. In 2022, all Directors, Independent Di-

For acts violating ethics or illegal conduct and oth-
er unethical behaviors, we have stipulated relevant 
regulations in the “Procedures for Ethical Corporate 
Management” for whistleblowers to report unethical 
behaviors or inappropriate behaviors, and members 
of the Ethical Corporate Management Team shall ac-
cept the report made by relevant stakeholders and 
concurrently provide a written statement that prom-

Promotion achievements

Establishment of the whistleblower system

Channels for reporting unethical behavior

Report mailbox
integrity@merry.com.tw

Report hotline
04-2359-0811#118000

Independent
report platforms

rectors, senior management, officers, employees, and new em-
ployees of Taiwan HQ, Merry Shenzhen, and Suzhou Merry have 
signed the Code.

• We also requested suppliers to sign the “Social Responsibility 
Commitment” with terms on ethical behavior covering business 
integrity and fair business. We also review and audit suppliers 
periodically and request them to audit the ethical behavior of 
their suppliers.

• The ethical corporate management section is established on the 
intranet in Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, and English.

ises to protect whistleblowers from inappropriate 
treatment due to the report. By the end of 2022, five 
reports were received from the independent report 
platform, independent reporting e-mails of the em-
ployee portal, and the report hotline. After verifica-
tion by the related units, no report involved unethical 
behavior. Therefore, no report on violation of ethical 
corporate management was received.
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We actively manage risks that may occur in operations. Based on the ISO 
31000:2018 risk management system, the Risk Management Team establish-
es related risk management procedures, periodically assesses and supervises 
the Company’s risk-bearing capacity and the status of risk incurred, and de-
termines the Company’s compliance with the risk response strategies and risk 
management procedures. The team also reports the operational performance to 
the Board once a year (the last Board report and the plan for the next year were 
made on 2022/12/29).

Currently, the scope of risk management covers 16 categories of risks: “op-
eration,” “quality,” “energy,” “environment,” “technology,” “supply 
chain,” “finance,” “tax,” “information security,” “human resources,” 
“facilities,” “OH&S,” “strategy,” “legal,” “ethical corporate manage-
ment,” and “operation suspension.” With the risk assessment tools in the pro-
cedures, risks are graded at 4 levels and discussed with individual responsible 
units the need to take control measures for the listed risks in order to produce 
the risk matrix analysis. Then, risk management is integrated into the implement-
ed management systems, including ISO 9001, ISO 22301, ISO 27001, ISO 45001, 
ISO 50001, TIPS, and others. Through the annual internal audit and external audit 
of various systems, the effectiveness of the risk management control measures is 
verified. Additionally, to ensure steady corporate growth and achieve the goal of 
sustainable development, the Risk Management Team has planned to organize 
risk management educational training courses and promotes risk items related 
to climate change commenced to subsidiaries of the Group. In the future, we will 
also continue to establish the business continuity plan (BCP) according to the 
Business Continuity Management (BCM) and ISO 22301 standards, as well as 
the results of operational impact and the organizational status.

3.3 Risk Management

After implementing risk control measures, the matrix analysis of residual risk distribution is as follows:

Status of risk management in 2022

Risk matrix analysis

Distribution of estimated residual risks

High

• Risks of occupationalsafe-
ty and health

• Facility risks

• Strategy risks

• Legal risk

Medium • Ethical risks

• Operational risks

• Energy risks

• Technology risk

• Supply chain risks

• Financial risks

• Risks of operation suspen-
sion

• Environmental risks

• Information security risks

Low • Human resource risks
• Quality risks

• Financial risks

Low Medium High Extremely high

Impact likelihood

Severe level of effects
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General List of Risk Items and Control Mechanisms

Unit Risk Type Risk items of concern Control Mechanism

Electroacoustic products
Business group Operational risks-1 High customer concentration

• Cultivate new customers and periodically review the revenue percentage
• Develop new products (e.g., videoconferencing equipment)

Battery product
Business units Operational risks-2 - -

Microphone products
Business units Operational risks-3

High customer concentration, decrease in customer re-
quirements, high supplier concentration, tense produc-
tion capacity in the semiconductor supply chain, and loss 
of talents

• Approach potential customers through the recommendation of agents and periodically review the revenue percentage.
• Strategic investments
• Develop new products
• Cultivate substitute suppliers

Risk Management Team
Technology Division Environmental risks - -

Technology Division
Quality risks High-quality requirements of automotive customers Introduced IATF16949
Energy risks - -

Technology risk - -
Supply Chain Division Supply chain risks - -

Group Financial Division
Financial risks - -
Financial risks - -

Information Division Information Security
Risks

Unauthorized software alteration/access, lacking track 
records/inappropriate division of responsibility and labor 
by operating staff, invasion of malware/hackers, and leak-
age/theft of data

• Adopt floor segregation management and establish an anti-virus and anti-hack system for network protection
• Regularly implement information security educational training and performance interview
• Managers of key systems shall not share the same account, and one user account shall only have one keeper

Information Division
Risk Management Team

Operation suspension
Risks - -

Human Resources 
Division

Human resources
Risks - -

Facility risks - -

Occupational safety
Health Division

Occupational safety
Health risks Emerging pandemic - COVID-19

• Work from home system
• Sharing of pandemic control information and health consultation
• COVID-19 response plan and meeting discussion

Ethical corporate 
management

Promotion team

Ethical corporate
management Risks - -

Strategy risks - -

Group Administration
 Division Legal risk High liquidated damages for the breach of specific con-

tracts
• Establish the trade secret graded management system and inventory the system each year.
• Reasonable risk transfer may lead to the acknowledgment of the relevant information; third-party confidentiality should 

be maintained together.
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3.4 Information Security
In 2021, Merry established its “Information Security Promo-
tion Team,” which is subordinated to the Board with the Chief 
of Information Security as the chair and information security 
experts of the entire Group as team members. The team is re-
sponsible for examining and establishing information security 
targets and policies, preventing the occurrence of invasion 
that affects the information system of the Group, and report-
ing to the Board regarding the operating achievements once 
every year (the latest report to the Board on the annual exe-
cution achievements and the plan for the following year was 
on December 29, 2022); the team focuses on information se-
curity and the protection of sensitive data that constitutes the 
Company’s competitiveness and is also a commitment of the 

The procedures for information security management 
and security protection technology apply to all informa-
tion operations to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability of information assets during the collec-
tion, processing, transmission, storage, and circulation 
of information. Procedures were also established to 
reinforce the response capacity upon the occurrence 
of information security events to minimize or eliminate 
damages resulting from information security events 
and prevent potential information security events in 
the future. Additionally, proactive information security 
protection and the transformation and establishment of 
digital information security are emphasized to protect 
the data of the Company, customers, suppliers, and 
personal data. Employee security awareness is pub-
licized and enhanced periodically to lower the risk of 
man-induced information risk.

In addition to operating the ISMS, we have also estab-
lished and implemented information security audits and 
assessments. Each year we perform the operational 
impact and risk assessment, internal audit, and busi-
ness continuity drill to ensure the continuing operation 
of the ISMS.

Focus of information 
security management

Board of Directors

Information Security Promotion Team

Chief of Information Security

Information security representative

Company to customers, shareholders, and employees.

Taiwan HQ and Merry Shenzhen obtained ISO 27001 infor-
mation security management certification in 2021 and 2022, 
respectively. After establishing relevant information security 
targets in 2022, the first year of information security, we have 
established an information security system and obtained the 
information security certification to face the increasing trend of 
information security risks; we also implemented the philosophy 
of “reinforce information security to ensure sustainable op-
eration” to satisfy the mid-to-long-term goals of the Group’s 
operational development and comprehensive information re-
quirements.

●  Structure of Information Security Promotion Team

Information security 
audit team

Information security 
response team

Information Security 
Promotion Team

Information safety 
workforce
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Information 
Security

Promotion 
team

Targets and 
implementation plans 
of information security

Arrange internal and 
external audits and 
business continuity drills

Handle anomaly 
reports

Reinforce Big Data 
integration and digital

 transformation

Audit and follow 
up information 

security anomalies

Control information 
security risks

Cyber Security
2022

• Plants passed information 
security certification

• Planning the active infor-
mation security system

• Planning the digital secu-
rity model

Digitalized security
2023

• Establishing the active in-
formation security frame-
work and prevention

• Establishing the digital 
security model

Smart security
2024

Optimizing the active in-
formation security system, 
framework, and prevention 
model, and building the 
complete information secu-
rity system modules.

ECO-system security
2025

Ensuring information se-
cur ity matur ity, steadily 
achieving enterprise infor-
mation governance, and 
completing the horizontal 
connection of individual 
ver tical management for 
proper control

●  Information security milestones ●  Focus of the duty of the Information 
     Security Promotion Team

Enhancing employee information security awareness

New employee training

All employees

• Sign the “Merry Code of Business Conduct and Professional Ethics” 
to understand our confidentiality principles and duties.

• Information security education and training for new employees of Tai-
wan HQ.

Taiwan HQ regularly implements information security promotion each 
month and regularly organizes social engineering drills (phishing mail) 
and tests to ensure their enhancement and awareness of the latest in-
formation related to information security. Education and training courses 
related to information security will be constantly planned for other busi-
ness locations.

Information security 
professional courses and 

training

Functional training for 
information security

Information security educational 
promotion

(information security spearhead)

Information security educational 
courses

Dedicated personnel of 
information security All employees of Taiwan HQMembers of the information 

security workforce

12 hours 
or above

1 hour 12 times 20 minutes

Training 
completion rate

Training 
completion rate

Training 
completion rate

Training 
completion rate

81 intended 
participants 

to be trained

1 intended 
participants 

to be trained

785 intended 
participants 

to be trained

785 intended 
participants 

to be trained

100%100% 100% 100%

Information security-related educational training courses
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Information security control mechanism

Information security control Mechanism description Risk control

Privileged account control Client computer administrator privileged accounts 
management system Preventing employees from unauthorized installation of illegal or pirate software or malware intrusion.

Control of information security 
awareness

Enhancing information security awareness to lower 
information security risk. Arranging information security education and training and irregular awareness education of information security risk.

Control of peripherals Installing the access control system at client computer 
peripherals. Preventing breaches of confidential and sensitive data when employees use mobile storage devices.

Control of network access Control of internet access and threat detection system Preventing employees from visiting malicious sites to prevent viruses and threats from intrusion.

Social engineering drills Establishing the social engineering drill process to 
protect email security. Preventing employees from the threats of social engineering, such as phishing emails.

Control of information breaches Encryption of important files at the client side. Preventing confidential and sensitive information from breaches and hacker attacks.

Control of system vulnerabilities System source code check, server vulnerability detec-
tion and scan system. System source code report and server vulnerability check report to prevent threat from intrusion.

Control of log audits Server log management system Providing the audit trail log query for information security incidents.

Control of cyber threats Filtering ingress packets with IPS. Proactively preventing and blocking abnormal cyber behavior and preventing the risk of zero-day attack.

Control of remote access Providing VPN two-factor authorization to control re-
mote access to the corporate network. Providing employees with remote access to the Company’s IT application systems.

Control of endpoint protection Detection and control of endpoint virus/behavior sig-
natures Monitoring endpoint behavior signatures to prevent endpoint attacks.
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3.5 Legal Compliance
To ensure legal compliance with laws and regulations of the 
locations of operations and customer requirements, related 
management mechanisms have been established. The legal 
and patent department refers to the ISO 19600:2014 Compli-
ance Management Systems to gather, access, implement, and 
monitor legal compliance matters in 11 categories, including 
OH&S, labor/social responsibility, information security, ener-
gy, environment, medical devices, business/anti-corruption, 
finance, intellectual property, fair trade/antitrust, and products 
for department heads to verify the compliance of department 
operating procedures with legal requirements. In 2022, no 
sanction for any material violation of the relevant laws and reg-
ulations was reported.

The Company refers to the “Taiwan Stock Exchange Corpo-
ration Procedures for Verification and Disclosure of Material 
Information of Companies with Listed Securities” for the defi-
nition of a material event; if any sanctions were imposed due to 
the recognition of material events, the Company makes disclo-
sures on MOPS according to the regulations.

Educate employees to understand 
work-related laws and regulations

Gather government laws and regulations 
and customer requirements

Guide a l l  depar tments to adjust 
management systems by law

Ensure the legal compliance of all 
business operations

Regulation
Educational 

training

Corporate 
management

 systems

Legal 
compliance

 matters

Audit of legal 
compliance

 matters

Legal compliance management system

3.6 Internal Audit
We have an internal audit unit that implements routine 
audits according to the annual audit program approved 
by the board. The unit may also implement targeted 
audits as necessary to reduce possible defects in the 
internal audit system and make a recommendation for 

improvement. In addition, the audit unit also supervises all 
units to implement self-assessment of their internal controls 
to assess the legitimacy and effectiveness of internal con-
trols. After an internal audit, the audit unit will issue an audit 
report and present it to the chairperson each month and 

the Board each quarter to realize the spirit of corporate 
governance. In 2022, no relevant significant detection 
was audited.
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4.1 Sustainable Design and Innovative Management

Innovative management is one of the crucial driving factors for the Com-
pany to continue maintaining its advantages in the future. Merry has long 
been focusing on investments in R&D capacity and grasping new indus-
trial opportunities. Regarding product innovation, procedure innovation, 
and open innovation, it combined the trends of sustainable designs and 
low-carbon transformation and focused on principles combining con-
cepts of the product lifecycle and circular economy. Starting from the 
design stage of products, it consolidated micro-function, automated 
equipment, smart electroacoustic platform, battery integration, and other 
objectives to minimize the impacts of products on the environment and 
create sustainable values.

Merry combined the spirit of innovative management with ten aspects of 
sustainable designs to assist customers in producing advanced and ef-
fective products. It continues to improve the modulization of production 
and manufacturing and product design capacity, save manufacturing 
materials, use renewable materials and environmental-friendly packag-
ing design, adopt stages to reduce electricity consumption to realize its 
green manufacturing commitments starting from the interior of the Com-
pany and realize the sustainable value of environment and society.

Low-impact 
packaging

Better 
materials

Optimized 
structure

Efficient 
Delivery

Efficient 
Manufacturing

Responsible
 Procurement

Social/
environmental 
contributions

Circular 
Economy

Low consumption 
of energy upon use

Low-impact 
element

Sustainable 
Design
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Type of Improvement 2022 Achievement

Optimized structure
For the light new products, through the optimization of the structural design, the partial thickness of plastic parts was reduced, and the weight reduction accounts for approximately 
15% of the overall materials and 4% of the total weight of earphones; delicate adjustments and screw locking positioning were made in response to the structure to for optimization, and 
the use of overall PCB plat materials reduced by 33%.

Circular Economy Introduced the use of renewable materials facilitated the number of customers’ new products adopting post-consumer recycled (PCR) for the plastic covers; meanwhile, the ratio of 
PCR to materials also increased from 20% at the beginning of the target setting to 30%, continuing to expand the effects of Merry in terms of green products. 

Low-Impact
Packaging

Continue to promote environmental-friendly packaging design and carry out designs and packaging material and printing ink reduction based on the philosophy of environmental pro-
tection and the reduction of resource waste, reduce the use of plastic materials by adopting recyclable or degradable packaging materials, and print the instruction on the inner side of 
the cover. After the overall optimization, the volume of paper boxes was reduced by 50%, which significantly reduced impacts on and damage to the environment.

Energy Efficient
Improve the conversion efficiency of charging/discharging of battery products and reduce the energy consumption during charging/discharging; the charging/discharging conversion 
rate of energy storage products has reached 87%. As compared to products in 2020, the new generation mobile energy storage system may reduce approximately 8.4kWh of power for 
charging 120 times a year.

Efficient Delivery

Fulfilling product protection, convenience, sales, and other functional conditions, the size of the overall packaging box was reduced, which improved the use efficacy of packaging and 
warehouse space and improved the number of products that may be loaded onto a single pallet. Taking entertainment earphone products as an example, the number of products that 
may be loaded increased by 114%, which significantly improved the loading efficiency of pallets and reduced the number of transportation containers and requirements for warehouse 
storage. With the same shipping quantity, approximately 63%of carbon emissions may be reduced for product delivery.

Efficient 
Manufacturing

Integrate OT and IT, the two major technologies, for production line intelligence upgrades.

1. The modularized designs of automated machines reduced the workload of production line changeover design by 70% and reduced the cost of changeover by 50% 

2. The modularized designs of carriers reduced the workload of jig alteration by 60% and reduced the cost of jig by 60%

3. The production line set-up time has been reduced from 8-12 weeks to 5 weeks, and the target is to reduce it to 3 weeks by 2025

Type of Improvement Engage in medical innovative products in 2022 - passive AI smart fetus sensor technologies

Social contribution

Successfully developed the AI fetus sensor, which is developed by using the highly sensitive MEMS microphone and clinically verified in cooperation with medical institutions. The sen-
sor is able to improve the deficiency of existing equipment to help pregnant women monitor fetuses’ conditions.

Deficiency of market equipment: Fetus sensors currently used by obstetrics and gynecology departments are active inspection that makes use of the theory of ultrasonic to detect fe-
tal heart rates (FHR). FHR monitoring equipment used clinically is large and pricey and may not be used for real-time monitoring at home. If fetuses have any particular circumstances, 
pregnant women are unable to instantly acknowledge and respond.

Advantage of innovative product: For the product, the Company will develop a passive fetus monitoring system that does not require ultrasonic monitoring technologies and simplify 
monitoring devices and operations. Users may operate the system themselves together with mobile apps and networks to provide information to doctors for subsequent analysis or di-
agnosis via home monitoring.

Innovation achievem
ents of products and procedures

O
pen innovation

 achievem
ents
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Innovation of low-impact packages
Through the innovation and design of product packages, besides re-

ducing the use of packaging materials and ink, we also reduced plastic 

use and used recyclable, degradable packaging materials. Additionally, 

to reduce the carbon footprint of product logistics (including warehous-

ing, transportation, packaging, and distribution), we re-designed prod-

uct packages to enhance packaging and warehousing efficiency while 

meeting requirements for product protection, convenience, and sales. 

This also increased the containing capacity of each pallet to reduce 

container use during transportation and storage space for warehous-

ing.

A.

Reduction

B.

Plastics reduction

C.

Reduced the overall box size by 50% 
through optimization and reduced 

the weight of cuff box paper.
Replacing polystyrene (PS) shells 
with molded pulp.

Based on the same pallet, increasing 
the containing capacity by 114.29% to 
significantly pallet containing capacity.

50% 114.29%
Molded

 pulp

Enhancement of 
transportation 

efficiency
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Efficient Manufacturing
Integrate OT and IT, the two major technologies, for production line intelligence upgrades and carry out comprehensive improvements in terms of efficiency, accuracy rate, and product quality.

●  Information upgrade

With the arrival of Industry 4.0, in combination with 5G 
applications and Big Data collection, the Company converted 
data to “visualized data” via plant equipment to collect 
comprehensive production information (including supplies, 
workstations, equipment, and test data), together with automatic 
background calculation, and provide digital decisions rapidly.

Introduce the central situation room board to allocate tasks 
and the function of automatic message delivery to the mobile 
devices of technicians upon any malfunction of equipment to 
solve issues rapidly and provide crucial decisions to minimize 
operating costs.

●  Upgrades of operating technologies

Optimize the SPK procedures, SMT and automated module 
assembly capacity, introduce SPK magnetic circuit automatic 
assembly machine, unmanned robotic arms, automated welders, 

●  Production line of high flexibility

The life cycle of consumer products has shortened, and products are produced in small quantities but diverse models with 
a large demand during the initial marketing period. The output in the first three months may account for 50% of the total 
requirements of orders; therefore, production lines of high flexibility shall be created, combined with the introduction of 
automated equipment, to solve the costs of mass changeover and labor requirements at the initial period of mass production.

Cost of production line reformation Cultivation of technicians Facilitation of R&D cycle

After introducing automated machines 
and modularized designs, it is no longer 
required to frequently alter work traffic, 
which significantly reduces the workload 
of changeover designs and optimizes 
changeover costs.

The modularized designs of carriers re-
duced the workload of jig alteration by 
60% and reduced the cost of jig by 60%.

The production line set-up time reduced 
from 8-12 weeks to 5 weeks, and the tar-
get is to reduce to 3 weeks by 2025.

Implemented the cultivation of multi-
skilled personnel by task instead of 
duty to allow the personnel allocation 
to accord to the automated produc-
tion.

Combine with the alerting system to 
automatically send notice to trouble-
shooting personnel, which significant-
ly reduced the troubleshooting time 
by 30% and improved the utilization 
rate of equipment.

Collect pain points of existing mass pro-
duction machine models via data and 
provide feedback to the R&D unit on a 
case-by-case basis to ensure that new 
machine models will not have the same 
problems.

Carry our design optimization DOE via 
simulation, as estimated, it may reduce 
approximately 28% of the pilot run costs 
and improve the efficiency of R&D per-
sonnel.

automated guided vehicles, and other automated solutions to reduce the workload of changeover designs by 70% and reduce 
the cost of changeover by 50% and significantly improve the product assembly capacity in order to achieve the optimal 
production efficiency alongside the increase in equipment utilization rate.
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IP rights management

2020 2021 2022

295

73

67

84

68

91

67

283

314

Number of applications 
made in the year

Number of applications 
approved in the year

Number of valid patents 
in the year

To protect R&D outcomes and enhance corporate competitive-
ness, based on the IP management policy, we set up manage-
ment targets; acquire, protect, maintain, and use intellectual 
property; and adopt measures to avoid infringement and pro-
tect rights. To constantly strengthen the awareness of and ca-
pacity in intellectual property, in 2019, we passed the category 
A certification of the Taiwan Intellectual Property Management 
System (TIPS) version 2016. In 2022, we also passed the 
re-certification. In 2018, Merry Shenzhen passed GB/T 29490-
2013 enterprise intellectual property management certification 
and continued to pass the periodic re-certification each year.

Based on the abovementioned specifications, the legal and 
patent department periodically presents the assessment re-
ports of management processes that require adjustment to 
top management for approval. The Legal Affairs and Patent 
Department also updates the patent map for the trend of new 
products and technologies for the reference of the R&D unit. 
The legal and patent department and the relevant units of sub-
sidiaries compile reports on legal requirements and industry 
information. Additionally, they also promptly inform R&D units 

of the relevant risks in patent application during 
product development. If the IP rights investi-
gation report shows that there is any legal risk, 
the proposing unit and the legal and patent de-
partment will immediately plan, establish, and 
implement the risk countermeasures and risk 
avoidance plans. The implementation items of 
the abovementioned IP right management, as 
well as the next-year implementation plan, are 
periodically reported to the Board each year and 
disclosed on the Company’s website. Addition-
ally, in terms of patent approval, as shown in the 
figure below, we applied for 91 patents and were 
awarded 68 patents in 2022, and there are 314 
validly existing patents at present.

piece piece piece

Patent 
application

91
Patent

awarded

68
Patent 

validly existing

314

IP Management Policy

• Maintain the freedom of operations

• Strengthen the awareness of IP rights protec-
tion among employees

• Enhance the protection of IP outcomes and cre-
ate high-value-added IP portfolios
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4.2 Green product management
Management policy
To safeguard the health and safety of end users of products 
and reduce the potential risks of environmental impacts on 
products, Merry has established its regulations for substance 
management and explicitly specified the content of all mate-
rials that contain environmental control substances based on 
the latest international regulations for hazardous substance 
management and customer requirements, and implemented 
relevant standards through internal promotions and education-
al training to provide products that comply with or more favor-
able than such standards and minimize external effects on the 
environment and ecosystem.

When developing and manufacturing various electroacoustic 
products for customers, we integrate green thinking with prod-
uct design, materials procurement, product manufacturing, 
and product sales and servicing to ensure compliance with the 

●  EU RoHS
●  EURoHS 2.0
●  EUREACH（SVHC）

●  EU Battery Regulation
●  California Proposition 65
●  China RoHS
●  China VOCs

●  EU PPWD
●  EU WEEE II
●  CMRT/Conflict Mineral Policy
●  Phthalate-free plasticizers
●  Free of lead, nickel, beryllium, antimony, 
  and antimony oxide
●  PVC-free

Environmental substance control 
and management procedures

1 Product design
For product designs, the Company se-
lects materials according to international 
environmental protection laws and regu-
lations and customers’ requirements.

2 Procurement
Promote knowledge related to hazard-
ous substances in environmental protec-
tion regulations to suppliers and require 
suppliers to upload necessary green part 
recognition data of substances.

3 Intake inspection
Perform intake sample inspection by 
adopting the intake batch sample rules 
to monitor whether intake products have 
hazardous substances; if determined as 
non-conforming products, handle them 
by way of return, and the Company will 
require the supplier to propose improve-
ment and preventive measures.

4 Production
Carry out production and inspection 
based on the quality management regu-
lations of the Group to ensure that prod-
ucts comply with the requirements.
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green product requirements throughout the process from sup-
pliers to customers.

In materials management, mechanisms integrating the green 
product management system (GPMS), product lifecycle man-
agement (PLM), and enterprise resources planning (ERP by 
SAP) systems are applied to management, starting from part 
number assignment to eliminate unauthorized use of materials. 
We also monitor products according to the EU’s WEEE direc-
tive and enhance the reuse and recycling rates (e.g., using re-
cyclable plastics such as ABS and PC and actively developing 
and implementing recyclable metals, e.g., recycled aluminum/
recycled steel) to reduce carbon emissions and mitigate the 
environmental impact throughout the product’s lifecycle.
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1. Evaluate the required green part recognition data (e.g., the declaration of 
conformity, material certificate, and test report) that suppliers upload to 
the GPMS according to the “Environmental Substances Control Regula-
tions” to ensure compliance with the international environmental protec-
tion laws, regulations, and directives, and customer requirements of such 
parts. In 2022, 100% of Merry’s products complied with international 
environmental protection regulations.

2. Publicize the REACH regulations and the knowledge of hazardous sub-
stances in the REACH annexes to suppliers and investigate and control if 
products contain SVHC in the REACH and the hazardous substances in 
the REACH annexes.

3. Establish the hazardous substance examination system for incoming 
materials; perform sampling tests through random sampling according to 
the intake batch sampling rules; examine and verify incoming materials 
with instruments including the XRF, GC-MS, and FTIR to ensure no haz-
ardous substance is contained in the parts.Request suppliers to provide 
support data for materials not complying with the “Environmental Sub-
stances Control Regulations” (nonconforming items), return all re-veri-
fied nonconforming items to suppliers, and request suppliers to propose 
corrective and preventive actions.

We audit new suppliers according to the “Supplier Management Regulations.” Management of qualified suppliers (vendors) is 
implemented according to GPMS-related SOPs.

GC-MS

Inspect plastic and 
non-metal materials.

XRF

Inspect metal 
materials.

FTIR
Analyze customer 

complained items and
 uncertain materials.

Intake hazardous substance inspection

4. Based on the labeling specifications of branded customers and the rele-
vant certifications of product category, we completed package labeling 
confirmation right at the design phase to meet the legal requirements for 
product labeling of different regions. In 2022, no violation or customer 
claims relating to labeling were reported:In 2022, there was no event of 
product and service violating health and safety regulations.

5. In 2022, the Company held three online supplier conferences to promote 
relevant CSR, RBA, and GP specifications of Merry on July 15, 2022, pro-
mote organizational carbon inventory and issues related to ESG trends 
on August 19, 2022, and promote relevant specifications under regula-
tions of EU on September 23, 2022.

6. According to the product structure principles and under the regulatory 
requirements of WEEE, the Company engaged a certified laboratory to 
dissemble its products. Based on the B2B operating model, products 
produced in 2022 can achieve a reuse rate of 55% and a renewable rate 
of 75% in terms of the recycling ratio, and the waste recycling at the end 
is executed by end brand customers.
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4.3 Quality Management and Customer Service Optimization
With visionary product R&D and process 
capacity, we provide customers with in-
tegrated services from design to distribu-
tion and quick and flexible technical and 
logistics support. We apply the scorecard 
mechanism and/or conduct the annual customer satisfaction 
survey to discern the customer’s comments, opinions, and 
needs. Through information integration and cause analysis, we 
plan, establish, and implement improvement plans and follow 
up on the outcomes.

We integrated the problems reflected in the customer score-
card and satisfaction survey, referred them to the responsible 
units to analyze the causes, requested them to propose solu-
tions by a time limit, and informed the sales unit of the solu-
tions to reply to customers. Besides reporting to customers, 
the sales unit also handed over the cause analysis results to 
the audit unit and marketing unit of overseas plants to follow 
up the improvement.

Composite 
satisfaction

83.16
%

Group 
integration

Establishment 
of sustainable 
materialsSupplier

localization

Carbon dioxide 
reduction and 
automation

Costs and 
operating policy

Relevant organizational adjustments and 
addition have been adopted

Respond to customers’ requirements 
through the operation of the Sustainabili-
ty CommitteeImplement business management and fol-

low up on customers’ requirements via the 
Sustainability Committee

Relevant goals have been established

Carry out operating policy adjustments each 
year and include them in the annual plan of the 
Group

5%

32%
42%

10%

11%O
utcom

es follow
-up

Issue confirm
ation

R
eason analysis

Solution proposal

R
esponse to custom

ers

Scorecard
Customer 
scorecard

From time to time

Satisfaction 
questionnaire
Once a year

The scorecard and customer satisfaction survey covers four 
dimensions: quality, R&D, procurement, and integration, which 
are the bases for continual process improvement and the im-
portant indicators for operation optimization. In general, major 
customers’ composite satisfaction in 2022 was 83.16%.

Apart from the balancing scorecard system above, qualitative 
issues responded to by customers in 2022 were majorly divid-
ed into the following items for cross-department communica-
tion and implementation in daily management.
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Key materials management procedures
To ensure the quality in different stages of product project de-
velopment and delivery term control, confirm the development 
trial production time, and guarantee the quality of trial pro-
duction and mass production, the Company has established 
the Key Materials Defining and Operation Regulations” in the 
hope of improving project development efficacy and custom-
er satisfaction. The definition of key materials refers to parts 
constituting products that require special control as they affect 
production quality as evaluated.

During the RFQ stage of product development: After the part 
engineering department defines the “key part list,” the proj-
ect management department shall confirm with customers 
regarding key materials details, the R&D department shall car-
ry out a risk material evaluation, the procurement department 
shall confirm and provide materials for a long delivery term, the 
sales department shall confirm with customers regarding the 
material details selected by customers, and the project team 
shall have general discussions, maintain, monitor, and super-
vise the status of materials on the list.

Quality management system
Merry Electronics has established systemized procedures 
for the development of products to ensure the quality, costs, 
and delivery term of the new product under development may 
satisfy the requirements of customers and markets under a 
systemized structure, and it continues to seek procedure opti-
mization to improve product competitiveness. The quality as-
surance system involves R&D personnel, quality management 
personnel, sales, plants, supply chain management, and other 
cross-department units for joint implementation, and the Com-
pany optimizes quality management and customer services 
through the management cycle of planning, implementing, ex-
amining, and improving.

Sales
Receipt of customer complaints

QPM
Convene re levant teams to 
analyze reasons and discuss 
countermeasures

PQE
Provide countermeasures after 
discussion to customers

Sales/QPM
Execute countermeasures and 
follow-ups

PQE
Relevant follow-up units shall stan-
dardize the countermeasures

Customer complaint handling procedures

R&D

Quality

Integration

Procurement

●  Product target achievement
●  Incident handling lead-time
●  New product development quality
●  Derivative model production quality

●  Supplier management
●  Price competitiveness

●  Project execution ability 
and response speed

●  Delivery flexibility and supply 
schedule control

●  Production planning and man-
agement

●  Professional communication 
skills and effectiveness

●  Product trends and new tech-
nology sharing

● Implementation of carbon re-
duction design

● R&D resource input
● Control of product development 

schedule
● Engineering progress and pro-

duction management

Customer
Satisfaction 

survey

During the DVT stage of product development: The part en-
gineering department shall adjust the “key part list,” the 
project management department shall notify customers of key 
material details, the quality project management department 
shall make adjustments based on material preparation status, 
the procurement department shall keep abreast of the status 
of long delivery term materials, the supplier quality manage-
ment department shall confirm issues with incoming materials, 
and the project team shall maintain, monitor, and supervise the 
status of materials on the list in general.

During the PVT stage of product development: The quality 
project management department shall carry out material qual-
ity control, the supplier quality management department shall 
carry out supplier material quality management, the intake in-
spection department shall carry out material yield control, the 
procurement department shall carry out material status control 
during each stage of development, and the project team shall 
maintain, monitor, and supervise the status of materials on the 
list in general.
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New product quality engineering (NPQE)

CAE
(CAE)

CE
(CE)

VE
(VE)

QPM
(QPM)

Compliance
(Compliance)

Quality 
management

(PQE)

●  Modularized analysis       ●  Standardized analysis
●  Optimized analysis

●  EMC/Safety cert. CE certification
●  Battery cert. management

●  Ongoing re-
liability test

●   S o f t w a r e 
testing

●  Part reliability analysis
●  New supplier evaluation

●  Manufacturing quality management
●  Shipping quality management

●  RMA
●  Lesson learn

▎Product specification confirmation
▎Quality test plan

▎Ongoing reliability test
▎Lesson learn & RD checklist
▎RMA analysis

▎Design review and simulation
▎Drawing review

EVT

▎DFMEA
▎Validation Test
▎FMEA

▎PFMEA
▎QCP ReviewDVTX/PV

MP

RFQ
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4.4 Sustainable supply chain management
As a globally renowned communication and 
entertainment electroacoustic product leader, 
suppliers are our material partners. We coop-
erate stably and closely with suppliers. Apart 
from creating economic value, we are dedi-
cated to promoting sustainable supply chain 
management and hope that our suppliers 
also value social and environmental value in 
order to create a sustainable supply chain of 
co-prosperity.

We encourage and urge suppliers to fulfill 
CSR together, including compliance with pro-
fessional ethics, value labor human rights, 
provision of a good workplace environment, 
no use of conflict minerals, compliance with 
national or local environmental regulations, 
build a management system based on coop-
eration, and fulfill our social responsibilities 
in order to meet the CSR requirements and 
make efforts for the positive development of 
the sustainable supply chain.

Integrate supplier management and evaluation 
systems through standardized operations to 
improve the tenacity of suppliers.

The Group regularly convenes internal management team meetings to examine the status of the 
green supply chain and continue to advance the Group’s sustainable supply chain manage-
ment.

Social Responsibility 
Commi tme nt  a nd 
Declaration of Non-
Use of Conflict Min-
erals

Sustainable supply chain 
development strategy

●  Nature optimization

Risk Management
●  Graded warnings of supplies and man-

agement measures at all stages

●  Financial questionnaire survey

●  Information security questionnaire sur-
vey

Supplier localization
●  Local procurement
● Supply chain diversification

Supplier exchange
●  Commendation of outstanding suppliers
●  Green promotion seminars
●  Circular use of environmental materials

Nature optimization
●  GPMS
●  No use of conflict metals
●  Social Responsibility Commitment
●  Annual supplier audit

[Execution achievements of supplier sustainability declaration]

Ensure the materials supplied by suppliers meet our green product specifications. Addi-
tionally, we also request suppliers to make a commitment to no use of conflict metals in 
their materials and to comply with the code of ethical conduct.

[GPMS systematic management ]

Material suppliers are required to sign the Social Responsibility Commitment (the con-
tent includes employment conditions, ethical specifications, and environmental pro-
tection) and the Declaration of Non-Use of Conflict Minerals to realize the promotion of 
concepts related to the social and environmental responsibilities of enterprises.

[Execution of sustainability declaration]

2020 2021 2022

97%

94%

96%

New suppliers 2022

>96 %

Excluding suppliers designated by customers, 
the signing rate of declarations reached 100%

2020 2021 2022

90%

96% 97%

All suppliers

>96
2022

%

Social Responsibility Commitment

Declaration of Non-Use of Conflict Minerals
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We perform annual CSR audits on key 
suppliers (operated as per the Code of 
Conduct (CoC) of the Responsible Busi-
ness Alliance (RBA) as the management 
mechanism, with evaluation aspects cov-
ering labor, health and safety, environment, 
ethics, and management system) and urge 
suppliers to value both operations and 
corporate social responsibilities. The audit 
rating is divided into fours levels, A, B, C, 

[Key supplier audit effects]

2020 2021 2022

78.2%

82.7% 84.4%

CSR audit rating of key suppliers

Note: Criteria for key supplier selection:

1. Key suppliers: Manufacturers (except traders and agents) with over 500 
lots or amounts exceeding NT$2 million in the previous year

2. High-risk material suppliers: Producers of battery chips, PCB, metal sur-

●  Risk Management Based on three risk management systems, 
including “supplies graded alert,” “finan-
cial questionnaire survey,” and “information 
security evaluation,” the Company includes 
suppliers with transactions into evaluations 
in accordance with different risk rating meth-
ods (i.e., key material, procurement amount, 
customer requirements, and other condition), 
steadily monitors the daily supplies of sup-
pliers, and keeps abreast of operations of 
suppliers to improve cooperating flexibility 
and response capacity. To minimize the risk 
of supply suspension, the Company has an 

Risk 
Management

Supplies 
graded

alert

Financial 
questionnaire 

survey

Information 
security 

evaluation 
survey

and D. For a level C (< 70 points), the supplier 
shall be introduced after being consulted for 
improvement; for a level D (< 60 points), the 
supplier is listed as unqualified, and the coop-
eration relationship will end.

The Company identified a total of 61 key sup-
pliers (only 27 in 2021) based on procurement 
amounts, high-risk material suppliers, and 
other conditions to implement the annual CSR 
audit; the qualification rate was 100% (there 

face treatment, color box, leather products, wirings, plastic/rubber 
band printing and coating, and hazardous chemicals3. Area: In 
2020 and 2021, we focused on plants in China; in 2022, we added 
the evaluation of suppliers for plants in Thailand and Vietnam; 
therefore, the number of suppliers increased more significantly

Emergency Management Plan for Suppliers 
and implements alert grading and manage-
ment measures for different stages. Further-
more, based on the regular evaluations by the 
Group Financial Division and the information 
security team, we investigate financial risks 
and carry out information security evaluations 
on selected suppliers to minimize effects and 
losses arising from supply suspension due to 
climate change, pandemic, financial operating 
crisis, and hacker invasion. In 2022, the sup-
plies satisfied customers’ requirements, and 
there was no anomaly.

was no supplier receiving a rating below lev-
el C), and the average score of the Group’s 
supplier CSR audit was 84.4, representing a 
growth of 2% from last year.
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Social and 
environmental 
responsibility 

seminar

Sustainable
 requirements of 

Merry Electronics 
and RBA

EU
Environmental 

laws and 
regulations

ESG trend 
introduction 

and promotion

Merry Electronics
GP

Carbon inventory 
and promotion

●  Supplier localization

To separate risks, the Company continues to develop and im-
prove local procurement and the diversification of the supply 
chain. To accelerate the liquidity of supplies and communica-
tion efficiency and reduce carbon dioxide emissions arising 
from the transportation of raw materials, the Company prior-
itizes local suppliers where the production plants locate and 
also assists suppliers in improving the quality of supplies and, 
in turn, reinforcing their core abilities. In addition, the Company 
continues to focus on whether production or transportation 
may be affected by climate change or unexpected natural di-
sasters due to the location of suppliers to allocate stable sup-

plies under supply chain diversification.

In 2022, the production focus of Merry Electronics was main-
tained in China; with the risk dispersion strategies, there were 
also non-China plants that supported the production allo-
cation. The number of companies for local procurement for 
plants in China reached 94%, and the amount ratio reached 
98%. (These statistics are produced based on non-electronics 
suppliers. While electronics, such as semiconductor active and 
passive components, are purchased mainly from world-lead-
ing manufacturers, they are not included in the amount of local 
procurement.)

Local suppliers for plants in China 
Proportion of mainland China suppliers

Proportion of overseas suppliers 

Amount of local procurement of non-electronic parts by plants in China 
Proportion of mainland China suppliers

Proportion of overseas suppliers 

Local suppliers for plants not in China
Proportion of local suppliers 

Proportion of overseas suppliers 

Amount of local procurement of non-

electronic parts by plants not in China 
Proportion of local suppliers 

Proportion of overseas suppliers 

2022

61%

39%

2020 2021 2022

94%93%93%

6%7%7%

2022

91%

9%

2020 2021 2022

98% 98%

2%2% 1%

99%

●  Supplier exchange

In 2022, five green pro-
motion online seminars 
were held, and a total 
of 52 key suppliers participated in the seminars. The Com-
pany promoted ESG management concepts to key suppliers 
through courses of RBA, ESG trends, and environmental pro-
tection regulations, and in turn, promoted its sustainable op-
erating policy and policies related to green supply chain man-
agement, and exchanged material trends of GHG inventory to 
improve cooperating tacit understanding and consensus and 
grow together with suppliers through mutual assistance.

sessions

Online 
seminars

5
companies

Supplier
participation

52
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Supplier evaluation mechanism
To enforce the procurement and supply chain policies and 
ensure compliance with international standards of the quality 
system management and raw materials life cycle manage-
ment of suppliers, we urge suppliers to optimize their products 

Annual audit

New 
Supplier 
Evaluation

Guidance ●  Annual audits of key suppliers     ●  Behavior improvement●  Risk assessment     ●  Innovative guidance and exchange

●  Execution of sustainability declaration     ●  Supplier qualification review ●  Price, quality, delivery term, CQDS evaluation

Supplier performance evaluation is rated regularly in terms of price, quality, delivery punctuality, and service 
evaluation systems.

Tier-1 key suppliers are selected and the annual audit plan is established based on the pro-
curement amount and product risk. First, suppliers are requested to provide the self-evalua-
tion results of each system. After performing audits as planned, suppliers are graded and the 
evaluation closure report is produced.

Publicize our green procurement requirements; urge suppliers to protect employee rights and interests, enforce 
ethical corporate management, respect ethics, labor human rights, health and safety, and address environmental 
protection issues such as climate change, energy and water management, and promote the green supply chain.

Through the supplier communication platform digital management, and questionnaire sur-
vey, we communicate to suppliers our CSR and environmental protection policies, including 
ethical corporate management, HSF products, no use of conflict minerals, environmental 
protection regulations, and customer requirements for product quality. Supply chain.

Rating results are presented in three grades: A, B, and C. Suppliers whose integrated score is below the stan-
dard or materials do not comply with the HSF standard will be guided for improvement according to the guid-
ance plan, and the effectiveness of improvement will be followed up.

●  Suppliers with a score ≥80 points in the previous year and completed defect improvement may be exempted 
from the audit of the year.

●  Providing the RBA-CoC evaluation report issued within one year may be exempted from the onsite audit and 
proceed with the online evaluation.

●  Manufacturers failing the audit of the year and requested to make improvements by a time limit shall make im-
provements according to the guidance plan, and the effectiveness of improvement will be followed up through 
the second review.

●  Request new suppliers to sign the CSR Commitment, Declaration of Non-Use of Conflict Minerals, and relevant 
agreements.

●  An assessment team formed by the procurement, quality assurance, R&D, and engineering units eval-
uates suppliers and verifies the review results, categorizes the approved vendor lists (AVLs) to 
ensure that those meeting the requirements become approved vendors. Review items include 
basic portfolio, quality system, intellectual property rights, HSF system, and social and envi-
ronmental responsibilities of companies. 

●  Promote sustainability together with suppliers: Besides the long-term reuse of transportation packaging mate-
rials, we assist suppliers in using PCR materials.

●  At the development stage of a product project, the R&D unit and procurement unit collaborate with customers 
and suppliers to discuss problems, share technology, and resolve difficulties at each stage through collabora-
tion to help suppliers optimize process and quality.

●  Request suppliers failing the evaluation to submit an improvement plan as a reference for re-verification of the 
effectiveness of improvement until improvement is confirmed. 

Management policy

Management policy

Management policy

Management policy

Management foci

Management foci

Management foci

Management foci

while improving the management of social and environmental 
responsibilities of the supply chain in accordance with the 
supplier management procedures that comprise four major 
processes in the cyclic mechanism: evaluation, rating, audit, 

and guidance. In particular, in 2022, we adopted social and en-
vironmental evaluation and selection standards for 100% of the 
new supplier evaluation.

Performance
rating
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We deem employees as the most significant cooperating part-
ners for corporate operations. Changes in the workplace envi-
ronment in the post-pandemic era allowed us to reconsider the 
value of sustainable development of talents. We promised to 
start out with the prospect of “Enriching Human Life and De-

5.1 Talents Attraction and Retention
We maintain equal opportunity for employment. Besides con-
sidering the host country’s laws, regulations, and culture or re-
gion, we are committed to creating a work environment free of 
differential treatment. By hiring talents from different business 

●  Workforce structure

The number of employees in Taiwan in 2022 was equivalent to that of last 
year. For the number of employees in other regions, in response to the 
adjustments made based on customers’ order requirements, the number 
of laborers decreased slightly. For more details of the workforce structure, 
please refer to  the Appendix. 

By gender

Total number of employees in Taiwan: 781 persons

Full-time employees: 3,559 employees

Part-time employees: 1,879 employees

Merry Shenzhen: 2,594 persons

Total number of other business locations: 2,063 persons

Total number of female employees: 3,031

Ratio: 55.74%

Total number of male employees: 2,407 persons

Ratio: 44.26%

livering Excellent Sound” to attach attention to corporate de-
velopment and the sustainability and co-prosperity of society 
and environments and build a worry-free and equal working 
environment of diverse development, hoping that employees 
may have improvements in salaries and professional abilities, 

friendships, and charitable feedback in a friendly workplace 
environment, and we continued to assist employees in work-
life balance by adopting the promoting activities of four DNAs, 
“understand music, love reading, fond of exercise, and volun-
teer.”

locations, we hope to fuse and stimulate new thinking with 
employees from different regions with cultural backgrounds to 
provide global customers with more professional services and 
better meet local demands. To protect the employment rights 

and interests of all employees, we abide by the labor laws and 
regulations of the business locations and sign employment 
contracts with employees to protect their rights and interests.

Total number of employ-
ees of the entire Group 
as of the end of 2022

5,438 persons
There were 3,031 Asian female employees (55.74%), 2,406 Asian male em-
ployees (44.24%), and 1 male Caucasian (0.02%). 

By nature of 

employment contract

Employees with permanent contracts: 1,704 employees

employees of term fixed-term contract 
employees: 3,535 employees

Dispatched employees: 199 employees
By working hours
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Personnel recruitment
Based on business strategies and the 
career development of employees, 
recruit outstanding talents via digital 
and physical channels, including joint 
recruitment activities of universities and 
colleges or participating in corporate 
recruitment activities organized by gov-
ernmental agencies. For job selection, 
the Company provides technical posi-
tions, professional positions, overseas 
positions, and other diverse develop-
ment opportunities; the Company also 
offers part-time jobs and internship 
opportunities during summer vacation 
or on normal days and Science Talent 
Scholarship and engaged in other in-
dustry-academy cooperation methods 
to cultivate and recruit elites through 
substantial professional and industrial 
exchanges for the provision of seamless 
employment opportunities.

We provide prospective training cours-
es, well-planned benefits, and a com-
fortable and convenient work environ-
ment to ensure adaptive development 
for different types of talents. We also 
establish sound communication chan-

[Social media operation]

In response to the arrival of the pandemic 
era, we made in-depth management for 
our LINE@, LinkedIn, and other diverse so-
cial media recruitment channels, regularly 
announced internal position vacancies, in-
dustry-academy cooperation plans, indus-
trial knowledge, and relevant information 
to deliver our corporate culture to potential 
candidates, and continued to focus on the 
employer brand. In 2022, a total of 39 posts 
were published on the corporate page of 
Merry Electronics on LinkedIn, with a num-
ber of cumulative followers of 3,938. A total 
of 28 posts were published by its LINE@ of-

Friend

3,954
Person

Follower

3,938
Person

nels and care about the work and life of em-
ployees to enhance corporate cohesion. We 
also provide opportunities and stages for in-
ternational development. Our worldwide lo-
cations (including China, Thailand, the USA, 
and Singapore) allow comprehensive train-
ing for employees to develop international 
work experience and fully develop their ex-
pertise in their careers. In response to the 
IoT, 5G, and AI trends, electroacoustics is 
indispensable to developing the sound hu-
man-machine interface (HMI) for high-tech 
products. In 2022, we recruited new talents 
from comprehensive areas, including mech-
anism design, electronics design, software 
design, firmware design, acoustics/noise 
engineering, microphone R&D, automation, 
design verification, and material verification.

We recruit employees according to local 
laws and regulations. Besides ensuring no 
use of child labor, we ban forced labor and 
underage employees from engaging in dan-
gerous jobs. In addition, we maintain proper 
management of the working time and leave 
of employees through the attendance man-
agement system to maintain the work-life 
balance of employees.

●  Recruitment channels

[Joint recruitment activities of   universities and colleges]
Due to the slowdown of the outbreak in Tai-
wan, the organization of physical recruitment 
activities (i.e., campus recruitment activities) 
resumed. In 2022, the Company participated 
in a total of four campus recruitment activ-
ities (National Taiwan University, National 
Tsing Hua University, National Cheng Kung 
University, and Tunghai University” to re-
cruit outstanding fresh graduates and im-
prove the brand image as an employer.

ficial account, with a number of cumulative 
friends of 3,954; furthermore, the Company 
was able to provide one-on-one question 
response services for candidates via such 
channels to instantly solve questions relat-
ed to job vacancies and interviews.
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[Internship plan]

The Company has spared no effort in cultivating tech-
nology talents by way of offering internships to stu-
dents who are still studying. Accumulated since 2017, 
a total of 86 outstanding students participated in the 
Company’s internship plan to grow awareness and 
sensitivity of the electroacoustic industry during the 
student period and learn the friendly working environ-
ment and corporate culture of the Company so as to 
cultivate R&D talents in advance for the future.

Cumulative 

86 Person

Merry Electronics’ 
internship plan

In 2011, we introduced the “Science Talent Scholarship” for domestic 
graduate students and students enrolling in the five-year BS-MS pro-
gram for the 12th year. Besides a grant or scholarship, successful ap-
plicants can engage in substantial academic exchange with us through 
the work-study internship to understand the electroacoustics industry 
earlier or even directly join Merry after graduation or military service to 
combine theory to practice.

In 2022, seven students were accepted. Over the last 12 years, a total 
of 116 students applied for the scholarship, 64 students were accepted 
for the scholarship, and the acceptance rate was 55.17%. As active stu-
dents can apply for the Science Talents Scholarship for one more year. 
Over the years, 9 out of 55 winners applied for the scholarship for one 
more year. Except for those who are still students or drafted, 33 out-
standing students have joined Merry after graduation.

[Science Talent Scholarship]

Electroacoustics 
Talent Cultivation Program

We believe that talent development is a long-term enterprise. Excel-
lent students can focus more on research with corporate assistance 
and directly extend from schools to enterprises to advance career 
planning. In return, enterprises can advance interaction with students 
to develop a future workforce.

The “Science Talent Scholarship” opens to students of electro-
acoustics, electrical engineering, electronics, mechanical engineering, 
automation control, naval engineering, material science, information 
engineering, telecommunications, aerospace, marine engineering, 
system engineering, and industrial engineering. Besides receiving a 
grant/scholarship of NT$120,000 each year from Merry, successful 
applicants can join our internship program to accumulate practical ex-
perience and connect with the industry earlier.

Cumulative number
of persons

116 Person

accepted under
application

64 Person

Acceptance rate

55.17%

[Industry-academy cooperation]

In 2022, Merry Electronics and Feng Chia 
University carried out in-depth indus-
try-academy cooperation. With the R&D 
supervisor as the corporate project mentor, 
students received guidance for projects re-
lated to electroacoustic for a period of half-
year, leading students to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the electroacoustic field. 
Besides, Merry Electronics also organized 
headset workshops on campus for employ-
ees to guide students in the workshop as 
volunteers, cultivating students’ interest 
in the electroacoustic industry. In the fu-
ture, the Company will continue to develop 
diverse industry-academy projects (i.e., 
electroacoustics program cooperation and 
internship cooperation projects) and explore 
more universities, colleges, and students for 
cooperation.
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●  Statistics one and resigned employees

In 2022, there were 13,308 new employees in total (annual employment rate 244.72%) of the entire Group, including 9,388 persons aged below 30 years, 3,906 persons aged 31 and 50 years, and 14 
persons aged over 51 years. In 2022, a total of 14,878 employees resigned (annual turnover rate 273.59%), including 10,412 persons aged below 30 years, 4,432 persons aged 31 and 50 years, and 
34 persons aged over 51 years. As the market demand has peak seasons and off seasons, in response to orders of short-term demand, contracted or temporary employees are hired to meet the 
demand during peak seasons. Therefore, most new and resigned employees were aged below 30. The demand for fixed-term contract workers and dispatched labor was reduced during the low 
production season.

[Number of new employees over the years] [Number of resigned employees over the years]

Employment rate of persons between 31 to 50 years old

Employment rate of persons above 51 years old

Employment rate of persons under 30 years old

Number of females

Employment rate of female

Employment rate of male

Number of males

Number of persons above 51 years old

Number of persons between 31 to 50 years old

Number of persons under 30 years old

Note: Annual employment rate = Number of new employees (by age) of one gender in the year 
÷ Total number of employees (by age) of the same gender at the end of the year.

Note: Annual separation rate = Number of resigned employees (by age) of one gender in the year 
÷ Total number of employees (by age) of the same gender at the end of the year.
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Wage and benefit systems
●  Comprehensive and competitive remuneration system

●  Ratio of base-level employee pay to minimal wage

●  Performance evaluation system

We provide employees with wages and ben-
efits in compliance with the laws and regu-
lations where business is conducted. Full-
time employees are entitled to the regulatory 
types of insurance and pension plan. We 
adopt the wage equality policy and will not engage in differen-
tial treatment for employees based on race, ethnicity or social 
background, social status, blood lineage, religion, physical 
disabilities, gender, gender orientation, family responsibility, 
marital status, trade union membership, political affiliation, and 
age. In addition, consider the remuneration system based on 
the overall pay, including wages, benefits, bonuses, and profit 
sharing.

Each employee must go through performance evaluations 
each year. The results will be the reference for rewards, ap-
pointments, promotions, and personnel management.

Every year, we participate in the salary survey and draw up the 
salary adjustment plan based the assessment according to the 
economic growth rate, CPI, the company’s profit status, and 
the salary adjustment of benchmark industries, with reference 
to the minimum wage announced by the local government, 
and in consideration of the results of performance evaluation 
of employees to ensure the overall wage system can attract 
and retain talents.

We establish country- or region-specific bonus and employee 
reward systems. Take Taiwan HQ as an example; before or af-
ter the Chinese New Year each year, we distribute the year-end 

%
Average

Annual salary 
adjustments

2

We hire direct labor at four production bases, such 
as Merry Shenzhen. They are salaried based on ed-
ucation attainment, work experience, professional 
knowledge and skills, and job duties. The start pay 
for inexperienced employees also complies with or is 
superior to the local minimum wage. No direct labor 
is hired at the HQ and other business locations. The 
start pay of indirect labor in all other business loca-
tions is way better than the minimum wage and thus 
excluded from the statistics.

Locations Start pay of 
direct labor Minimum Wage Ratio

Merry Shenzhen RMB2,410 RMB2,360 1.02

Merry Vietnam VND4,200,000 VND4,160,000 1.01

Suzhou Merry RMB2,280 RMB2,280 1.00

Merry Thailand THB13,000 (month) THB376 (day) -

Note: Merry Thailand adopts the monthly salary system for all employees; 
therefore, the comparison cannot be made with the local statutory basic wage 
(daily salary)

With a performance evaluation system and through beginning 
target setting, we unfailingly implement the corporate strategy 

bonus. In addition, based on the company’s regulations, we 
distribute the employee reward according to the company’s 
achieved performance and the employee’s personal perfor-
mance and contribution. In addition, we also introduce related 
measures, such as the employee stock option/treasury stock/
restricted stock awards plan/employee stock ownership trust 
according to the reward regulations of Taiwan’s Ministry of 
Finance. Annual raises at Taiwan HQ in 2022 averaged 2% (ex-
cluding new employees with seniority under one year).

and link the annual targets to the department and individu-
al working goals in a top-down manner. At the end of each 
year, the unique head will interview employees to review the 
achievements in the key performance indicators (KPIs) and 
give them encouragement and feedback for improvement in 
order to promote two-way communication and employee de-
velopment and improve organizational performance.

Except for new employees starting service for less than three 
months, all other employees, regardless of grades and gender, 
must go through performance evaluations conducted each 
year. In 2022, the evaluation achievement rate was 100%. In ad-
dition, the evaluation results will be the reference for determin-
ing promotion, salary raises, performance bonuses, rewards, 
employee development, and training needs.
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●  Remuneration ratio by gender

There is no differential treatment in the start pay and annual raise based on 
gender for new employees who are recruited and salaried with the same crite-
ria and at the same pay grade. However, the remuneration may vary between 
genders due to duty attributes and seniority. Therefore, the ratio may differ 
between genders.

By salary per capita By total remuneration per capita

Location Taiwan HQ Merry Shenzhen Taiwan HQ Merry Shenzhen

Gender Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Direct Labor (no direct labor) 1 1.00 (no direct labor) 1 1.00

Indirect 
Labor

Non-
supervisor 1 0.80 1 0.84 1 0.78 1 0.64

Supervisor 1 0.86 1 0.95 1 0.84 1 0.56

●  Insurance ●  Retirement protection

Taiwan HQ and other business locations ar-
range different types of social insurance, med-
ical insurance, unemployment insurance, and 
other mandatory social benefits according to 
the laws and regulations. Besides deducting 
the employee’s contribution from their sala-
ries, we also make our contributions by law.

Besides establishing the retirement system 
according to the Labor Standards Act and re-
lated laws and regulations of Taiwan, Taiwan 
HQ has formed the Labor Retirement Reserve 
Supervisory Committee to institutionalize 
the operation of the labor retirement reserve. 
The committee approved by the Taichung 
City Government holds a committee meeting 
quarterly. In pension contribution, for employ-
ees choosing the plan under the Labor Stan-
dards Act (LSA), we contribute monthly 5.1% 
of the total amount of the employee’s salary 
and deposit the amount in the Labor Retire-
ment Reserve special account at the Trust 
Department, Bank of Taiwan. The amount of 
the reserve is contributed in full each year to 

Wage and benefit systems

sufficiently disburse the pension for employ-
ees. For employees choosing the plan under 
the Labor Pension Act (LPA), we contribute 
monthly 6% of the total amount of the em-
ployee’s salary and deposit the amount in the 
employee’s pension special account in the 
Bureau of Labor Insurance. Employees may 
choose to contribute 0-6% to his/her pension 
special account. We also follow the pension 
systems of where our business locations lo-
cate by contributing the employee’s pension 
to the special accounts according to appro-
priation laws and regulations protection and 
insurance schemes to protect the retirement 
life of employees.

●  Employee shareholding trust system

A formal employee who has a seniority of one 
year or above may opt to join the shareholding 
trust project of Merry Electronics each quar-
ter. The Company additionally subsidized 50% 
of the appropriation amount as bonuses each 
month to purchase stocks of the Company 
regularly at a fixed amount to allow employ-
ees to share profits of the Company in the 
nature of shareholders upon resignation or 
retirement. As of the end of 2022, the cumula-
tive number of participants for the employee 
shareholding trust was 343 persons, which ex-
ceeded the targeted number of 330 persons, 
and the achievement rate was 104%.
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Insurance Retirement Protection

Employer Contribution Employee Contribution Types of insurance Factory Area Pension System Employer Contribution Employee Contribution

Subject to the payroll bracket Labor Insurance and National Health Insurance 

Taiwan HQ

LSA Plan
Contribute 5.1% of the 
total salary amount each 
month

NA
Casualty insurance NA Group insurance

Increased casualty insurance
Accidental medical cover
Hospitalization insurance

NA Expatriate group insurance LPA Plan Contribute 6% of the total 
salary amount each month

0-6% at the employee’s 
will

0.45%~6.2% 0.1%~2% Medical insurance

Merry Shenzhen Endowment Insurance 
under social insurance 14%~15% 8%

0.5% NA Birth insurance

0.7% 0.3% Unemployment insurance

0.196% NA Work-related injury insurance

1%~5%

(maximum 750 THB)

1%~5%

(maximum 750 THB)

Social security system

(covering medical, unemployment, child welfare, 
and retirement)

Merry Thailand
The pension system of Thailand and Vietnam is subject to the local mandatory social 
insurance schemes and thus not repeated here.

21.5% 10.5%
Socia l  insurance

(cover ing b i r th,  occupat iona l  hazards, re -
t i rement ,  unemployment ,  and hea l th)

Merry Vietnam

6.2% 6.2% Social security taxes
Merry USA 401(k) 6% At the employee’s will

1.45% 1.45% Medicare tax

4%~17% 5%~20% Central Provident Fund Merry Singapore  Central Provident Fund 
(pension) 17% (max. SGD $1,020) 20% (max. SGD $1,200)

100% NA Employees' Compensation Insurance Merry Hong Kong  Central Provident Fund 
(pension) 5% 5%

7% 2% Medical insurance

Suzhou Merry Endowment Insurance 
under social insurance 16% 8%

0.8% NA Birth insurance

0.5% 0.5% Unemployment insurance

0.2% NA Work-related injury insurance
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Wage and benefit systems
●  Parental leave

Taiwan has “Regulations for Implementing 
Unpaid Parental Leave for Raising Children” 
and “Act of Gender Equality in Employment” 
in place. Apart from implementing the unpaid 
parental leave system according to the law, Tai-
wan HQ allows employees to apply for unpaid 
parental leave before their children are three 
years old up to two years. The Company also 
offers menstruation leave, pregnancy check 
leave, maternity leave, paternity leave, tocolysis 

2020 2021 2022

Item Female Male Female Male Female Male

Number of employees entitled to parental leave (A) 34 58 48 53 54 55

Number of employees taking parental leave (B) 7 2 3 0 11 1

Number of employees due to return to work after parental leave (C) 6 2 4 0 8 0

Number of employees that did return to work after parental leave (D) 3 2 2 0 7 0

Number of employees that did return to work after parental leave in 
the previous year (E) 3 1 3 2 2 0

Number of employees retained 12 months after returning to work 
following parental leave in the previous year (F) 3 1 3 0 2 0

Return to work rate (D/C) 50% 100% 50% 0% 88% 0%

Retention rate (F/E) 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 0%

Note: The number of employees entitled to parental leave in 2022 was the total number of employees applying for maternity 
leave and paternity leave in 2019-2022

leave, family care leave, and relevant leaves to 
employees who are in need. We also introduce 
friendly workplace measures, such as breastfeed-
ing (lactation) room and maternal health protec-
tion, and sign contracts with qualified and quality 
kindergartens to support the childcare needs of 
employees in all dimensions (as parental leave is 
only legislated in Taiwan, only the data of parental 
leave will be disclosed in this report)
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●  Leave system better than the regulatory requirements

Apart from off days stated under the Labor Standard Act, 
Taiwan HQ added a paid care leave system in 2022. We also 
have other systems more favorable than that of laws and reg-
ulations, including holidays for makeup workdays announced 
by the government, special leave offered to new employees in 
advance, long-term flexible working hours, paid volunteer ser-
vice lease, paid marital leave for relatives, and return leave for 

Regulatory Requirements Merry’s Superior Benefits

Paid care leave NA Measure added in 2022: Offering paid care leave of seven days each year.

Special leave 
3 days of special leave for a 

service length up to 6 months.
Advance special leave of 3 days for new employees after duty reporting.

WFH with Pay mode NA In response to the epidemic control policy or for employees with family care needs may apply for work from home (WFH).

Holidays for makeup workdays
Attendance is required for 
statutory working hours.

In response to the long holidays for festivities, no makeup workdays are required for employees to directly enjoy paid long 
holidays.

Flextime NA Employees can choose different sign-in (8:00–9:00) and sign-out (17:00–18:00) times, simply working for 8 hours is required.

Home leave NA

●   Several times of application for home leave a year.

●  In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, besides the statutory leave benefits, we pay expatriates for the quarantine period 
required by the respective countries and also the accommodation expenses

Marriage leave Paid 8-day leave for the marriage of employees.

In addition to the marriage of employees, employees are entitled to paid marriage leave for:

●  Children (2 days)

●  Siblings (1 day)

Volunteer service leave NA Paid 2-day leave each year.

Maternity leave Employers are not obliged to grant paid maternity leave to employ-
ees having a miscarriage within three months of pregnancy. Employees having a miscarriage after three months of pregnancy are entitled to apply for paid maternity leave by law.

employees dispatched abroad. The benefits of other business 
locations are mainly subject to the laws and regulations of the 
host country/region.

After the outbreak of COVID-19, Merry Electronics initiated the 
“safely work from home” model, together with relevant sys-
tem and equipment support completed under the digital trans-
formation project. There was once up to 80% of all employees 

worked from home. In the second half of 2022, we entered 
the post-pandemic era; taking example from the work model 
during the special period, we continued to optimize and adjust 
to achieve a “mixed work pattern” by adopting both remote 
and office models and offered flexible work patter subject to 
business nature. Apart from ensuring employees’ health, it 
also effectively realizes the goal of work-life balance.
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●  Employee Welfare Committee

Wage and benefit systems

The HQ has established the “Employee 
Welfare Committee” (EWC), with periodic 
committee meetings being held by EWC rep-
resentatives to promote various employee 
benefits, including cash gifts for folk festivals, 
allowances for employee reunions and travels, 
cash gifts for birth and marriage, scholarships 
for employees and their children, emergency 
assistance, consolation money, funeral sub-
sidy, and others. We also support employees 
to form various leisure clubs and encourage 
employees and employees to join related club 
activities to make inclusion a reality at Merry. 
With the slowdown of the pandemic in 2022, 

[Company trip]

[Gathering]

The HQ organizes group tours, self-
formed group tours by employees, and 
family activities each year for employees 
to care for family and children apart from 
work. Company trips improve employ-
ees’ exchanges and tactic understand-
ing, allow family members to understand 
our corporate culture, improve relation-
ships between couples and family inter-
actions, and for families to experience the 
family vibe at Merry Electronics.

Departments of Taiwan HQ hold de-
partmental reunions every quarter to 
enhance organizational commitment, 
improve team spirit, and promote 
friendship exchange in employees.

the new building of the HQ was put into use. 
We organized a family day at Taichung HQ 
to allow employees to bring their families to 
enjoy the time together! Apart from allowing 

family members to see the working environ-
ment, we provided popular food dishes, mul-
tiple family interactive games, and a live band 
on-site. The international acoustic laboratory 

and audio-visual room built costing over a few 
hundred thousand was also available that day 
for employees and their families to take a peek 
at the secret of the acoustic world.
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[Thriving employee club development] [Scholarships for employees and children]

[Commendation of senior and model employees]

[Stress-relieving massage service]

To encourage employees to develop hobbies, 
extend interpersonal relationships, and main-
tain physical and mental health, our HQ has 
a badminton club, yoga club, music club, and 
aerobic exercise club.

We provide scholarships for employees and their children 
to reward their outstanding learning performance and im-
prove the sense of identity and belonging of families.

Every year, the HQ rewards employees for a service of 
every five years with the “Service Award.” We also 
nominate and select employees with outstanding perfor-
mance for the “Model Employee of the Year” award to 
thank them for their contributions.

Starting from 2013, we hired massage therapists with vi-
sual disabilities to provide stress-relieving massage ser-
vices to employees for them to enjoy 20 minutes of relax-
ing massage during working hours. To expand the scope 
of benefits, massage locations were added in Taipei in 
2020 to benefit employees in different regions. In 2022, 
we started to provide uninterrupted massage services 
throughout the year.

Annual accumulation 1,185persons

NT$persons

Application Distribution

66 135,200
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5.2 Talent Development
Diversified training channels for strengthening self-learning and development

Value employees’ opinions and promote talent development strategies

Talents are the biggest driver of our growth, while education/
training are the important methods to ensure the constant ap-
preciation of human capital. Building a learning organization 
and improving the management and professional competen-
cies of employees are the momentum that boosts team perfor-
mance and enhances organizational operational performance.

We utilize a dual-track system for talent development by 
matching persons to appropriate positions to improve the ca-
pacity of talents. In combination with the functions and DNA, 
we utilize diverse activities and build individual learning blue-
prints to nurture talents.  All employees are able to use various 

We planned to commence the employee engagement survey 
once every two years: In the initial engagement survey in 2022, 
we focused on seven major experience aspects of employees, 
listened to employees’ opinions, and focused on material 
topics to set out our action plans.

The scope of the survey involves personnel of professional 
positions and management positions at Taiwan HQ, and a 
total of 361 persons completed the questionnaires, with a re-
sponse rate of 46.1%; we adopted the 5-point Likert scale, and 
the overall score was 3.8. 95% of employees recognized the 
leading styles of management and task allocation and gained 

Diverse training
 channels

Book resources 
and e-books

Annual 
cultivation 

plan

Online
learning

Themed lectures 
and study groups

OJTProject 
mission

Job rotation

External training,
 credit, and 

degree subsidy

online and offline platforms in the learning organization to learn 
new knowledge, accumulate professional experience during 
work, and expand their horizons in terms of diverse aspects 
during interactions to continue to grow by adhering to the spirit 
of co-learning, joint learning, common good, and co-creation.

In addition to internal talents cultivation, we also extend our 
education/training culture to the social aspect, including in-
dustry-academia collaboration, volunteerism, the Philanthrop-
ic Library, {i>Taiwan’s March of Happiness<i}, and CSR, to 
demonstrate the “common good” of enterprise and society.

work recognition and satisfaction via task assignment and co-
operation. In addition, 95% of employees fully understood and 
recognized our and their own goals and prospects by the total 
participation in all-hands meeting each quarter or other com-
munication channels.

Improvement plans implemented subsequently will focus on 
deepening group cooperation, introducing the OKR mindset 
to organizational strategies, building individual development 
plans (IDPs), and optimizing the linkage between performance 
and remuneration to commence relevant actions.
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Group work Work value and salary retention

【 Team learning】
●  Department study group
●  Merry Electronic annual studying award
●  Deepen OKR

【 Create career probability 】
●  Dual track system for talent development
●  Successor plan
●  Key talent plan

【 Trigger motivation through individual development】
●  Knowledge pilot Confucius event
●  Buddy & tutor plan to take roles in giving rise to growth momentum

【 Optimize the linkage between performance and remuneration】
●  Initiate a new performance system
●  Update employee bonus plan

5-point
Likert scale

3.8 points

95 %

employees recognized 
with Merry Electronics

Training results
●  Learning achievements

In 2022, apart from uninter-
rupted online learning, we 
continued to invest in train-
ing costs to focus on the 
key position talent development. In 2022, 
the total amount of education and training 
funds was NT$4.41 million, representing an 
increase of NT$1.71 million as compared to 
2021. In 2022, the average hours of training 
were 93.64 hours, representing a decrease 
of 0.28 hours as compared to 2021.

ten thousand

Total amount

441

2020 20202021 20212022 2022

Total Expenses on 
Education/Training 
over the Years

Total Average Hours of Education/Training over the Years (by gender)

Total Hours of
Education/Training 
over the Years

Total training expense (NT$) Total hours of training (hour)

Average cost of training per employee (NT$) Total average hours of training (hour)

3,
42

4,
23

9

3,
42

4,
23

9

657

94.18

885

93.92

1,835

93.64

2,
69

9.
53

1

2,
69

9.
53

1

4,
41

7,
02

1

4,
41

7,
02

1

Job grade Year Female Male Total

Medium and Senior 
Management

2020 37.12 30.92 32.33
2021 63.29 47.92 51.60
2022 49.64 47.50 48.08

Junior Supervisors
2020 16.01 16.23 16.16
2021 16.11 17.04 16.71
2022 21.54 24.97 23.63

R&D personnel
2020 30.45 28.62 29.03
2021 46.18 41.50 42.66
2022 44.30 40.10 41.12

Clerks
2020 22.58 34.81 26.64
2021 21.68 30.33 24.05
2022 26.20 38.80 29.16

Direct Labor
2020 72.70 152.03 113.60
2021 63.96 204.79 120.87
2022 73.58 203.42 126.09
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●  Merry Electronics’ hard skills - 
   profession and management function cultivation

●  Merry Electronics’ hard skills - 
   ability cultivation for new employees

In 2022, we continued to advance the lead-
ership capacity of the management and 
strengthen group operations to improve work 
efficiency. Based on our management com-
petency model, we initiated a training plan for 
a period of three years. In the first year, we 
completed six classes in total with a total hour 
of 103.5 hours, and there were a total of 165 
participants, and the training completion rate 

Each new employee has an exclusive learn-
ing blueprint to guide freshmen to rapidly 
understand the Company’s core values, 
systems, and product information by way of 
diverse learning. The CEO also shared the 
management concept and future outlook with 

persons
%

Training completion 
rate180 100

Management competency blueprint

Fi rs t year
Leadersh ip

Second year
Team and s t rategy

Thi rd year
Va lue creat ion

Junior officers
Communicat ion 

br idge to l ink between 
the preceding and 

the fo l lowing TCA
Deployment 

and 
cu l t ivat ion

Respons ib i l i t y 
estab l ishment

Leadersh ip
Estab l isher

Intermediate 
Supervisors
Leading team
Per fo rmance

 he lmsmen

Team leadersh ip

Senior 
Supervisors

Strateg ic ta rgets
Pi lot

Leading 
capaci t y

Strateg ica l  
th ink ing

Key achievements 
and dr ive changes

Merry New Employee Learning Map

of the management compe-
tency blueprint was 15%. For 
professional positions, we 
reinforced ability cultivation 
and introduced agile man-

agement to the R&D team to initiate training 
of 21 hours and operation plans of 25 hours, 
and training for 180 persons was completed in 
2022.

new employees at core value 
courses to reach a consensus. 
• Blueprint training completion 
rate of new employees in 2022: 
100%

Core 
competencies

Professional
Competency

Management 
Competency

Management
Competency

Professional
training plan

Merry 
Core Value
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●  Merry Electronics soft power - Microlecture
[  New employee tutor system  ]

To allow new employees to successfully fit 
into a new working environment and elimi-
nate a sense of tension and insecurity, we 
launched the “Buddy system” in 2022 
to cultivate tutors of different departments 
through training provided by professional 
lecturers. Tutors will be buddies for new 
employees to assist new employees in fa-
miliarizing themselves with the working en-
vironment rapidly and problem assistance 

%

Satisfaction

4.57

Lifecare Mentor

Work 
assistance

Culture 
inheritance

Buddy

●   Environment introduction
●   Peer introduction
●  Work assistance

●  O rgan iza t ion
●  Work
●   Sys tem

●   Super v iso r
●  Cross-depar tment 

communicat ion 
and coopera t ion

●  O rgan iza t iona l  
cu l tu re recogn i -
t ion

●  Work and team 
recogn i t ion

sessions

Totally
organized

198
hours

1,118
Person

7,826
In 2021 and 2022, we promoted Merry Elec-
tronics microlecture. Combined with the func-
tion, business policy, and employee opinion 
survey feedback, the microlectures were 
promoted in the form of monthly themed ac-
tivities, which were deeply rooted in our em-
ployees’ DNA. In 2022, a total of 198 lectures 

Month Category Subject

Apr DNA - Love Reading + Funct ion - 
In tegr i t y

Reading, Reading Clubs, You Can Learn 
More

May DNA - Understand Mus ic Understand Mus ic is Easy, Fee l  Free to 
Learn Together

June 2022 Bus iness Pol icy -  Net Zero 
Carbon D iox ide Emiss ions

Net Zero Carbon D iox ide Emiss ions, 
Many Smal l  Contr ibut ions Make A D i f fe rence

Jul Se l f-growth + Funct ion - Be Act ive Easy Language Learn ing, Just Speak, 
The Wor ld Wi l l  Know!

August
2022 Bus iness Pol icy -  

Prof i t  Opt imizat ion + Funct ion - Ex-
ecut ion Capaci t y

Prof i t? St rengthen Execut ion Capaci t y,  
Improve Your Combat Capabi l i t y !

Sep Sel f-growth + Funct ion
Communicat ion and Negot iat ion

Ef fect ive Br ie f ing,  Communicat ion and Ne-
got iat ion

Number one!

Oct
2022 Bus iness Pol icy

Restructur ing + Funct ion - Custom-
er Ser v ices

Manage Onese l f,  De l ive r ing Exce l lent Sound 
of Customers!

Nov Sel f-growth Master in Investment and Weal th Manage -
ment ,  Lead A Worr y-f ree Ret i rement L i fe

Dec
2022 Bus iness Pol icy -  Entr y to the 

F ie ld of  Automot ive Medic ine + 
Funct ion - Seek Exce l lence

Entr y to the F ie ld of  Automot ive Medic ine,  
Learn the Trends and Create Leverage!

Guidance

Report 
to work

Partner and 
companionship

6-12 
months

Care

2 
months

Guidance

3-6 
months

Assistance

1 
month

and experience sharing 
to allow new employees 
to grow in an atmosphere 
of support and kindness. 

There were 67 new employees being tutored 
during the year, and a new employee satisfac-
tion survey was performed after three months 
after reporting to work, and the average satis-
faction reached 4.57 (the 5-point Likert scale 
was adopted).

were organized, with a total of 7,826 par-
ticipants and 1,118 learning hours.
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●  Merry Electronics’ soft power - learning organization cultivation: Offer diverse learning channels for employees to enjoy and learn from activities

Merry Go! is just like Pokemon Go! We hope that all 
our employees can explore fun new knowledge and 
plenty of knowledge is worthy of learning! Lecturers 
and seed personnel jointly deliver new knowledge to 
employees who enjoy learning to learn. The Company 
also showed commendation for key roles participating 
in learning: Merry Studying Award, Confucius Award, 
and Outstanding Seed.

Merry has been organizing study groups 
for years to brainstorm diverse thinking 
and innovation. In the past, we focused 
on co-reading of supervisors; in 2021, we 
encouraged non-supervisors to join the 
study group. In 2022, we initiated group 
reading and management reading. A total 
of seven units responded and participated 
in the group reading. The management 
reading started from the enlightenment of 
external lecturers for functional training, 
and a study group was otherwise orga-
nized after courses for group discussion to 
jointly brainstorm and create management 

Person

participation

939
Reading

11
to the book7Number of 

units that 
responded 

[Team Reading Club and Conversation]

[Merry Go!]

practicing methods starting out from “shar-
ing” and “discussion and application.” In 
2022, there were a total of 939 participants, 
and 11 books were read. We transform read-
ing from passive to active via activities to 
combine with functions and spread the habit 
to more groups.

(1) Subsidies to encourage in-service edu-
cation: We highly recommend employees 
engage in on-the-job further education 
based on the needs of expertise for prod-
uct development and the career develop-
ment of employees. Employees wishing for 

further education due to personal needs 
may apply for further study during work or 
leave of absence for full-time further study. 
We encourage employees to receive fur-
ther education to improve their experience 
and pursue self-growth.

(2) External trends and expertise: Employees 
may apply for further study based on actu-
al needs. To encourage the organizational 
vide of learning together and stimulate 
learning motivation, the education/training 
budget is unlimited.
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5.3 Friendly and Safe Workplace
Occupational health and safety management system 

Upholding the OH&S policy featuring “em-
ployee protection, health care, hazard pre-
vention, and injury minimization,” besides 
establishing and implementing the OH&S 
management system with respect to the “Oc-
cupational Safety and Health Act” and the 
ESH policy, goals, and indicators, we also im-
plement periodic inspections to comply with 
the “Occupational Safety and Health Act” 
and related requirements, provide employees 
with a safe and healthy work environment, 
eliminate hazards and lower OH&S risks, and 
promote OH&S consultation and participation 
to ensure that internal operation complies with 
the OH&S policy and regulations. In 2022, 
the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration carried out an active evaluation of 
enterprises that disclosed occupational health 
and safety performance indicators in the sus-
tainability report, and we stood out from 588 
enterprises, and we were rated one of the top 
10% excellent workplaces among listed elec-
tronic enterprises. We also won the honor as 
an excellent enterprise for the first “Sustain-
able Workplace Health and Safety Develop-
ment Promotional Plan.”

To ensure the effective operation of the man-
agement system, Taiwan HQ established the 

Occupational Safety and Health 
Committee with the CEO as the 
chairperson and the represen-
tative of occupational safety 
and health management as the 
vice chairman; the representa-
tive of occupational safety and 
health management was the 
senior HR officer appointed by 
the CEO; the committee coor-

Rights of Labor Representatives at OH&S Committee

●     Reflect employee opinions (including the OH&S resource 
needs and risk control needs)

●     Participate in the development and evaluation of OH&S 
policies, targets, and procedures

●     Publicize and communicate resolutions made at 
committee meetings

●    Participate in incident investigation

dinates and determines affairs of occupational 
safety and health and make report. Personnel 
of the occupational safety and health unit and 
all labor representatives are members of the 
committee; there are a total of five labor rep-
resentatives, accounting for 33% of all mem-
bers or above. Merry Shenzhen has its occu-
pational safety and health committee in place 
to serve as the management organization of 
occupational safety and health. The represen-

Number of workers at the end of 2022 Number of employees  
included in the OH&S  
management system

Number of employees  
covered by  

external certificationEmployees Non-employee

Taiwan HQ* 781 6 728 728 516

Merry Shenzhen 2,594 192 2,594 2,594 2,594

Merry Thailand* 808 6 808 0 0

Merry Vietnam* 1,042 15 1,042 1,042 1,042

Suzhou Merry* 147 4 0 0 0

Merry USA 9 NA Low-risk locations as shown in risk assessment. Only safety management measures are im-
plemented in offices. Management was not fully compliant with the management system of the 

ISO45001:2018 framework.
Merry Singapore 45 NA

Merry Hong Kong 12 NA

Number of employees
 athigh-risk 

business locations
5,372 223 5,172 4,364 4,152

Coverage (high-risk business locations only) 96.28% 81.24% 77.29%

Coverage (all business locations) 95.11% 80.25% 76.35%

Number of employees 
under the management 

 of the OH&S system

Note: *High-risk business locations
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tative of occupational safety and health man-
agement is the senior officer of the HR admin-
istration division appointed by the president; 
there are a total of 14 labor representatives, 
accounting for 46% of all members or above; 
meetings are regularly held each quarter to 
discuss occupational safety and health issues 
and follow up on improvement. Merry Vietnam 
has established its safety and health labor 
group, and personnel of the safety and health 
labor unit and labor representatives are the 
members; there are a total of three labor rep-
resentatives, accounting for 20% of members; 
meetings are regularly convened each quarter 
to provide recommendations for material oc-
cupational safety and health matters or mate-
rial occupational safety and health problems.

Taiwan HQ, Merry Shenzhen, and Merry 
Vietnam have obtained the ISO 45001:2018 
certification, covering workers (both employ-
ees and non-employees) engaging in design, 
development, procurement, construction, pro-
duction, maintenance, and contract projects, 
and continued to ensure the effective control 
of compliance and safety risks through reg-
ular third-party audits and verification. This 
covers only non-employees having activities 
in our plants, including security guards, clean-
ers, resident workers, and maintenance and 
engineering companies. Based on the man-

agement system framework, we established 
procedures relating to OH&S management for 
the reference of OH&S planning.

As business locations including Merry USA, 
Merry Singapore, and Merry Hong Kong en-
gage only in sales and management and have 
a lower risk of disability injury and a small-
er number of employees, as shown in the 
OH&S risk assessment, they are not covered 
by the OH&S management system. Besides 
Merry Shenzhen, which already obtained the 
ISO 45001:2018 certificate in 2020, both Tai-
wan HQ and Merry Vietnam also passed the 
ISO45001:2018 certification and obtained the 
certificate in 2021. Although Merry Thailand 
has established its own OH&S management 
mechanism, the mechanism does not comply 
with the ISO 45001 management framework. 
Suzhou Merry is an affiliate acquired in 2018. 
In the future, we will progressively implement 
the OH&S management system in the produc-
tion activities of all locations and apply for ex-
ternal certification each year to realize the oc-
cupational safety and health management of 
Merry Group and create and provide a friendly 
working environment.

Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation
Based on the requirements of ISO 45001:2018, 
Taiwan HQ, Merry Shenzhen, and Merry Viet-
nam gather information on the OH&S incidents 
in direct relation to operations, products, or 
services with significant impact. They also 
constantly identify and register the potential 
OH&S hazards (including physical, ergonomic, 
chemical, biological, psychosocial, and so on) 
in various normal and abnormal work activities 
and facilities, assess the hazards with high 
OH&S risks based on severity and likelihood, 
and adopt management measures to lowering 
such risks in order to achieve safety and zero 
occupational accident. Hazards are identified 
and assessed and necessary controls are 
implemented constantly to realize the OH&S 
policy and thereby meet the requirements for 
sustainable development.

If nonconforming behavior or new potential 
risks and problems are detected, special staff 

are assigned to follow up the improvement, 
assess the need for revision of related reg-
ulations according to the question points to 
ensure the safety and health of work environ-
ment. For injuries, poor health, diseases, and 
other accidents related to work that occurred 
to employees, the Company has established 
an effective investigation and handling sys-
tem to commence investigations regarding 
the cause of accidents or potential reasons 
and adopt effective corrective and preventive 
measures to improve safety and health man-
agement achievements. Employees may also 
reflect on safety and health-related issues 
and recommendations, and the occupational 
health and safety unit will perform evaluations. 
For those who filed complaints via channels 
provided by the Company, to protect em-
ployees who filed complaints, matters will be 
handled by confidential means, and then, the 
Company will respond to employees and car-
ry out subsequent follow-up.

To prevent an emergency in advance or mit-
igate the environmental impact and hazard 
caused afterwards, we have established man-
agement procedures for the preparedness 
and countermeasures of disasters and emer-
gencies to prevent items that may cause im-
pact or hazard to the environment and safety 
in routine work and prepare for the response. 
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Execute hazard 
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Matters of high 
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To prevent fires from occurring and to rescue 
and extinguish them as soon as possible, we 
arrange fire prevention training and fire equip-
ment operation training every year to equip 
employees with more fire prevention knowl-
edge and skills. Merry Shenzhen implements 
the monthly volunteer fire team drill and daily 
safety briefing for all employees before work 
and engages qualified third-party institutions 
to maintain and repair fire control facilities 
of plants each month to protect the routine 
fire safety of plants. We value life safety, pro-
mote it in new employee training, and state 
it in the OH&S management manual. When 
a life-threatening situation (e.g., earthquake, 
fire, explosion, toxic substance leak) occurs at 
work, employees should actively avoid danger, 
leave the risky area, and immediately report to 
the superior. There will be no punishment for 
employees.

Risk assessment outcomes and control 
achievements in 2022
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OH&S education/training

To establish an OH&S culture for all employ-
ees, we arrange periodic OH&S-related edu-
cation and training with respect to the regula-
tory requirements to ensure that all employees 
are familiar with the related regulations and 
the Company’s OH&S management mecha-
nism to enhance OH&S awareness in employ-
ees.

In 2022, Taiwan HQ arranged new employee 
general safety and health education/train-
ing (including OH&S and fire prevention) for 
173 person-times, new employee hazardous 
chemicals education/training for 72 per-
son-times, and fire safety training for 67 
person-times, with a total of about 1,003 
hours of training. However, recurrent training 
for OH&S-related personnel continued by law, 
and employee OH&S education and train-
ing were enhanced to raise employee safety 
awareness.

Operators of containers
 for high pressure gasesFirst responder Firefighting 

management personnel

Total hours of training (person-hours) Total hours of training (person-hours) Total hours of training (person-hours)

Person Person Person25 6 214 1 1

Besides equipping all production machines 
with well-defined operating procedures and 
standards and maintenance records, Mer-
ry Shenzhen and Merry Vietnam request all 
operators to receive operation training and 
pass the evaluation before operating any ma-
chines. Merry Shenzhen also designs safety 
mechanisms and measures for all machines to 
protect employees against any injuries. Mer-
ry Shenzhen organizes public safety training 
courses from time to time. In 2022, there were 
15 training courses with 54,620 participants. 
It also arranged three levels of safety training 
from plant, workshop, and to position for all 
new employees; in 2022, the total participation 
was 11,754 persons. Merry Vietnam arranges 
safety training for all new employees and hires 
contractors to provide labor safety training 
each year. In 2022, a total of 1,037 persons re-
ceived the training.

Occupational safety license qualification

After reporting duty, new employees must complete OH&S-related courses and training. All employ-
ees can also access work-related regulations and SOPs at any time through the document manage-
ment system to capture related work safety regulations.

Time Topics of Public Safety Training 
Course at Merry Shenzhen

Actual
 Number

 of 
Trainees

Feb HSF, EHS, RBA, and Energy System Policy and Target Learning 2,793

March
General Knowledge of Hazardous Chemicals 2,999

Selected Labor and EHS Regulations Learning 2,999

May

Material Machine and Equipment Hazard Source and 

Material Department Hazard Source Identification and Control Method Learning
3,234

Identification and Control of Material Environmental Factors Learning 3,234

Waste Sorting and Management Methods Learning 3,234

June
Counter terrorism knowledge training 3,768

Fire Equipment Use 3,768

Jul
RBA7.0 Standard Training 4,452

ISO14001:2015 Standard Learning 4,452

August ISO 45001:2018 Standard Learning 5,192

Sep Safety Knowledge Learning (Access Clearance, Extinguishing and Evacuation; Safety 
Responsibility and Requirements) 5,291

Oct

COVID-19 Pandemic Control Knowledge Training 4,833

Occupational Health Knowledge Training 163

Training on the use of Personal Protective Equipment 4,208
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Course location Merry Shenzhen Merry Vietnam Merry Thailand

Stat is t ica l  I tem Course Type Person
Total hours 
 of training 
 (person-hours)

Course Type Person
Total hours 
 of training 
 (person-hours)

Course Type Person
Total hours 
 of training 
 (person-hours)

Genera l Educat ion ●   Safety Knowledge Training 896 145 ●   Employee Production Safety Training 3,408 9,640
●   Safety Committee Members’ 

Training 19 19

Machiner y Safet y

●   Goods Transportation Safety and 
Forklift

●   Machinery Injury Safety training
49 49 ●   E&M Equipment Safety Training 42 502

●   Goods Transportation Safety and 
Forklift 11 11

Chemica ls Safet y

●   Hazardous Chemicals Knowledge 
Training

●   Hazardous Chemicals Leakage 
Prevention Drill

42 21 ●   Chemicals Safety Training 34 1,360 ●   Chemicals Safety Training 211 496

Fi re Safet y

●   Volunteer Firefighting Team Drill

●   Fire Safety Training

●   Fire Evacuation Drill

7,795 2,598 ●   Fire Safety Training 1,511 3,476 ●   Fire Extinguisher Use 119 952

Specia l  Operat ion 

Personnel Tra in ing
●   First Responder Training 60 180

●   Forklift Driver’s License Training

●   First Responder Training
52 416 ●   First Responder Training 54 222

Other ●   Confined Space Operation Drill 13 6 - - - - - -
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Management of disabling injury
In the last three years, no fatality or high consequence 
disabling injury on workers was reported, and no dis-
abling injury on non-staff workers was reported. The total 
working hours of Taiwan HQ, Merry Shenzhen, Merry 
Thailand, Merry Vietnam, Merry USA, Merry Singapore, 
Merry Hong Kong, and Suzhou Merry were about 16.82 
million hours.

Cause

Corrective Actions

Taiwan
HQ

Merry
Shenzhen

Merry
Vietnam

▍Plants: 0 
▍Traffic accident: 1
▍Total number of lost working hours: 11 days
▍Close call (near miss): 2.

Carry out traffic safety promotion

Traffic accidents of collision of two vehicles 
when an employee went out for work

Forklift operating safety promotion

●   Remind employees to comply with safety rules

●   Explain to employees the danger of not complying with 
safety rules

Hand being crushed due to operating forklift inappropriately

▍10
▍total number of loss working hours: 58 day. 
▍No record of any close call (near miss).  

Cause Cause

CauseCause

Corrective Actions
Corrective Actions

Corrective Actions
Corrective Actions

Carry out safety knowledge training

●   Supervisor of the department carries out safety knowledge 
training for employees during morning meeting

●   Moving large machine and equipment require two people or 
above to move

●   Supervisor of the department shall carry out on-site monitoring 
and carry out safety promotion in advance with moving staff

Traffic accidents of collision of two vehicles when an employee 
was on an EV

Injuries due to falling when an employee was moving machines

▍3
▍total number of loss working hours: 150 day.
▍No record of any close call (near miss). 

Statistics of disabling injuries in 2022 (number of lost days >1):

Number of  lost working hours 11 days

Number of  lost working hours 68 days Number of  lost working hours 14 days

Number of  lost working hours 31 daysNumber of  lost working hours 31 days

An employee fell on the floor when stepping on racks for 
cleaning due to the collapse of the board resulting from 
stepping on the slide board
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Information on Disability Injury of All Employees

All employees 2020 2021 2022

Number of working hours throughout the year 13,988,064 22,310,765 16,827,920

Number of fatalities as a result of work-related injuries - - -

Number of high-consequence work-related injuries - - -

Number of near misses 1 2 2

Lost day 218 182 219

Number of recordable work-related injuries 6 4 14

Rate of fatalities as a result of work-related injuries - - -

Rate of high-consequence work-related injuries - - -

Total recordable incident rate (TRIR) 0.09 0.04 0.17

Near miss frequency rate (NMFR) 0.01 0.02 0.02

Lost day rate (LDR) 3.12 1.63 2.60

Disabling injury frequency rate (FR) 0.42 0.17 0.83

Disabling injury severity rate (SR) 15 8 13

Frequency-severity indicator (FSI) 0.08 0.04 0.10

Note: 

1. The calculation method of “number of working hours throughout the year”: Number of persons from January to December x number of 
working days of the month x number of daily working hours;

2. Indicator calculation does not include injuries due to traffic accidents;

3. “Rate of fatalities as a result of work-related injuries” = Number of fatalities as a result of work-related injuries × 200,000 ÷ number of hours 
worked in a year

4. “Rate of high-consequence work-related injuries” = Number of high-consequence work-related injuries × 200,000 ÷ number of hours 
worked in a year;

5. “TRIR” = Number of recordable work-related injuries × 200,000 ÷ number of hours worked in a year

6. “NMFR” = Number of near misses × 200,000 ÷ Number of hours worked in a year;

7. “Lost day” refers to the number of days during which the person injured temporarily (permanently) and not being able to return to work, 
excluding the injury day and the day returned to work, but 

including the number of days in between such two days (including Sundays, off days, or work suspension days of the business unit) and any 
number of days that the person cannot work due to the disaster after returning to work.

8. “Number of recordable work-related injuries” refers to the person-time of persons injured above (number of lost working hours over eight 
hours);

9. “Number of high-consequence work-related injuries” refers to other unrecoverable injuries (e.g., amputation of a limb) or injuries depriving 
the injured of recovery to the condition before the injury in six months.

10. Minor injury incidents were initially included in the calculation of the number of near misses; in 2022, the calculation method was amended, 
and minor injury incidents are no longer included in the calculation of near misses; therefore, the historical number of near misses was 
updated
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5.4 Healthcare
Occupational health services

Health promotion
[Health awareness]

Merry values employees’ physical and mental health and ar-
ranges regular in-service health inspections according to the 
requirements of laws and regulations. Taiwan HQ arranges 
monthly doctor health services, work safety recommendations, 
and OH&S-related on-site services. Additionally, appointed 
nursing practitioners send comprehensive health publicity 
materials biweekly, and we also organize various health pro-
motion activities to enrich the health knowledge and skills of 
employees.

Due to the pandemic, the contracted hospital stopped send-
ing resident physicians to Merry Shenzhen in 2022. However, 
the well-equipped on-site medical institution could satisfy the 
plant’s emergency needs. Merry Shenzhen arranges work-re-
lated health checkups for employees engaging in special jobs 
(e.g., dust, chemical contacts, noise) before, during, and after 

Merry cooperates with hos-
pitals in different locations 
to organize various health 
knowledge training and activities to improve all employees’ 
health awareness via activities and nurture favorable habits for 
healthy lifestyles.

Facing the outbreak of COVID-19, during the season of flue 
at the end of autumn, we cooperated with a medical institu-

※Description: The number of employees receiving general health checkups excluded the number of employees 
receiving health checkups for special hazards/hazardous jobs.

Taiwan
 HQ

Merry
 Shenzhen

Merry
 Vietnam

Merry 
Thailand

Nursing 
practitioner One Contracted 

institution One Two

Employees receiving
 general health

 checkups
644 0 1,026 459

Number of employees
 receiving  health checkups 

for specialhazards/
hazardous jobs

0 1,072 599 142 (Note)

Step 
counting

competition

Health
promotion

Person

1,940meNo. 1

taking the job. Merry Shenzhen also provides fol-
low-up care and rechecks.

Since the outbreak in 2021, Merry Thailand has been 
arranging vaccination operations and completed 
the second dosage of COVID-19 vaccination for all 
employees in 2022, and subsequent new employees 
were required to have at least injected two vaccines. 
Our factory area has an infirmary with comprehen-
sive facilities to test ATK when external personnel 
or new employees enter. Merry Shenzhen arranges 
work-related health checkups for employees engag-
ing in special jobs (e.g., solder paste dispense, weld-
ing, and noise test). Merry Shenzhen also provides 
follow-up care and rechecks or transfers employees 
with related indications off the present job (e.g., relo-

tion for the first time in 2022 for personnel to visit 
the Company to carry out self-paid flu vaccination 
for employees; a total of 61 employees and 3 family 
members participated.

Taiwan HQ organized 22 sessions of health promo-
tion activities in 2022 with a total participation of 1,940 
persons. As the top ten diseases have been occur-
ring to younger citizens, Merry took the lead in pro-
viding colorectal cancer screening for all employees 
and organized female disease and oral cavity cancer 

screening during annual 
health inspections. In 2022, 
we won the Taichung City 
Workplace Health Enter-
prise Award and the top 
ranking for the workplace 
enrollment group of over 
100 persons for the Taic-
hung City Healthcare Step 
Counting Competition.

cation of pregnant women from positions with special hazards).
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Countermeasures of COVID-19

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we made high-standard deployment and imple-
mented a rolling review of the epidemic control policy from January 2020 and regularly 
kept track of the global epidemic trend. We established corresponding controls in terms 
of seven aspects: personal protection, environmental safety, attendance management, 
visitor management, health and medical, work from home, and epidemic control sup-
plies. We encouraged employees to have full COVID-19 vaccination to improve their pro-
tection and improved our pandemic control forms and optimized access control system 
in 2022, effectively improving our management efficiency.

Type Course Topic
Actual 

Number 
of Trainees

Physical 
and

 mental 
health

Prevent Lower Back Pain - Sit Tight and Get Rid of Pain 34

Post-checkup physician consultation 48

Goodbye to Metabolic Syndrome 39

Weight Loss Health Talks 61

Eye Syndromes Easily Neglected 39

Healthy Diet Talks 26

Parent Talks: Internet Addiction and Bullying of Children 30

Mental Health Talks 35

EAP Supervisor Sensitivity Training Course 73

First-aid 
Knowledge CPR Training 31

Blood donation Blood donation activity (3 times in total) 107

Preventive 
Care Self-paid Flu Vaccination 61

To infuse sports spirit and habits into our cor-
porate culture, we organized sports events 
from time to time to encourage teams to moti-
vations to one another and cultivate the habit 
of exercising. In 2022, the first Merry Group 
Online Sports Festival was held, and a total of 
834 employees from domestic and overseas 
plants participated. The online step-counting 
competition for 30 days recorded an excel-
lent performance of over 220 million steps, 
and there were 79.0% of individuals (658 per-
sons) achieved 0.1 million steps for 30 days. 
We continue to cultivate the “like exercise” 

DNA of Merry Electronics and encourage all 
employees to improve their body fitness to 
enhance corporate and individual competitive-
ness. Overseas plant organizes club events 
from time to time (i.e., bone health activities, 
basketball games, badminton games, volun-
teer activities, and “All-Out Workout Month” 
sports meet) to promote physical and men-
tal health in employees and enhance team 
cohesion and commitment for employees to 
engage in work with greater enthusiasm and 
better health.

The “Merry i-Sports app” developed 
by our team played a crucial part in the 
Group Online Step Counting Compe-
tition. During the competition period, 
apart from accumulating and recording 
individual step counts, employees also 
formed groups online to join the com-
petition to improve relationships and 
encourage one another to move.

In 2022, Merry Shenzhen organized 
health competitions with 293 partici-
pants.

Taiwan 
HQ

Merry
Shenzhen

[Healthy exercise]
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In 2022, the total number of employees of Merry Viet-
nam participating in different activities was 558. 

Merry Thailand participated in Suburb Soccer Matches 
and fundraising sports festivals and won the Outstand-
ing Cup. Small soccer matches are held from time to 
time for employees who enjoy soccer for training and 
practicing, and they also participate in games organized 
by local communities from time to time. In 2022, the total 
number of employees of Merry Thailand participating in 
different activities was 698.

Merry
Vietnam

Merry
Thailand

Merry HQ

AR app interactive game 28

Online 228 Three-Day App Sports Competi-
tion (Merry i-Sports app) 175

Call-Up for Four-Day Vacation Sports Photo 
(Merry i-Sports app) 20

Labor Day Online Sports App Sports Com-
petition (Merry i-Sports app) 121

Group Online Step Counting Competition 
(Merry i-Sports app) 307

Physical fitness assessment 81

Exercise with Sports Celebrity 37

Group Weight Loss Competition 60

Merry  
Shenzhen

“All Out Workout Month” fun sports meet 160

Merry Cup Basketball League 45

Badminton Match 38

Merry Family Sports Day 50

Merry Vietnam

“All Out Workout Month” fun sports meet 93

Merry Family Sports Day 75

Merry Soccer Match: 24 teams 360

Suburb Soccer Match 30

Merry Thailand

“Fundraising” Sports Festival 450

Merry Soccer Match: 14 teams 224

Suburb Soccer Match 24
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[Healthy diet]

We provide healthy and 
diverse catering food 
for employees and have 
established canteens, 
social rooms, and other 
dining environments in 
response to different regions and environments for 
employees to socialize with each other while enjoy-
ing food.

Apart from non-vegetarian and vegetarian catering 
lunch boxes, Taiwan HQ also has healthy lunch 
boxes with less oil and less salt. In 2022, we oth-
erwise introduced a lunch box temperature control 
vending machine for employees to enjoy delicious 
and diverse dishes of low calories. Each year, em-
ployees have always been expecting the group 
weight loss event to lose weight for health and con-
tinue to exercise and adjust their diet when under 
mutual monitoring within the group.

In 2022, during the weight loss event for 12 weeks, 
60 participants lost 174.6kg in total; each person 
lost 3kg on average. A follow-up was performed 
after the end of the event. 25% of participants with 
mid-to-high risk of metabolic syndrome became 
low risk; the outcome was outstanding.

Weight 
loss event

Total 
weight loss

kg
174.6

participated

persons60

[Health management]

Merry Electronics has set up an infirmary and rel-
evant first-aid equipment. Taiwan HQ will rebuild a 
comfortable and warming infirmary in 2023 to en-
sure that employees can work in safe and healthy 
environments.

[Healthy environment]

To encourage employees to cultivate the habit of 
exercise, plants have established multi-function in-
door or outdoor sports facilities and environments 
that are available to employees to improve their 
body fitness and maintain physical and mental 
health. In 2022, to improve the quality of office envi-
ronments, Taiwan HQ carried out a building renova-
tion. It is estimated that after the completion of the 
renovation, we will purchase more gym equipment 
to create premium and healthy environments and 
sports culture.
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Mandatory labor health checkups

[ Prevention plan of diseases 
caused by abnormal workloads ]

[ Maternal health protection plan ][ Workplace violence prevention ]

Taiwan HQ arranges health protection and 
promotion through in-house individual health 
consultation with contracted physicians and 
according to the labor health service guide-
lines stipulated by the Ministry of Labor.

Professional doctor at Taiwan HQ carries 
out individual interviews and health guid-
ance for cases with high risks based on 
individual health follow-up, and the HR 
unit controls the overtime hours of em-
ployees.

Based on the “Program for Identifi-
cation and Management of Employees 
with Excessive Workloads and Requiring 
Excessive Strength”, Merry Shenzhen 
assessed the ergonomic workload of 
each job post and produced the list of 
ergonomic-related factors. After the as-
sessment, Merry Shenzhen found eight 
job posts with potential hazards on em-
ployee health and thus adopted related 
measures to relieve their workload.

We regularly calculate the number of 
pregnant employees and make tabula-
tion, track the health and safety status of 
employees during the pregnancy period, 
encourage employees to give birth and 
return to work successfully after labor, and 

Taiwan HQ has established a preventive 
plan and implemented it. Training cours-
es related to the prevention of illegal in-
fringement at the workplace are included 
in the educational training of new and 
in-service employees. The CEO signed 
the “Declaration of Prevent Illegal In-
fringement at Workplace,” and it was 
announced on the bulletin.

Region Number of pregnant 
employees

Breastfeeding 
(lactation) rooms Number of users

Taiwan HQ 28 Yes 7

●  Optimize the pregnant employee reporting system. When an employee applies for pregnancy check 
leave, tocolysis leave, or maternity leave, the system will automatically report to our nursing practi-
tioner to care for all employees.

●  We carry out health risk evaluations for pregnant, delivered, or feeding employees and arrange for our 
nursing staff to carry out one-on-one interviews and health guidance.

●   Parking space exclusive to pregnant women.
●   Establish a community to support pregnant women and mothers. 

Merry Shenzhen 39 Yes 18

Merry Vietnam 202 Yes 34

●  Pregnant employees are immediately transferred to other jobs away from positions of special health haz-
ards. No overtime work will be requested from employees with a pregnancy of seven or more months.

●  During the breastfeeding period, employees can apply for one hour of breastfeeding leave every day. 

Merry Thailand 11 NA Not applicable

● Follow up on pregnant employees’ health and safety based on the maternal health booklets issued by 
hospitals.

●  Pregnant employees are immediately transferred to other jobs away from positions of special health 
hazards. No overtime work will be requested from employees once reported pregnancy.

● Employees may take paid pregnancy leave and maternity leave, and the infirmary shall care for employ-
ees regularly. 

[ Ergonomic hazard prevention ]

Each employee at Taiwan HQ is allocated 
a chair with adjustable height. In 2022, 
we added an open sharing office space 
with high tables and chairs, and there 
are office tables with adjustable height in 
partial areas, allowing employees to have 
more options in terms of office environ-
ments and avoiding musculoskeletal dis-
comfort due to long sitting time.

We carry out a musculoskeletal symp-
toms questionnaire survey each year for 
all employees and focus on employees 
with higher scores of risks; our nursing 
practitioner will arrange individual care 
and rechecks. Then, interviews with phy-
sicians will be arranged to provide medi-
cal and improvement advice.

In 2022, we identified 11 suspected cases 
with the health questionnaire. After exer-
cise adjustments and medical assistance, 
the condition of all cases was improved.

have established comprehensive nursery 
rooms and friendly measures to create a 
happy and healthy workplace. Merry’s 
maternal health care individual cases and 
friendly measures:
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5.5 Human Rights and Diverse Communication Channels
All Merry locations prepare the employee feedback form and set up the employee suggestion box for employees to express their opinions and make recommendations at any time. Through 
form management and by making timely responses to employees, the HR unit makes continual improvements to Merry’s systems and work environments.

 

Opinion and
 feedback

2 counts of feedback

on the control system.

Taiwan
HQ

A total of 

2counts

A total of

21counts

Merry
Shenzhen

Employee Feedback Form

Internal Communicat ion Framework

In 2022, Taiwan HQ and Merry Shenzhen received a total of 23 employee feedback and suggestions. All were timely 
addressed, and active improvement was made after the feasibility assessment. In the future, we will gather feedback 
and suggestions from other business locations to plan and implement various work systems and environments with-
in the group.

 

Face-to-face communication

▌Organization/unit/mixed-level 
meeting/labor union

Notice

Plant/organization activities

Heads of

 all levels

Employee portal

Employee opinion survey

Human resources team

Unscheduled communication meet-
ings

e-newsletters

Notices/memos

Corporate activities

▌EWC emergency assistance

▌Plant Health Promotion 
Center

Human resource 

organization

Employee feedback channels

▌Employee grievance hotline

▌Sexual Harassment Grievance 
Committee

▌Employee suggestion box

▌Call and text care hotline

System and 

committee 

chairpersons

All  

employees Board of 

Directors 

and the 

management
8 counts of feedback
on food and 
accommodation

9 counts of feedback on 
the control system

4 counts of feedback on
 wages and benef its
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All Hands Meeting Employee engagement survey

Labor union

To allow all employees to fully 
understand the Company’s oper-
ating status and goals, the Com-
pany regularly organizes all-hands 
meetings for all employees to deliver the current status 
of operating goals and future, explain key policies, and 
carry out Q&A for two-way communication to reach 
team consensus, allowing all employees to fully under-
stand the Company’s goals and make joint efforts.

In 2022, a total of three meetings were held, and the 
average attendance was 85.4%.

%

Attendance

85.4 Employees are the most significant partners of the Company. 
The Company regularly carries out surveys with respect to cor-
porate cultural prospects, management function, talent manage-
ment, welfare items, corporate activities, topics, and policies. 
In 2022, the average score was 3.8 (adopted the 5-point Likert 
scale); employees were generally satisfied with the management 
function, strategic development and cultural prospect, and there 
are rooms for progress, which will become our action plans for 
future growth. Merry Electronics will continue to keep abreast of 
employees' opinions, actively improve issues, and provide poli-
cies and activities close to employees’ requirements to create 
a friendly and sustainable working environment and culture.

Taiwan HQ convenes labor-capital conferences quarterly to 
listen to employees’ opinions and facilitate communication 
between laborers and the management to achieve a harmoni-
ous labor-capital status. Merry Shenzhen has a labor union in 
place. Employees can make reasonable recommendations for 
production, safety, environmental protection, and 5S, and 
management will reward them according to the profit that can 
be created with these recommendations. The union chairperson 
also chairs the mediation committee. Employees can request 
mediation of problems in daily life and work at the committee of-
fice. By improving employee benefits and holding various activ-
ities regularly, we hope to raise employee cohesion. As of 2022, 
other business locations have no labor union at present.
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Human rights promotion
All plants abide by the labor and employee 
employment rights and international stan-
dards, value labor human rights, occupational 
safety and health, maintain a friendly, safe, 
and healthy work environment. Apart from 
banning any tangible or intangible sexual ha-
rassment; act of discrimination, such as race, 
religion, color, nationality, and gender; forced 
labor; child labor; and improper treatment; we 
should protect the employee’s right to free-
dom of association and privacy. We have es-
tablished the “Merry Code of Business Con-
duct and Professional Ethics” and related 
regulations that apply to all business locations 
of the Group to protect the rights and interests 

Merry Shenzhen: Completed RBA-VAP in 2018 and 2021, 
with an RBA silver certificate (valid for 2 years). Upon the 
expiry of the certificate in 2023, we will continue to take 
the initiative in applying for RBA verification audit

Merry Vietnam: Completed RBA-VAP in 2021 with an RBA 
gold certificate (valid for 2 years). Upon the expiry of the 
certificate in 2023, we will continue to take the initiative in 
applying for RBA verification audit

Merry Thailand: In 2022, we progressively inventoried the 
differences in measures for human rights management, 
and we expect to establish an internal self-assessment 
system in 2023

Dec 10, 2021, 3:00 AM

 
Recognition that

Merry & Luxshare (Viet Nam) Co,LTD

NO. 6, DEMOCRACY ROAD, NGHE AN VSIP INDUSTRIAL PARK, HUNG TAY 
COMMUNE , HUNG NGUYEN, NGHE AN, 518109

Vietnam
 

Completed the RBA Validated Audit Process Remotely without any priority 
findings earning a score of 196.5

Validated Audit Report: VAR-20211115-VN-01B02-1
Audit date: November 15, 2021

Certificate issue date: December 10, 2021
Expiration date: August 13, 2023

Robert F. Lederer
CEO, RBA

Educational training related to human rights

Locations Recipient Duration/Method Training per-
centage(Note)

Total Hours 
of Training

Taiwan HQ
All new employees

(excluding dispatched employees)

[Ethical Corporate Management]: Confidential data/IP protection/
licensing agreements/questions and report of concerned issues and 
unethical behavior

99% 175

[Ethical Corporate Management]: Discrimination and harassment 99% 37.7

Merry Shenzhen All employees [Ethical Corporate Management]: Discrimination and harassment 100% 42,070

Merry Vietnam All employees
In 2022, the RBA training course covered basic training and standard 
training, with contents on five topics, including labor, health, and safe-
ty (one hour in total).

100% 2,195

Note: Training Percentage = Total number of trainees in a business location ÷ Total number of employees of the same business location at the end of the year.

of employees. We have also set up grievance 
channels and disciplinary regulations and 
arranged strict protection of the identity of 
whistleblowers (informers). In 2022, non-com-
pliance with human rights was reported. We 
expect to establish human rights policies in 
2023 and publish such policies on our website 
after reporting to the Board and implementing 
human rights due diligence.

To ensure all locations and plants to provide 
a safe work environment and show respect 
for all employees, currently, Taiwan HQ, Mer-
ry Shenzhen, and Merry Vietnam will arrange 
education and training related to human rights 

for new employees on their arrival. At the 
same time, other locations will progressively 
include human rights in awareness education, 
education, and training each year. We assess 
the human rights risks of each location and 
identify major production bases as regions 
(Shenzhen, Thailand, and Vietnam) with sig-
nificant potential human rights risks. Besides 
enforcing various human rights measures, we 
voluntarily sign up for the RBA’s Validated As-
sessment Program (VAP) to strengthen human 
rights management in these locations and 
facilitate customers to query our validation re-
sults from RBA-Online.

Apr 16, 2021, 10:04 AM

Recognition that
MERRY ELECTRONICS SHENZHEN CO.LTD

 
No.48, Meibao Road, Dalang Office, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong , SHENZHEN, N/A, 518109

China
 

Completed the RBA Validated Audit Process achieving SILVER Status Without any 
Priority findings achieving a score of 160.9/200

Validated Audit Report: VAR-20210322-CN-03A01-6

Audit date: March 22, 2021

Certificate issue date: April 16, 2021

Expiration date: March 25, 2023

Robert F. Lederer
CEO, RBA
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6.1 Environmental protection policy and commitment

Engage in carbon reduction 
and promote green energy

Promote green products 
and reduce pollution

Enforce waste reduction 
and resource recycling

Comply with environ-
mental regulations and 

prevent pollution

Establish the environmental 
management system and make 

continual improvement

Publicize environmental protection 
awareness and develop environ-

mental protection habits

【 Organization governance 】

Under the Board, we have established the Sustainable 
Development Promotion Team and the responsible unit 
for environmental management to promote environmen-
tal resources management, corporate carbon manage-
ment, energy management and renewables use, water 
and waste management, as well as strengthening envi-
ronmental protection awareness.

Value 
resources

Comprehensive 
regulations

Total 
participation

Environment
 conservation

Net zero
 emissions

Education 
realization

The dedication unit of sustainable environment corresponds to 
the group’s sustainable development commitment and global 
environmental issues; plans and establishes the group’s short- 
and long-term environmental sustainability policies and goals; 
holds environmental sustainability meetings with all locations 
periodically; follows up the planning and implementation of 
their sustainability actions; and exchanges experience and the 
last trends of environmental sustainability issues in order to 

strengthen the horizontal collaboration and communi-
cation across organizations and departments. In terms 
of execution, each business unit includes the relevant 
environmental policies and targets in the management 
systems, while the dedication unit of sustainable envi-
ronment promotes the collection and consolidation of 
the relevant information within the group.
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Climate strategies and achievements

CO2

CH4

Issue Strategy Highlights of 2022 performance

GHG

 inventory
●   GHG inventory: We constantly expand GHG inventory to all locations and enforce 

the inventory of other indirect (Scope 3: categories 3 to 6) GHG emissions. 

●   Taiwan HQ and Merry Shenzhen performed organizational GHG inventory in accordance with ISO14064-1:2018 
standard and passed the third-party verification.

●   Merry Vietnam and Merry Thailand completed internal organizational GHG inventory in accordance with the 
ISO14064-1:2018 standard.

●   Completed the carbon footprint inventory of an earphone product (one piece) and passed the third-party verifica-
tion of ISO14067:2018.

Enhancing

 energy

 efficiency

●   Energy monitoring system and energy use analysis: Improved the energy efficien-
cy of energy-consuming equipment.

●   Paying attention to successful examples in corporate energy conservation: 
Through experience exchange talks and external successful examples in energy 
conservation, we actively learned new technology, concepts, and experience.

●   Merry Shenzhen Plant 2 introduced electric meter monitoring and established an energy management system to 
automatically collect data by the system for improvement in abnormal power consumption immediately.

●   Merry Vietnam installed a waste heat recycling system in its air compressor system to provide hot water to dormi-
tories, which can save approximately 16,000kWh each year.

●   Merry Thailand updated 14 inverter A/Cs to improve energy consumption efficiency, which can save approximate-
ly 66,600kWh each year.

renewables

●   renewables use: Assess solar PV system construction and renewables transfer 
projects.

●   renewables certificate (REC): Supported local renewables development by pur-
chasing RECs.

●   In 2022, under the boundary of RE100, Merry used a total of 5,506MWh of renewable energy, accounting for 
16.31% of the total power ratio, in which 907MWh was the direct use of renewable energy, and 4,599MWh was 
through the purchase of renewable energy certificates.

●    Merry Vietnam installed a rooftop solar power system, and it is estimated to be put into use in March 2023.

Internal 

carbon

 pricing

●   Establishment of shadow pricing: Set internal carbon pricing to evaluate regula-
tory and transformation risks related to climate change that may be faced by the 
organization in the future.

●   Plan for the establishment of the internal carbon pricing system of the Group and introduce and set up the short-
term, mid-term, and long-term objectives and relevant promotion schedule of the internal carbon pricing system.

●   Set up the internal carbon pricing system and establish relevant procedure documents.

Water

 and waste

 management

Water resources

●   While domestic water use was the major water consumption at plants, we used 
water-efficient equipment and enhanced employee awareness by adopting ISO 
14001 as the basis for the water resource management of our plants.

Waste management

●   We periodically followed up on the plant’s hazardous waste disposal and con-
ducted real-time analysis and improvement of abnormal waste production by 
adopting ISO 14001 as the basis for the waste management of our plants.

Water resources

●   Merry Taiwan has installed a rainwater collection system, and the gathering volume is approximately 1,000 tons, 
and the maximum use volume is 60%.

●   Merry Shenzhen has changed to use 37 water-saving faucets.

●   Merry Thailand adjusted the water pressure of the faucets and the water level of the flushing equipment.

Waste management

●   Merry Shenzhen optimized the SMT procedures and reduced the generation of hazardous wastes by approxi-
mately 24% as compared to 2021.

●   100% compliance with local laws and standards for waste disposal.
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Issue 2023 Targets
Medium-term 

targets and strategies

GHG

 inventory

●    Ta iwan HQ and Merry Shenzhen completed the 
third-party verification in accordance with ISO14064-
1:third-party verification of ISO14067:2018.

●   Merry Vietnam, Merry Thailand, Merry Hong Kong, Merry 
Singapore, and Merry USA completed the organizational 
GHG inventory in accordance with ISO14064-1:2018.

●   All locations performed GHG inventory in accor-
dance with the latest ISO14064-1 standard.

●   We implemented the Science Based Targets 
(SBT) to implement carbon reduction and man-
agement more effectively.

Enhancing 

energy

 efficiency

●   Reduce energy intensity by 7.5% (base year 2020)

●   Constantly enhanced equipment efficiency to strengthen 
the energy use analysis and monitoring system.

●   Constantly expanded the scope of energy man-
agement and enforced energy efficiency im-
provement plans.

renewables

●   In 2023, the proportion of the use of renewable energy 
will reach 21% of total energy consumption.

●   The headquarters in Taichung installed a rooftop solar 
power system, and it is estimated to be put into use in 
January 2024, and it is estimated to generate approxi-
mately 250MWh of power.

●   In 2030, the proportion of the use of renewable 
energy will reach 60% of total energy consump-
tion.

Internal 

carbon

 pricing

●   Continue to carry out the internal promotion of shadow 
carbon pricing and implement the continual optimization 
of operating procedures.

●   Introduce an internal carbon fee system to im-
prove the internal awareness of carbon dioxide 
reduction of the organization.

Water

 and waste

 
management

Water resources

●   Water consumption intensity was reduced by 6% as 
compared to the base year (base year 2020)

Waste management

●   Waste intensity was reduced by 6% as compared to the 
base year (base year 2020)

●   Constant promoted reduction in waste production per 
unit output value and enforced resource recycling fol-
lowing source management.

Water resources

●   Enhanced water monitoring and analysis and 
constantly enhance water efficiency.

Waste management

●   Constantly implemented waste reduction and 
enforced resource recycling following source 
management

CO2

CH4

Supporting RE100 global renewables initiative.
In response to SDG 13 Climate Action, in 2021, we officially 
signed up for the RE100 global renewables initiative advocated 
by the Climate Group and the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) 
and made a commitment to 100% renewables use by 2050 to 
advance the schedule of renewables use to the medium- and 
long-term goals.he boundary of RE100 will cover Merry Taiwan, 
Merry Shenzhen, Merry Huizhou, Merry Thailand, Merry 
Vietnam, Merry Hong Kong, Merry Singapore, Suzhou Merry, 
Fulicare (Qingdao), Fulicare (Xiamen), AST, SCI, and SEAS.To 
achieve the goal of renewables use, we will continue with the 
management and enhancement of energy efficiency, assess 
the feasibility of building rooftop solar PV at all locations, and 
actively source local renewable companies to sign electricity 
purchase agreements with them, and purchase international 
RECs to increase the proportion of renewables use each year 
in order to develop toward low-emission production.In 2022, 
under the boundary of RE100, Merry used a total of 5,506MWh 
of renewable energy, accounting for 16.31% of the total power 
ratio, in which 907MWh was the direct use of renewable 
energy, and 4,599MWh was through the purchase of renewable 
energy certificates.

Target the use of renewable energy of Merry

2023 2024 2025 2030 2040 20502021 2022

80%

60%

40%

20%
7%

14%

21%

27%
33%

60%

90%

100%
100%

Ratio of the use of renewable energy and green certificates
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Merry Environmental Sustainability Goal: Net Zero Emissions in 2050
To support the climate action of net zero emissions, we set “Net Zero Emissions 2050” as an important roadmap of our action to reduce energy carbon emissions and use renewables for 
environmental sustainability to actively include the environmental sustainability concept in product design and development, enhance the efficiency of environmental resources, and lastly offset 
carbon emissions by means of carbon offsetting.

•Assessing the solar PV system and renewables transfer 
plans of Merry HQ.

•Assessing the construction of self-built solar PV equip-
ment at other locations to promote renewables use.

•Planning renewables purchase in all regions and signing 
contracts in advance to ensure the stable REC supply.

•Establishment of the PV systems of the headquarters of Merry and Merry 
Vietnam

•Long-term renewable energy purchase contract negotiation and evaluation 
of Merry Thailand

•Constantly planning renewables purchase in all regions and signing con-
tracts in advance to ensure the stable renewables supply.

•Facilitate operating organizations to carry out organizational carbon inventory 
according to the specifications under ISO14064-1:2018

•Performing CFP inventory under ISO14067:2018 and assessing the carbon re-
duction potential of products to realize the DfS concept in all stages of the 
product life cycle.

•Plan for the internal carbon pricing roadmap of the Group and adopt MEHO as 
the example location for establishing the shadow carbon fee system.

•Locating emission hotspots based on the inventory outcomes and setting ac-
tion plans and targets in combination with the group’s energy conservation 
and carbon reduction targets.

•Establish the reduction targets for categories 1 and 2 separately.

•Initiate the establishment of SBT to establish a main structure for the long-term 
net zero target route of Merry.

•MEHO promotes the internal carbon pricing system and implements carbon risk 
evaluation and management for energy-related equipment and investments.

•Promote digital carbon management and establish an internal carbon manage-
ment platform.

•Regularly communicate and examine energy use efficiency performance with 
plants.

•Locating emission hotspots based on the inventory outcomes and setting action 
plans and targets in combination with the group’s energy conservation and car-
bon reduction targets.

14%

Renewable 
energy

20232022

21%

Renewable 
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Merry Environmental Sustainability Goal: Net Zero Emissions in 2050

2030 2040 20502024-2025

•Enhancing the assessment of constructing self-produced solar PV 
equipment at other locations to promote renewables use.

•Constantly planning renewables purchase in all regions and signing 
contracts in advance to ensure the stable renewables supply.

•Increasing renewables use to 
60% according to the RE100 
targets.

•Establishing the Merry carbon 
removal strategy and investing 
in carbon sink or other car-
bon-negative technology.

•Introducing SBT to establish effective and practicable carbon re-
duction pathways to progressively reduce GHG emissions yearly.

•Constantly realizing the internal carbon pricing system, charging 
internal carbon fees from specific departments to establish the 
climate action fund, and enhancing the internalization of carbon 
costs to organizational operation and investment decision-making.

•Constantly promoting the organizational energy monitoring system 
to all locations to enhance the energy efficiency of all organizations 
within the group.
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33%
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60%
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energy

90%

Renewable 
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100%

Renewable 
energy

34%

Net zero
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Net zero
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87%

Net zero
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100%

Net zero
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6.2 Climate Action and Energy Management
GHG inventory and management

GHG inventory (Scope 1 and 2; category 1 and 2)

We are committed to GHG inventory. In recent years, we con-
tinued to expand the organizational boundary of GHG invento-
ry to accurately grasp the GHG emission status and establish 
accurate energy-saving goals, and we expect to [*] in 2024. 
Starting from 2007, Taiwan HQ has been performing organiza-
tional GHG inventory in accordance with ISO14064-1:2006  and 
have third-party certification, and we have been expanding the 
scope of business locations under the inventory. As the scope 
of the organization under the inventory of the Group in recent 
years has been increasing, the plant divisions have no unified 
base year for comparison. Currently, plants and divisions that 
perform GHG inventory adopt the emission base year they set 
and promote reduction plans according to the Group’s GHG 
emission reduction goals. Based on the GHG inventory pro-
motion plan, it is estimated that the Group’s emissions in 2024 
will be fully disclosed in 2025, and we estimate to set 2024 as 
the base year for the emissions of the Group.

We perform GHG inventory in accordance 
with ISO14064-1:2018  GHG inventory stan-
dards. This year, we expanded the organiza-
tional boundary of inventory to Merry Thailand. Meanwhile, we 
performed external certification for key plants and divisions. 
The GHG emissions (category 1 and 2) of the scope of the or-
ganization that completed the inventory in 2021 (Taiwan HQ, 
Merry Shenzhen, and Merry Vietnam) in 2022 was 19,004.01 
tCO2e, representing a decrease of 5,329.27 tCO2e (or 21.90%) 
from the annual emissions of 24,333.28 tCO2e in 2021.

 Historical GHG emissions

 Historical GHG emissions intensity  Scope 1 (category 1) GHG emissions category and quantity (unit: tCO2e)

Category 1

CO2 N2OSum of category 1 and 2

Category 2

CH4 HFCs

2022 
(including Thailand)

1,282.06 19,972.47

2022 
(including Thailand)

619.85 596.16 2.19 63.86

2021 
(including Thailand)

1348.58 24,674.52

2021 
(including Thailand)

597.44 729.78 3.41 17.93

2022 621.42 18,382.59

2022 78.09 495.22 1.82 46.30

2021 890.89 23,442.39

2021 199.92 669.86 3.15 17.93

2020

2020

742.30

144.26 578.44 3.32 16.27

0.524

0.719

0.600

0.672

0.537

17,312.30

202220212020

Sum of category 1 and 2 (including Thailand)

Note:

1. The organizational boundary of inventory covered Taiwan HQ, Taipei R&D Center, Hsinchu R&D 
Center, Merry Shenzhen, Merry Vietnam, and Merry Thailand. Other locations will be included in 
the GHG management system progressively each year

2. Merry Vietnam was added to the inventory organizational boundary in 2021

3. Boundaries were defined by operational control, and the emission coefficient was adopted in the 
calculation

4. Based on different emission sources, conversion was implemented with respect to the GHG 
Emission Coefficient Management Table (v. 6.0.4 dated June 2019) announced by EPA, Executive 
Yuan, Carbon Footprint Information Platform, SimaPro 9.3.0.2, global warming potential coefficients 

in the AR6 (2021) of IPCC, and the ICAO flight carbon emissions

5. Taiwan HQ adopted the electricity emission coefficients at 0.533 tCO2e/MWh (2018), 0.509 tCO2e/
MWh (2019), 0.502 tCO2e/MWh (2020), and 0.509 tCO2e/MWh (2021) announced by the Bureau of 
Energy

6. For the electricity emission coefficient for locations in China in 2022, the conversion electricity 
emission coefficient of 0.5703 tCO2e/thousand kWh stated in the “Reporting and Management 
of Greenhouse Gas Emissions of Power Generation Enterprises” published by the Ministry of 
Ecology and Environment of the People's Republic of China

7. Intensity of GHG emission = GHG emissions of the year ÷ Net consolidated revenue of the year 
(million NTD)

%

Reduction

21.9
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Taiwan HQ Merry ShenzhenMerry Vietnam Merry Thailand

Total emissions (category 1 and 2) of 
Taiwan HQ in 2022 were 735.57 tCO2e, 
representing an increase in the emis-
sions (category 1 and 2) by 15.42% from 
637.31 tCO2e in 2021, primarily due to 
the significant changes (total input en-
ergy emissions approximately increased 
by 12.64% from 2021) in annual emis-
sions arising from the increase in pow-
er consumption requirements as the 
boundary of the GHG inventory report 
was expanded due to the commence-
ment of use of the new R&D building by 
Taichung HG in 2022. In addition, there 
were material changes in fugitive emis-
sions of manual systems due to the pur-
chase of high-capacity water chillers for 
the new building in response to the use 
of two office buildings and the increase 
in the number of employees.

Total emissions (category 1 and 2) of 
Merry Vietnam in 2022 were 5,153.93 
tCO2e, representing a decrease in the 
emissions (category 1 and 2) by 31.32% 
from 7,504.26 tCO2e in 2021, primarily 
due to the decrease in total emissions 
(category 1 and 2) as the dormitory was 
removed from the reporting boundary 
in 2022 arising from organizational ad-
justments. When only comparing total 
emissions (categories 1 and 2) in 2021 
and 2022 after removing the dormitory 
from the boundary, total emissions de-
creased by 25.70% from 2021 to 2022. 
Apart from the decrease in fugitive 
emissions of manual systems due to 
a decrease in employees, emissions 
caused by the direct use of fuels and in-
put energy were reduced from last year.

Total emissions (category 1 and 2) of 
Merry Shenzhen in 2022 were 13,114.51 
tCO2e, representing a decrease in the 
emissions (category 1 and 2) by 19.00% 
from 16,191.70 tCO2e in 2021. Merry 
Shenzhen introduced a central AC ener-
gy-saving equipment at the end of 2021 
and introduced an energy management 
system in Plant 2 at the beginning of 
2022, which significantly improved the 
use efficiency of energy, reduced the 
use of diesel power generators, and re-
duced the use of non-renewable energy. 
In addition, the effects of the pandemic 
continued in 2022; the overall energy re-
quirement was relatively lower than that 
of 2021, and in turn, facilitated the signif-
icant reduction of emissions (category 1 
and 2) in 2022.

Merry Thailand implemented the first 
organizational GHG inventory (calcu-
late the emissions in 2021) at the end of 
2022 and started to make disclosures 
in the sustainability report in 2023. Total 
emissions (category 1 and 2) of Merry 
Thailand in 2022 were 2,250.52 tCO2e, 
representing an increase in the emis-
sions (category 1 and 2) by 33.18% from 
1,689.83 tCO2e in 2021, primarily due to 
the growth in revenue of Merry Thailand 
by nearly 70% from last year, addition of 
employees, the increase in production 
capacity, the increase in energy require-
ments, and the decrease in non-renew-
able energy intensity by 24.08% from 
2021, instead of an increase.

GHG inventory 
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We have been performing scope 3 (category 
3-6) inventory according to ISO14064-1:2018 
GHG inventory standards since 2020, and the 
inventory organizational scope progressively 
included Taiwan HQ, Merry Shenzhen, Merry 
Vietnam, and Merry Thailand. Meanwhile, we 
performed external certification for key plants 

GHG inventory (Scope 3; category 3-6)

Inventory organizational boundary:
Taiwan HQ

Merry Shenzhen
Taiwan HQ and Merry Shenzhen

Merry Vietnam and Merry Thailand

2020 2021 2022

Scope 3-1 Product and services pur-
chased Category 4.1 361.99 1,042.78 1,526.26

Scope 3-2 Capital products Category 4.2 -   -   14.34 

Scope 3-3 Activities related to fuels 
and energy not under Scope 1 or 2 Category 4.1 -   -   1,374.52 

Scope 3-4 Upstream transportation 
and delivery Category 3.1 -   309.68 2.04 

Scope 3-5 Wastes generated from op-
erations Category 4.3 5.58 213.37 28.75

Scope 3-6 Business trips Category 3.5 46.13 4.36 44.85 

Scope 3-7 Employee commutation Category 3.3 -   401.02 766.09

Scope 3-8 Upstream lease assets Category 4.4 　-   2.67 No relevant 
operation   

Scope 3-9 Downstream transportation 
and delivery Category 3.2 　-   -   12,082.24 

Unit: tCO2e

and divisions year by year and committed to 
optimizing the emission items of sub-catego-
ries for inclusion in the boundary of the report. 
Within 15 items under scope 3, we performed 
inventory on scope 3 emissions for a total of 
nine items in 2022, and the total emissions 
were 15,874.10 tCO2e.

Energy consumption, carbon emissions, and 
climate change are interrelated with one an-
other. Over the years, electricity has been the 
major source of our GHG emissions. Hence, 
we are committed to implementing energy 
conservation and carbon reduction through 
energy conservation and energy efficiency 
enhancement. In 2016, Taiwan HQ began to 
implement the ISO 50001 energy manage-
ment system (EnMS) and extended it to Merry 
Shenzhen later. In 2020 both Taiwan HQ and 
Merry Shenzhen passed the third-party verifi-
cation  (agencies: AFNOR and Shenzhen CTI 

Energy management
International) of ISO 50001:2018 to systemati-
cally implement various energy conservation 
and carbon dioxide reduction measures and 
constantly update energy-efficient equip-
ment. We have replaced old water chillers 
and ACs in prior years and purchased en-
ergy-saving water chillers in compliance 
with COP. In recent years, we continued to 
establish an energy management system to 
automatically collect and manage data via the 
digital system and actively track energy con-
sumption status, allowing energy-saving ben-
efits to improve on a yearly basis.
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Taiwan HQ

Merry Vietnam

Merry Shenzhen Merry Thailand

Besides actively implementing various energy conservation 
measures, we track the monthly energy intensity of plants 
and divisions via regular meetings, and we also enhance the 
monitoring and analysis of energy use of all locations, hoping 
to capture the state of organizational energy use and enhance 
energy efficiency with the energy monitoring system and peri-
odic inventory and analysis.

Energy conservation enhancement measures

▎ Replaced water chillers with screw-type inverter 
water chillers to improve energy use efficiency

▎Install ammeters on each floor of the new building 
for the convenience of tracking power consump-
tion of office areas and make improvements for 
abnormal power consumption

▎Merry Vietnam installed a waste heat recycling system in its air compressor system to 
provide hot water to dormitories, which can save approximately 16,000kWh each year

▎ Improve the AC in the BI room, install air cooling modules for the BI room, and a 
switch machine was also added to achieve an independent power supply for the test 
station and appearance station to prevent unnecessary energy consumption; approxi-
mately 9,000kWh may be saved each year

▎ Add lighting switch to workshops and IQC rooms, and partial warehouses adopted 
odd/even-hour lighting; lighting is adjusted based on the lighting intensity to avoid un-
necessary energy consumption; approximately 14,040kWh may be saved each year

▎14 fixed-frequency air conditioners were replaced 
with variable-frequency air conditioners; approx-
imately 66,600kWh of power can be saved each 
year

▎ Replace all outdoor lighting 
with solar lights; approximate-
ly 9,056kWh of power can be 
saved each year

▎Plant 2 introduced electric meter monitoring and 
established an energy management system to 
automatically collect data by the system for im-
provement in abnormal power consumption im-
mediately

▎ Install air compressor flow meters to avoid un-
necessary waste due to air leakage 
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Renewables use

Energy consumption statistics

Based on the RE100 commitment made in 2021, we are 
actively assessing various renewable energy use plans, 
including solar PV self-generation for self-consumption, re-
newables procurement, and REC procurement. In 2021, we 
purchased RECs up to 2,163MWh (accounting for 6.98% of 
the group’s total electricity consumption). In 2022, we used 
a total of 5,506MWh of renewable energy under the scope of 
RE100 commitment, accounting for 16.31% of total power, of 
which 907MWh was the direct use of renewable energy, and 
4,599MWh was RECs purchases. In the future, the Company 

In 2022, we implemented a total of nine energy improvement measures, and the annual energy saving volume is expected to 
reach 114,696kWh or above, allowing energy intensity to be significantly improved. The energy intensity in 2022 was 3.26(GJ/mil-
lion NTD), representing a decrease of 8.23% from 2021, achieving the energy reduction goal set by Merry in 2022.

Note:

1. The Company commenced the confirmation and modification of data of plants and divisions 
from 2020 to 2022 during the year

2. The natural gas consumption of Merry Thailand was added in 2021

3. Power data of Merry USA was not included in the calculation as the rental includes power bills

Non-purchased renewable 
electricity (unit: GJ)

Energy Consumption and Intensity
over the Years

Non-Renewable fuel consumption 
over the years (unit: GJ)

2022 202220222021 202120212020 20202020

20,000.00 20,000.00

40,000.00 40,000.00

60,000.00 60,000.00

80,000.00 80,000.00

97,804.84 99,975.52

283.96

283.96

213.10

471.84

471.84

934.56

1,414.89

1,279.00

147.55

7,358.27
10,387.22

2.90

3.55 3.26

118,319.10

128,37.12

103,567.43
115,249.86

100,000.00 100,000.00

120,000.00 120,000.00

140,000.00 140,000.00

Energy consumption (GJ) Natural gas
LPG

Diesel
Petroleumunit energy consumption (GJ/million NTD)

will continue to promote the use of renewable energy in all 
business locations and replicate the cumulative successful 
experience of locations to other locations to achieve the 
RE100 commitment and the goal of environmental sustain-
ability of net zero carbon emissions by 2050.

Note:

We officially joined the RE100 international renewables initiative in October 2021 and made a 
commitment to achieve 100% renewables use by 2050 within the group (covering Taiwan HQ, 
Merry Shenzhen, Merry Huizhou, Merry Thailand, Merry Vietnam, Merry Hong Kong, Merry Sin-
gapore, Suzhou Merry, Fulicare (Qingdao), Fulicare (Xiamen), AST, SCI, and SEAS). The scope of 
commitment covers the reporting boundaries of this report.

4. We began to include the statistics of Merry Thailand in 2019; Merry Vietnam started production 
in July 2020

5. Unit conversion: 1 kWh = 3600 KJ, 1 Kcal = 4.186798 KJ

6. Please refer other units to the “Energy Heating Value Per Unit Product Table” announced by 
the Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs

Diesel 1L=8,400 Kcal, Petroleum 1L=7,800 Kcal, LPG 1L=11,880 Kcal.

Energy intensity

(GJ/million NTD)

3.26
As compared 

to 2021

8.23%

Scope of RE100 
commitment

Used a total of

5,506 
MWh of renewable energy Total power ratio

16.31%

renewables
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6.3 Water and Waste Management
Water resources management -Water consumption statistics

The manufacturing procedures of our plants are primar-
ily assembly, and there was no use of water resources 
during the course of production; therefore, there was no 
industrial wastewater discharge. The major use of our wa-
ter withdrawal is for domestic use, and the source of all 
water is third-party tap water; domestic wastewater pro-
duced was released to local wastewater treatment plants 
according to local regulations, and there was no material 
external impact on water sources and environments of 
water sources.

The total water withdrawal in 2022 was 366.57ML, rep-
resenting an increase of 12.57ML (3.55%) from the total 

Water withdrawal ratio of water resource pressure zones

202220212020

Water withdrawal ratio of water resource pressure zones
Water withdrawal ratio of other areas

Note:
1. The Company commenced the conf i rmat ion and modi f i ca t ion of  wate r consumpt ion 

data of  p lants and d iv i s ions f rom 2020 to 2022 dur ing the yea r
2. A s  t h e  w a t e r  b i l l s  o f  Ta i p e i ,  H s i n c h u ,  a n d  G o n g y e q u  3 8 t h  R d .  o f f i c e s  a n d  t h e 

U S o f f i c e  w e r e  i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e  r e n t a l  o f  o f f i c e s .  T h e y  w e r e  n o t  i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e 
ca lcu la t ion

3. Mer r y V ie tnam Plant was inc luded in the ca lcu la t ion in 2020

water withdrawal of 354ML in 2021. Plants and divisions with 
significant increasing trends for their overall water consump-
tion were Merry Thailand and Merry Vietnam. The total work-
ing hours of Merry Thailand in 2022 increased by 68.56% from 
2021, causing an increase in the overall water consumption of 
the plant; the total working hours of Merry Vietnam had no ma-
terial change; therefore, adjustments were made to the water 
flow in the public areas in 2023; it is estimated to achieve an 
annual water-saving volume of 14.40ML. As the water with-
drawal of Merry Electronics was mainly for domestic use, wa-
ter was discharged to wastewater treatment plants specified 
by different business locations. The total water emissions in 
2022 were 317.46ML.

Tap Water Withdrawal over the Years (unit: ML)

202220212020

299.24

354.00

366.57

We carried out water risk analysis for our offices and plants 
and divisions by using Aqueduct, a water risk evaluation 
tool developed in the public database of WRI. Two produc-
tion locations (Merry Vietnam and Suzhou Merry Caohu 
Plant) were identified as within the high and extremely high 
water resource pressure zones. We further set a clear base 
year and established the goal to improve water consump-
tion intensity reduction in 2023 and otherwise reinforce 
water consumption and water-saving management for high 
and extremely high water resource pressure zones.
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Water conservation plan

The water management of Taiwan HQ emphasized the wa-
ter-saving concept of employees in the routine work, equip-
ment improvement, and active implementation of water 
conservation measures. For example, the new HQ building 
(completed in 2022) under construction was equipped with 

Merry Shenzhen has established the “Wastewater Treat-
ment Control Regulations” to prevent water pollution. 
To reduce domestic water use, it equipped the employee 
canteens with fully automatic dishwashers to water table-
ware collectively after meals. According to the statistics 
of catering contractors, about 115,200MT of water can be 
saved each year. Two water purification systems were in-
stalled to recycle wastewater into pure water for washing 

Merry Vietnam and Merry Thailand also actively tracked 
the use of domestic water equipment of the organiza-
tion to find equipment that can improve water resources 
use efficiency and adjust the use to achieve the goal of 
water-saving. Merry Vietnam adjusted the water level of 
flushing equipment in washrooms to reduce 20% of wa-

[Merry Shenzhen]

[Merry Vietnam] [Merry Thailand]

115,200 tons

16.67%

20%

50%

Water savable each year

Savable each year

Reduced by each time of flushing

Reduced by each time of flushing

(as compared to the original equipment)

water-efficient taps and sensor taps (each 50%), rainwater 
harvesting system with a plan capacity of 1,000MT to enhance 
water recycling. In addition to adding water-efficient facilities, 
Taiwan HQ also performed anomaly analysis each month to 
follow up and enhance water efficiency.

toilets. It is expected to save water of about 504MT each year. 
Smart water meters were installed in the dormitory area to 
control water consumption within 3,200L/month for each per-
son. Compared to the past water consumption per person at 
5,700L/month, this can save water by about 40%. Merry Shen-
zhen further replaced all taps with water-efficient taps in 2021 
to save water by about 50% compared to the previous taps.

ter volume for each time of flushing. Merry Thailand reduced 
water pressure to reduce the water output of equipment under 
the premise of not affecting uses and otherwise adjusted the 
water level of flushing equipment to reduce 16.67% of water 
volume for each time of flushing.
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Waste management
To achieve effective resource use through the 
reduction, recycling, and reuse of waste, we 
have established the “Waste Management 
SOP” and “Waste Management Regula-
tions” included in the control of the ISO 14001 
environmental management system (EMS). 
In 2021 Merry Shenzhen, Merry Vietnam, and 
Merry Thailand passed the third-party verifi-
cation of ISO 14001:2015. Minimization of the 
environmental impact of waste in storage, 
transportation, recycling or final incineration or 
burial is the basic principle of waste manage-
ment. We hire only qualified contractors for 
the safe disposal of all types of waste (hazard-
ous/non-hazardous) according to the environ-
mental protection regulations. Ultimate treat-
ments include incineration or other methods 
compliant with the local laws and regulations. 
We hire qualified contractors to recycle recy-
clable waste for reuse and transport domestic 
waste to incineration plants for disposal. We 
further set a clear base year and established 
the goal to improve waste reduction in 2023.

The waste generation volume in 2022 was 
724.14 tons, representing an increase of 83.89 

tons (or 13.10%) from 2021. Merry Shenzhen 
has begun to carry out waste management 
and follow-up (hazardous/waste ledger cal-
culation, cause analysis for abnormal waste 
generation, and results follow-up) on a month-
ly basis according to regulations in 2022 and 
establishes department waste reduction plans 
when necessary. In addition, SMT procedures 
were optimized to reduce the use of cleaning 
agents and reduce the generation of waste by 
24%.

The production capacity of Merry Vietnam 
increased in 2022, resulting in an increase in 
the total generation volume of business waste. 
In addition, affected by relevant requirements 
of waste amended by the local government, 
the total volume of non-hazardous business 
waste increased; however, domestic waste 
decreased in general. The production capacity 
of Merry Thailand increased in 2022, resulting 
in an increase in the total generation volume of 
business waste. However, its business waste 
intensity reduced by 9.05% as compared to 
the base year.

Plant innovation accelerated the improvement in yield and efficiency and reduced 
production line waste

High loss of yield and efficiency during the initial period of mass production

New consumer products were updated 
for each annual cycle, and the mass 
production was concentrated in Q3 to 
Q4. Carried out mass production of all 
models during the year, and the initial 
yield and efficiency climbed from 65% 

Utilize barcode, RFID, and data col-
lection to collect all information on 
production (supplies, work stations, 
equipment, time, parameters, and test-
ing data), together with the background 
automated calculation, to provide fast 
digital decision-making and rapidly 
solve problems of suspicious supplies, 
jigs, equipment, and staff with the allo-

Pain point

Current status faced

Improvement plan and effects

to a yield of 95% and efficiency of 90% 
within 8 to 12 weeks; a mass amount of 
materials, human resources, and produc-
tion capacity were consumed in the first 8 
weeks

cation of missions by the central situation 
room and the automated notice to mobile 
devices of technicians for equipment mal-
functions.

The time required for the failure analysis 
was shortened from 3 days to 1 hour, and 
the yield climbing time improved from 8 to 
12 weeks to 4 to 5 weeks.
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Total waste production and disposal methods over the Years

Total waste production and disposal
methods over the Years

Waste Recycling and Reuse over the Years 
(by recycling type; unit: MT)

Overview of waste categories and disposals in
 2022 (total weight: 724.15 tons)

2022
2020

2021

2021

2020

2022

183.93

471.09

287.15

238.67

640.25

401.59

211.74

724.14

512.41

Note:
1. The ca lcu la t ion of  the we ight o f  waste i s rounded to the second dec ima l ,  and the re may be ca r r y-ove r dev ia t ion a f te r  to ta l ing mul t ip le i tems
2. Bus iness waste of  Mer r y V ie tnam inc reased f rom 2021 due to the inc rease in p roduct ion vo lume and the e f fec ts of  re levant requ i rements of  waste amended by the loca l  gove rnment
3 . The of f i ces of  Ta iwan HQ ( Ta ipe i ,  Hs inchu, and Ta ichung Gongyequ 23rd Rd. and 38th Rd.) ,  Mer r y USA , Mer r y S ingapore,  and Mer r y Hong Kong a re rented, w i th domest ic waste d isposed of by the p roper t y management company. Domest ic waste of  

Ta ichung HQ is d isposed of by cont rac t w i thout ac tua l  we ight measurement
4. In  response to Ch ina’s was te management po l i cy,  we inc rease the ha za rdous was te i tems in the ca ta log eve r y yea r  to expand the scope o f  ha za rdous was te .  Fo r  examp le ,  we inc luded PCBs as ha za rdous was te i n  2020.  The re fo re ,  the we igh t  o f  

ha za rdous waste in Mer r y Shenzhen inc reased s ign i f i cant l y in the cur rent yea r ove r the pas t .  Food waste i s ca tegor ized as wet waste and inc luded in gene ra l  waste

Weight of waste for recycling Total weight of waste for recycling and reuseGeneral waste
Hazardous waste

Hazardous waste
10.27 tons

Non-hazardous waste

Recycling and reuse
Direct disposal

Weight of waste for direct disposal Total weight of waste for other forms of disposal

Direct disposal

Recycling and reuse

Non-hazardous
waste

General waste
152.07 tons

211.74 tons

561.81 tons

512.41 tons

244.99 227.03

93.84 307.75

83.68 203.47
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6.4 Strengthening Awareness of Environmental Protection

Besides publicizing the environmen-
tal protection policy in the education/
training for new employees, we also 
practice environmental protection in 

Sustainability you should know ESG trend introduction and
subsequent recommendations

ISO14064-1:
 2018 organizational GHG inventory

Audit and Assessment of Green 
Product Products and Materials

Energy Conservation, Carbon
Reduction, and Waste Disposal

• What is “sustainable development”?

• Must-know vocabulary of sustainable 
development:

ESG, carbon neutrality, carbon border 
tax, SDGs

• Enterprise and personal responses

• New development of international cli-
mate

• IPCC Material Climate Change As-
sessment Report and COP26

• Carbon dioxide reduction and carbon 
neutrality of enterprises

• Introduction to the sales and purchase 
system in the renewable energy mar-
ket

• New version of ISO 14064-1 GHG clas-
sification

• Report boundary setting and signifi-
cance evaluation

• Data collection, identification, and 
quantitative model

• Parameter uncertainty analysis

• Green product management system 
framework

• Introduction of green design specifica-
tions

• Data requirements of green parts

• Green materials confirmation and 
change

• Green product confirmation

• Common knowledge in energy con-
servation

• Waste sorting and disposal methods

•All employees
•Suppliers

•All employees

•Suppliers

•Plant/division seed personnel

•R&D and design units

•QC unit

•Environment unit

•New employees of related units

•Organize from time to time

•Department seed personnel

•Promote from time to time

product design, materials control, and GHG 
emissions. Every year, we communicate the 
requirements of our “Environmental Sub-
stances Control Management Regulations” 

and international environmental protection 
regulations to suppliers from time to time to 
promote our green policy to the entire supply 
chain, hoping to disseminate Merry’s green 

concept and thereby achieve sustain-
able development.
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7.1 Minimal Hearing Loss Initiative
Exert the influence of our major business and promote accurate hearing knowledge

Carry out the first hearing habit survey in Taiwan - nearly three-fourths of citizens
have risks of minimal hearing loss 

The first “World Report on Hearing” published by 
WHO in 2021 predicted that one in every four persons 
would face different levels of hearing loss worldwide, 
and the population of hearing loss will increase from 1.5 
billion persons at present to nearly 2.5 billion persons 
by 2050. According to WHO, over 50% of young people 
(12 to 35 years old) are exposed to noise due to inap-
propriate control of music volume for entertainment and 
have risks of hearing loss. In 2023, WHO further adopt-
ed Ear and hearing care for all!  Let’s make it a reality 
as the slogan and include the mitigation of global hear-
ing issues as a key item.

As a global-leading electroacoustics supplier, we take 
responsibility for issues of global hearing health and 
delivering accurate hearing knowledge and hope that 
more people will be aware of the importance of hearing 
protection due to our contributions.

In light of the insufficient information on hearing habits 
in Taiwan and the hearing status of nationals, Mer-
ry joined hands with CommonWealth Magazine and 
iSURVEY for the first “minimal hearing loss survey” 
to carry out tests on people aged from 20 to 49 who 
participated in online activities related to hearing on 

the Internet in the most recent three months and have 
used headsets recently to understand the daily hear-
ing behavior of citizens in Taiwan and compare the 
hearing behaviors of different generations to find out 
the potential “hearing loss” group; a total of 1,874 
questionnaires were collected for the survey.

Minimal 
hearing 

loss
initiative

Hearing 
habit 

survey

Minimal hearing
loss press conference

Earphone/
headphone 
experience

camps

Radio
initiative

Teacher
sharing
session

The results showed that over 75% of citizens have ear problems in the most 
recent three years and may have risks of hearing loss.  People in their 20s 
use headsets for longer times; nearly 80% (77%) of youngsters use head-
sets on a daily basis, indicating that the changes in entertainment patterns 
made people in their 20s carry headsets at all times. In addition, long-term 
and high-volume heavy users are primarily aged from 40 to 49. Hearing 
habits of people in their 40s in terms of watching shows, online meetings, 
and learning achieved high risks (refer to the continuous use of headsets 
for over one hour with volume higher than 60%), presenting that they have 
higher risks to be exposed to the risk of hearing loss.

The survey responded to the health alert from WHO to the new generations 
and showed that hearing loss issues in Taiwan have occurred in middle 
age. Facing the aging population, hearing issues of people in their 40s re-
quire active and regular checks to prevent to avoid dementia due to the 
lack of interpersonal interactions caused by hearing.
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Via the press conference, “Damaged Hearing Ability Below the Age of 40,” we cooperated with affiliates to bring social awareness about
 the issue of minimal hearing loss

Organized headsets DIY workshop for children to “see sound”

At the end of 2022, we conceived that the 
hearing issues for those in their 40s have 
become more severe, we initiated the press 
conference for minimal hearing loss, “Dam-
aged Hearing Ability Below the Age of 40,” at 
the Taiwan Tech Arena to call upon the atten-
tion of minimal hearing loss issue of different 
sectors by combining forces of Merry Group, 
audiologists, gaming players, and doctors, 
and the press conference received well recog-
nition, with a total of 51 relevant press releas-
es. Apart from publishing data and indicators 

In 2022, even if the pandemic resulted in a 
significant reduction in school activities, we 
considered that the root cause of citizens 
lacking awareness of hearing protection was 
due to not understanding the energy process 
of “sound” through years of communica-
tion with students based on its profession in 
sound. After we organized a headsets work-
shop in 2021, we received well recognition. 
Therefore, we continued to organize the work-
shop this year. Apart from allowing students 

The photo of the minimal hearing loss press conference of Merry Elec-
tronics organized today, Merry Electronics’ CEO Chaoli Huang (middle), 
Linko Smile Clinic’s otolaryngologist Hong Chang (first on the right), 
Merry Healthcare Business Department’s director Mengfan Wu (second 
on the right), and New Care’s audiologist (third on the right) are in the 
figure

Merry Electronics exhibited hearing protection headsets and aids 
at the press conference

Classical FM97.7 and CommonWealth Magazine 
minimal hearing loss initiatives

Merry Electronics have been cooperating with Classical FM97.7 for 18 years since 
2004. In 2022, Classical FM97.7 also joined the line of the minimal hearing loss 
initiative and recorded the minimal hearing loss initiative.

related to minimal hearing loss, we also joined 
hands with our affiliates, New Care and Austar 
Hearing. They exhibited the latest hearing aids at 
the site, and reminded citizens to attach atten-
tion to the importance of hearing health and the 
accurate use of headsets and hearing products. 
In addition, the press conference also invited 
a professional otolaryngologist to call for the 
attention of citizens to the crisis of hearing loss 
and successfully allowed citizens to learn about 
“minimal hearing loss” through media promo-
tion.

to assemble headsets with their hands, they also 
see the energy of sound by observing Kundt's 
tubes for children to understand how sound is 
delivered into ears via headsets, and a hearing 
protection competition was performed. The 
activity guided approximately 30 students from 
Wen-Hua Senior High School for a four-hour 
experiment program. Meanwhile, we exclusively 
made available the anechoic chamber costing 
nearly a hundred thousand for children to expe-
rience “the quietest place on earth” in person.
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7.2 Care for Local Communities
Story of Ordinary People - Taiwan’s March of Happiness

Diverse volunteer activities, implement SDGs starting from labor

In 2004, we began to sponsor the produc-
tion of the classical music program Taiwan’s 
March of Happiness. It has been 18 years now. 
The program reports many “ordinary giants” 
making silent contributions to Taiwan and its 
people over time, hoping to inspire people to 
model the positive energy presented by these 
beautiful stories and thereby create a com-
mon good society. In 2022, Taiwan’s March 
of Happiness was nominated for the Golden 

Merry HQ provides two days of paid volunteer 
service leave each year and encourages em-
ployees to actively participate in social/public 
welfare to provide service opportunities based 
on different volunteer requirements of diverse 
volunteers. In 2022, we expanded diverse 

Employees visited Amazing Grace Deaf 
Bakery to be volunteers to assist the 
hearing-impaired group in gift packaging 
before Mid Autumn Festival: We have long 
been attaching attention to the hearing loss 
topic, and we acknowledged that Amazing 
Grace Deaf Bakery was lacking packing labor 
before Mid Autumn Festival; therefore, we 
call upon volunteers to visit the site to assist 
in festival gift box packaging. A total of 2,520 
cartons were packed; even if the number was 
insignificant, the volunteer services main-
tained the welcome rain for the foundation. 

Care for the leftover topic: We cooperated 
with Dish of Tomorrow (Hedy’s Kitchen); vol-
unteers participated in the course of social 
practice from visiting the market to experience 
making ugly vegetables and fruits into dishes 
and to donate them to homeless people, par-
ticipated in the on-site workshop to produce 
tomorrow coins for the use by the initiative 
market. 

Employees visited Andrew Charity Associ-
ation to assist in packaging Chinese New 
Year gift boxes and deliver them to remote 
townships before Chinese New Year: We 
visited Andrew Charity Association to assist 
in packaging Chinese New Year gift boxes, 
and volunteers written cards in person and 
delivered them to remote townships before 
Chinese New Year.

Podcast Online radio

Bell Awards again. Six major themes were 
adopted throughout the year, and a total of 
29 interviewees were interviewed, with the 
production of 72 manuscripts; the themes 
include “regional revitalization march,” “a 
groomed third life in old age,” “love co-ex-
istence with nature,” “my life is a red carpet 
made with accidents,” “home is the place 
with love,” and “witness the growth of the 
land with different aspects.” From nobody 

to grand story, the program adopted the UN 
SDGs spirit as the core to allow each note to 
be heard via the six major melodies to gen-
erate happiness and joy resonation. In recent 
years, the manager of the program also tex-
turized the selected interviews and shared 
them on the website of the program and pod-
cast, which was more aligned with the listen-
ing habit of modern people, allowing people to 
repeat listening, save, and share.

volunteer items in combination with SGDs. In 
2022, the total number of volunteering hours in 
Taiwan was 214 hours, and the number of vol-
unteering hours in Shenzhen was 1,675 hours; 
the total number of volunteering hours was 
1,899 hours.

https://podcasts.apple.com/tw/podcast/%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3%E5%B9%B8%E7%A6%8F%E9%80%B2%E8%A1%8C%E6%9B%B2/id1510702503
https://www.family977.com.tw/index.php?route=choice/unit_detail&choice_program_id=29
https://podcasts.apple.com/tw/podcast/%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3%E5%B9%B8%E7%A6%8F%E9%80%B2%E8%A1%8C%E6%9B%B2/id1510702503
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Merry Shenzhen established the corporate 
volunteer team in 2010. Over the years, the 
team has effectively demonstrated its power 
to care for communities and earned recog-
nition from local governments and residents. 
In 2022, the Merry Shenzhen Volunteerism 
Association provided a total of 1,675 hours of 
volunteer service through a total of 434 volun-
teers. Regardless of the pandemic, the team 
proactively assisted the PCR test stations to 
stand on the frontline of epidemic control. It 
also walked into local communities to organize 
waste sorting publicity activities to promote 
environmental protection. Earning the recog-
nition of local government units and nearby 
residents for constant local services.

7.3 Education Promotion
5G accelerated the emergence of AIoT, and the field of electroacoustics also expanded. In addition 

to acoustic devices, including headsets and speakers, electroacoustics has been expanded to other 
areas, including medicine and fitness. Therefore, creativity from different types of talents is required 
to ignite new sparkles. In view of the lack of education and difficulty in talent cultivation for electro-
acoustics in Taiwan, we actively input resources and spare no effort in the sustainable cultivation of 

electroacoustics talents in 2006. 

In addition, realizing the advantages of the early development of “science” and “reading” in-
terest in children, we constantly promote science education and reading culture through long-term 

programs.

Merry Electroacoustics, Taiwan Electroacoustics
Although the electroacoustic industry 
has a history of over 100 years, new 
applications are developed as time 
goes by. From mobile communica-
tion and multimedia entertainment 
to medicine, healthcare, and smart 
home, electroacoustics has always 
been a key HMI. Adhering to the pas-

sion for sound and valuing talent cultivation, 
we constantly keep up with times to stand in 
the global electroacoustics arena.

While electroacoustics requires interdisciplin-
ary R&D, it covers disciplines including acous-
tics, mechanical engineering, mechanics, 
electronics, material science, and software. 

As it is difficult to develop such a kind of in-
terdisciplinary talents and resources are rel-
atively insufficient, as one of the global elec-
troacoustics manufacturers, we draw up long-
term strategies and constantly input resources 
to develop electroacoustics talents for Taiwan 
to enhance Taiwan’s global competitiveness 
in electroacoustics.
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Electroacoustics Thesis Award
We began to organize the “Merry Electroacoustics Thesis 
Award” in 2010 with an expense of over NT$1 million each 
year, and it was the eleventh round in 2022. From 2022, the 
rise of telemedicine, remote conferences, and automotive 
electronics has broadened the vision in electroacoustics of 
more people to release electroacoustics from acoustic de-
vices and apply electroacoustics to different industries.

In recent years, the AIoT development and gradual maturity 
of 5G have extended the application and shown the impor-
tance of electroacoustics. Therefore, the number of contes-
tants increases every year. During 2010-2022, a total of 82 
winners won the “Merry Electroacoustics Thesis Award.” 
The advisors and appraisers of related theses are all do-
mestic giants in areas relating to electroacoustics. Graduate 
students of Ph.D. and master’s programs in areas including 
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, electron-
ics, communications, naval engineering, electroacoustics, 

speech and hearing science, acoustics, civil engi-
neering, aerospace, mechanics, material science, ar-
chitecture, and environmental science can run for the 
award with their outstanding theses to vie for the high-
amount prizes.

Due to the impact of COVID-19 in 2022, the schedule of 
both the final review meeting and the prize presenta-
tion ceremony was disturbed. However, upholding the 
intent to encourage electrostatics research, through 
the combined efforts of the jury, contestants, and cer-
emony planners, the physical final review meeting and 
presentation were held, and the prize presentation 
ceremony was webcast live. Additionally, as it was 
difficult to make a decision on many outstanding con-
stants, we added the Jury’s Recommendation Award 
to encourage more students to join the activity.

Assisted Feng Chia University in establishing the electroacoustics 
master’s program.

Built Taiwan’s first ISO3745- and ISO7779-certified world-class 
electroacoustics laboratory in Feng Chia University.

Pioneered the “Electroacoustics Thesis Award” to reward 
graduate students of PhD and master’s programs to engage in 
electroacoustics research.

Established the “Science Talents Scholarship” to support 
excellent students to connect with the industry earlier.

Organized the “Electroacoustics Technology Forum” on campus 
to share new knowledge in electroacoustics.

Organized the “New-Generation Electroacoustics Influence 
Forum”  to focus on the inte rd isc ip l inar y integrat ion of 
electroacoustics and future technologies.

Organized the Merry Electroacoustics Influence Forum “Voice 
Control with Electroacoustics” to focus on the integration of 
electroacoustics and AI voice control.

Organized the Electroacoustics Influence Forum “Flip the Gaming 
World with Electroacoustics”

Organized the 10th Merry Electroacoustics Thesis Award & Science 
Talents Scholarship Presentation Ceremony.

Organized the 11th Merry Electroacoustics Thesis Award online 
during the pandemic.

The 12th Merry Electroacoustics Thesis Award prize presentation 
ceremony was webcast live for the first time. All winners can invite 
friends and relatives to watch them online.

Added the Judge Recommendation Award to encourage innovation

Established the “Merry Electroacoustic Materials Laboratory” at 
Dayeh University as the base for developing new electroacoustic 
materials and talents.

Added the “Electroacoustics Project Award” and “Industrial 
Des ign Award”  to  a t t rac t  more s tudents to engage in 
electroacoustics.

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2014

2012

2011

2010

2008

2006

Although electroacoustics is indispensable to human life, as 
resources for the systematic development of related talents 
are insufficient in Taiwan, in 2006, we collaborated with Feng 
Chia University to establish Taiwan’s first “Electroacous-
tics Master’s Program” to build Taiwan’s electroacoustics 
talent pool. In 2008, we further donated the establishment 
of Taiwan’s first world-class Merry Electric Acoustic Labo-
ratory (MEA Lab). It is also Taiwan’s first electroacoustics 
laboratory (anechoic/semi-anechoic chamber) built through 
industry-academia collaboration.

Electroacoustics Master’s Program
We maintain long-term, close collaboration with Feng 
Chia University in the talent and technology develop-
ment for electroacoustics. Over the years, both the 
chairperson and related officers have been visiting 
lecturers to shape Feng Chia University, a specialist 
electroacoustics education institution with complete 
teacher resources, courses, and hardware and soft-
ware equipment. Over the years, we have constantly 
cultivated many outstanding talents and made excel-
lent R&D achievements in electroacoustics.
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Electroacoustics Technology Forum
In 2012, our engineers began to organize the “Electroacoustics 
Technology Forum” at different universities to share the future 
trends of the electroacoustics industry. The forum covering 
four main topics: R&D, materials, design, and software, aims to 
stimulate the interest in electroacoustics of students and share 
with students the experience from school to the workplace. 
During 2012-2022, the forum was held at 93 departments with 
over 5,290 participants.

Long-term promotion of reading culture
We sponsor the “Taiwan Reading and Culture Foundation” 
to systematically promote a reading culture with “Philanthropic 
Reading” as the core and promote educational projects in-
cluding teacher training, adaptive teaching, and classical mu-
sic promotion talks with “reading” as the target.

In 2022, we sponsored relevant projects of the Taiwan Reading and Culture Foundation

The concept of our ceaseless effort to promote a reading cul-
ture also ingrains in the heart of employees. A great proportion 
of the funds for building new libraries or buying new books are 
from employee donations. With such, we aim to develop the 
power of Taiwan from the root through supporting “reading”.

▎Chiawei Lin’s classical guitar solo concert
Make classical music available by organizing a small-scale solo con-
cert

▎”Beautiful Sound and Joyful Reading” picture book 
co-reading program for children with hearing loss
Worked with faculties and students from the Department of Speech 
Language Pathology and Audiology, Chung Shan Medical University, 
to assist in the reading of children with hearing loss in the early stage 
to improve their reading and writing abilities

▎”Discover Talents and Become the Talent Scout of 
     Children” lecture
The event communicates the concept of “intelligence diversity and 
adaptive teaching” to help teachers and parents to discover talent 
and adopt adaptive teaching and raising for each child to demon-
strate and develop talent

▎Promote “Philanthropic Library”

“Philanthropic Reading” has become one of the important resourc-
es for teachers across Taiwan to promote campus reading together 
and develop reading habits in children. Every year we sponsor doz-
ens of teacher seminars to guide teachers of junior and senior high 
schools to develop the optimal operating model of study groups and 
develop reading together teachers to become the hand that deepens 
the reading culture.

Person Person

Person
Person

In 2022, 
organized a total of

In 2022, 
organized a total of

In 2022, 
organized a total of

Enter 

Effects Effects

Effects
Effects

12 7

1025

843

2404,015

session session

session
campuses

Reading promotion seminars

(including teacher seminars and community promotion, and student 
reading extension activities)

7,629
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Philanthropic Library - 
Achievements in promoting reading education in Taiwan for 16 years

The Taiwan Reading Promotion 
Center, established with the dona-
tion from the 921 Earthquake Relief 
Foundation, was the precursor of the 
“Taiwan Reading and Culture Foun-
dation”. It was transformed into a 
foundation at the end of 2006 through 
the effort to call for sponsorship and 
donation by directors and supervisors 
of Merry, other enterprises, and the 
academia upon the call of Chairper-
son Liao. Through long-term support 
of the foundation, Chairperson Liao 
and Merry constantly promote the 
establishment, operations, and devel-
opment of “Philanthropic Reading” 
in the concept of business operations 
to promote reading. Chairperson Liao 
also introduces the SOP concept to 

equip the foundation with an effective 
model for book procurement, center 
establishment, and teacher training, 
in order to maximize social resourc-
es.

“Philanthropic Reading” packs 35 
identical books in one box for teach-
ers or study groups to borrow to 
promote “intelligence sharing and 
circulation through reading together 
” in classes or groups, stimulate in-
telligence exchange through discus-
sion after reading, develop reading 
habits in children, bridge the rural-ur-
ban disparity, compensate for the 
resource insufficiency of schools, and 
change the future of children in the 
rural or offshore islands.
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Data Related to Human Resources
Number of employees in 2022

Number of non-employees in 2022 (medicine business location)

202220212020

46.95%

29.74%

27.07%

22.69%

22.36%

56.28%

35.51%

31.50%

24.77%

23.89%

55.74%

39.20%

34.73%

26.79%

24.36%

Female Male

Note:

1.Full-time employees are on permanent contracts or 
are called permanent employees

2.Contracted employees are on fixed-term contracts 
or are called temporary employees

3.Dispatched personnel are employees dispatched 
by staffing companies engaged

4.The Company has no employees with no hour guar-
antee

5.Full-time employees are salaried monthly

6.Part-time employees are paid hourly

Note: STEM refers to positions related to science, technology, engineering, and math

Non-Fixed-Term
Contract Employees

876 
persons

828
persons

51.41% 48.59%

Total number of persons

persons1,704

Total number of
employees

3,031
persons

2,407
persons

55.74% 44.26%

Total number of persons

persons5,438

Fixed-Term
Contract Employees

2,054
persons

1,481
persons

58.10% 41.90%

Total number of persons

persons3,535

Full-time
employees

2,018
persons

1,541
persons

56.70% 43.30%

Total number of persons

persons3,559

Temporary Employees

101
persons

98
persons

50.75% 49.25%

Total number of persons

persons199

Part-time
employees

1,013
persons

866
persons

53.91% 46.09%

Total number of persons

persons1,879

Ratio of female employees Ratio of female supervisors
Ratio of female junior supervisorsRatio of female medium and senior management

Ratio of females with STEM positions

Historical distribution of female employees

Taiwan HQ Merry Shen-
zhen

Merry Thai-
land

Merry Viet-
nam Merry USA Merry Singa-

pore
Merry Hong 

Kong
Suzhou Mer-

ry 
Number of working 

hours throughout the 
year

15,532 482,252 - 54,216 - - 520 8,320

Security 2 35 - 10 - - - 2

Cleaning 4 19 - 10 - - 1 -

Restaurant - - - 8 - - - -

Total 6 54 - 28 - - 1 2
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Total Number of Employees over the Years (by gender) Proportion of Employees by Contract Type over the Years 

202220212020

Female

Female

Ratio of employees with permanent contracts
Male

Male

Ratio of employees with fixed-term contracts
Ratio of dispatched personnel

Proportion of Female Employees
Proportion of Male Employees

6000

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

4,610 

848
700 713 640

876

2,358

2,840

1,875

2,054

1,481

1,136

375
537

98101

2,204

2,649

1,838

2,018

1,541

2,406

3,267

1,279
1,214

1,013

866

1,941

2,150

2,626

828

5,208  

46%

54%

43.72%

56.28%

44.26%

55.74%

2020

50.76%

33.47%

15.77%

2021

13.07% 19.38%

67.55%

3,928 

3,052  3,031  

2,407  

202220212020

202220212020 202220212020

Under 30
31-50
Over 51

Ratio of employees under 30 years old
Ratio of employees between 31 to 50 years old
Ratio of employees above 51 years old

6000

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

5,743  

3,952

40.25%

58.49%

1.25%
114 147

3,169

2,122

3,340

1.63%

50.52%

47.85% 39.02%

2.70%

58.28%

3,526

123

2022

31.34%

3.66%

65.01%

1000 1000 10001000

500 500 500500

1500 1500 15001500

2000 2000 20002000

2500 2500 25002500

3000 3000 30003000

3500 3500 35003500

Non-Fixed-Term 
Contract Employees

Fixed-Term
Contract Employees Full-time employeesTemporary Employees Part-time employees

Data Related to Human Resources

Historical classification by employment type/contract

Total Number of Employees over the Years (by age)

202220212020 202220212020 202220212020
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Total Number of Employees by Contract Type over the Years (by business location)

2020 2021 2022

From time to time
Fixed-term

contract
Fixed-term

Dispatched
personnel

From time to time
Fixed-term

contract
Fixed-term

Dispatched
personnel

From time to time
Fixed-term

contract
Fixed-term

Dispatched
personnel

Taiwan HQ 743 9 - 776 9 - 772 9 -

Merry Shenzhen - 3,439 3,272 - 2,403 912 - 2,419 175

Merry Thailand 672 - - 447 - - 808 - -

Merry Vietnam - 1,462 - - 2,242 - - 1,042 -

Merry USA 11 - - 9 - - 9 - -

Merry Electronics
Singapore 44 - - 44 - - 45 - -

Merry Hong Kong 10 2 - 10 2 - 10 2 -

Suzhou Merry 68 72 14 67 59 - 60 63 24

Note:
1. Full-time employees are on permanent contracts or are called permanent employees
2. Contracted employees are on fixed-term contracts or are called temporary employees
3. Dispatched personnel are employees dispatched by staffing companies engaged
4. The Company has no employees with no hour guarantee
5. Full-time employees are salaried monthly
6. Part-time employees are paid hourly
7. The calculation is based on the actual number of in-service employees by December 31, historically

Data Related to Human Resources
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Total Number of Employees by Grade/Duty over the Years

Under 30 31-50 Over 51
Total

Female Male
Number of

persons Ratio Number of
persons Ratio Number of

persons Ratio Number of
persons Ratio Number of

persons Ratio

Medium and Senior 
Management

2020 1 0.84% 81 68.07% 37 31.09% 119 27 22.69% 92 77.31%

2021 0 0.00% 80 70.80% 33 29.20% 113 27 23.89% 86 76.11%

2022 0 0.00% 79 70.54% 33 29.46% 112 30 26.79% 82 73.21%

Junior Supervisors

2020 4 2.05% 179 91.79% 12 6.15% 195 58 29.74% 137 70.26%

2021 7 3.27% 193 90.19% 14 6.54% 214 76 35.51% 138 64.49%

2022 4 2.01% 170 85.43% 25 12.56% 199 78 39.20% 121 60.80%

Engineers

2020 323 33.75% 622 64.99% 12 1.25% 957 214 22.36% 743 77.64%

2021 236 30.45% 522 67.35% 17 2.19% 775 192 24.77% 583 75.23%

2022 196 25.26% 557 71.78% 23 2.96% 776 189 24.36% 587 75.64%

Clerks

2020 330 35.37% 553 59.27% 50 5.36% 933 623 66.77% 310 33.23%

2021 446 44.33% 526 52.29% 34 3.38% 1,006 730 72.56% 276 27.44%

2022 293 34.88% 506 60.24% 41 4.88% 840 643 76.55% 197 23.45%

Direct Labor

2020 5,085 66.78% 2,517 33.06% 12 0.16% 7,614 3688 48.44% 3,926 51.56%

2021 2,837 58.23% 2,019 41.44% 16 0.33% 4,872 2903 59.59% 1,969 40.41%

2022 1,629 46.40% 1,857 52.89% 25 0.71% 3,511 2091 59.56% 1,420 40.44%

Data Related to Human Resources
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Note:

 1. Annual employment rate = Number of new employees (by age) of one gender in the year ÷ total number of employees at the end of the year.

2. Total number of employees at the end of 2022: Taiwan HQ 781 persons, Merry Shenzhen 2,594 persons, Merry Thailand 808 persons, Merry Vietnam 
1,042 persons, other regions 213 persons.

Note: 

1. Annual employment rate = Number of new employees (by age) of one gender in the year ÷ total number of employees at the end of the year.

2. Total number of employees at the end of 2022: Taiwan HQ 781 persons, Merry Shenzhen 2,594 persons, Merry Thailand 808 persons, Merry Vietnam 
1,042 persons, other regions 213 persons.

Number of New Employees by Location in 2022 Number of Resigned Employees by Location in 2022

Under 30 31-50 Over 51 Total Under 30 31-50 Over 51 Total

Fe-
male Ratio Male Ratio Fe-

male Ratio Male Ratio Fe-
male Ratio Male Ratio

Total 
num-
ber

Ratio Fe-
male Ratio Male Ratio Fe-

male Ratio Male Ratio Fe-
male Ratio Male Ratio

Total 
num-
ber

Ratio

47 6.02% 35 4.48% 42 5.38% 51 6.53% 1 0.13% 4 0.51% 180 23.05% Merry HQ 33 4.23% 24 3.07% 48 6.15% 64 8.19% 7 0.90% 5 0.64% 181 23.18%

2526 97.38% 5,724 220.66% 1,294 49.88% 2,179 84.00% 1 0.04% 0 0.00% 11,724 451.97% Merry 
Shenzhen 2685 103.51% 6,038 232.77% 1,450 55.90% 2,256 86.97% 4 0.15% 2 0.08% 12,435 479.38%

242 29.95% 211 26.11% 70 8.66% 70 8.66% 0 0.00% 2 0.25% 595 73.64% Merry 
Thailand 111 13.74% 56 6.93% 37 4.58% 22 2.72% 0 0.00% 1 0.12% 227 28.09%

266 25.53% 318 30.52% 117 11.23% 60 5.76% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 761 73.03% Merry 
Vietnam 788 75.62% 598 57.39% 330 31.67% 135 12.96% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 1851 177.64%

8 3.76% 11 5.16% 13 6.10% 10 4.69% 4 1.88% 2 0.94% 48 22.54% Ohter 
plants 21 9.86% 58 27.23% 39 18.31% 51 23.94% 11 5.16% 4 1.88% 184 86.38%

3089 56.80% 6,299 115.83% 1,536 28.25% 2,370 43.58% 6 0.11% 8 0.15% 13,308 244.72% Total 3638 66.90% 6,774 124.57% 1,904 35.01% 2,528 46.49% 22 0.40% 12 0.22% 14,878 273.59%

Data Related to Human Resources
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Assurance Statement
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GRI content index
GRI Statement of Use

GRI 2: General Disclosures 2021

Statement of Use Merry Electronics Co., Ltd. has complied with the content for GRI Standards reporting for the year ended December 31, 2022

GRI 1 used GRI 1: Foundation 2021

Applicable GRI Industrial Standards NA

Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

The organization and its reporting practices

2-1 Organizational details 1-1 About Merry Electronics 14

2-2 Entities included in the organization’s sustainability reporting
Report Profile 4

Appendix Differences between Disclosures and Subsidiaries in the Consolidated Financial 
Statements in 2022

2-3 Reporting period, frequency and contact point Report Profile 4

2-4 Restatements of information Report Profile 4

2-5 External assurance
Report Profile 4

Assurance Statement

Activities and workers

2-6 Activities, value chain and other business relationships

Value Creation Process 8

1-1 About Merry Electronics 14

1-2 Product overview 16

4-4 Sustainable supply chain 53

2-7 Employees
5-1 Talents attraction and retention 56

Appendix Data Related to Human Resources 97
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Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

2-8 Workers who are not employees

5-1 Talents attraction and retention 56

5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

Appendix Data Related to Human Resources 97

Governance

2-9 Governance structure and composition

3-1 Governance organization 21

2-1 Sustainable policy and operation 37

Website Diverse culture of the Board

2-10 Nomination and selection of the highest governance body
3-1 Governance organization 37

Website Corporate rules and regulations

2-11 Chair of the highest governance body 3-1 Governance organization 37
The Chairman is not con-
currently a senior manage-
ment 

2-12 Role of the highest governance body in overseeing the management 
of impacts 3-1 Governance organization 37

2-13 Delegation of responsibility for managing impacts
2-1 Sustainable policy and operation 21

2-4 Management Approach of Material Topics 28

2-14 Role of the highest governance body in sustainability reporting Report Profile 4

2-15 Conflicts of interest 3-1 Governance organization 37

2-16 Communication of critical concerns 3-1 Governance organization 37

2-17 Collective knowledge of the highest governance body
3-1 Governance organization 37

Website Continuing education of Directors

2-18 Evaluation of the performance of the highest governance body
3-1 Governance organization 37

Website Board performance evaluation

GRI content index
GRI 2: General Disclosures 2021

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/directors.aspx?kind=8
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/index.aspx
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/directors.aspx?kind=17
ttps://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/directors.aspx?kind=9
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Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

2-19 Remuneration policies
3-1 Governance organization 39 The Remuneration Com-

mittee was established

Website Performance evaluation and remuneration policies, systems, and structure of Directors and manag-
ers

2-20 Process to determine remuneration
3-1 Governance organization 39 The Remuneration Com-

mittee was established

Website Operation of the Remuneration Committee

2-21 Annual total compensation ratio 3-1 Governance organization 39

Strategy, policies and practices

2-22 Statement on sustainable development strategy Message from the Chairman 6

2-23 Policy commitments

3-1 Governance organization 37

3-2 Ethical corporate management 40

5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

5-5 Human Rights and Diverse Communication Channels 77

6-1 Environmental protection policy and commitment 80

2-24 Embedding policy commitments

3-2 Ethical corporate management 40

4-4 Sustainable supply chain management 53

5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

5-5 Human Rights and Diverse Communication Channels 77

6-1 Environmental protection policy and commitment 80

6-4 Strengthening awareness of environmental protection 91

2-25 Processes to remediate negative impacts

2-4 Management approach of material topics 28

3-2 Ethical corporate management 40

5-5 Human Rights and Diverse Communication Channels 77

GRI content index
GRI 2: General Disclosures 2021

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/info.aspx?kind=81
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/info.aspx?kind=81
https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/info.aspx?kind=44
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Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

3-1 Process to determine material topics 2-3 Analysis and identification of material topics 24

3-2 List of material topics 2-3 Analysis and identification of material topics 25

Material Topic 1: Sustainable supply chain

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 32

GRI 308: Supplier Environmental Assessment 2016

308-1 New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria 4-4 Sustainable supply chain management 53

GRI 414: Supplier Social Assessment 2016 

414-1 New suppliers that were screened using social criteria 4-4 Sustainable supply chain management 53

Material topic 2: Innovative management

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 30

Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

2-26 Mechanisms for seeking advice and raising concerns 2-4 Management approach of material topics 28

2-27 Compliance with laws and regulations 3-5 Legal compliance 44

2-28 Membership associations 1-1 About Merry Electronics 14

Stakeholder engagement

2-29 Approach to stakeholder engagement 2-2 Stakeholder identification and communication 22

2-30 Collective bargaining agreements - - - No col lect ive bargaining 
agreement was entered into

GRI content index
GRI 2: General Disclosures 2021

GRI 3: Material Topics 2021
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GRI 3: Material Topics 2021

Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description
Self-established topic

IM-1 Saving from energy-saving design/material recycling/material 4-1 Sustainable Design and Innovative Management 45

Material Topic 3: Information security

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 31

Self-established topic

IS-1 Focus of information security management 3-4 Information Security 42

IS-2 Information security management system 3-4 Information Security 42

IS-3 Information security educational training 3-4 Information Security 42

Material Topic 4: Quality management

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 29

Self-established topic

QM-1 Quality management system 4-3 Quality Management and Customer Service Optimization 50

QM-2 Customer service 4-3 Quality Management and Customer Service Optimization 50

Material topic 5: Product responsibility

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 30

GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety 2016

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service 
categories 4-2 Green Product Management 49 No violation

416-2 There was no event of product and service violating health and 
safety regulations 4-3 Quality Management and Customer Service Optimization 50 No violation

GRI content index
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Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

GRI 417: Marketing and Labeling 2016

417-1 Requirements for product and service information and labeling 4-2 Green Product Management 49 No violation

Material Topic 6: Climate strategies

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 33

GRI 201: Economic Performance 2016

201-2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to cli-
mate change 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

GRI 305: Emissions 2016

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 6-2 Climate action and energy management 85

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 6-2 Climate action and energy management 85

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions 6-2 Climate action and energy management 86

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 6-2 Climate action and energy management 85

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 6-2 Climate action and energy management 85

Material Topic 7: Energy management

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 33

GRI 302: Energy 2016

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 6-2 Climate action and energy management 88

302-3 Energy intensity 6-2 Climate action and energy management 88

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 6-2 Climate action and energy management 88

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of products and services 4-1 Sustainable Design and Innovative Management 45

GRI content index
GRI 3: Material Topics 2021
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Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

Material Topic 8: Talents attraction and retention

3-3 Management of material topics 2-4 Management approach of material topics 28

GRI 202: Market Presence 2016

202-1 Ratios of standard entry-level wage by gender compared to local 
minimum wage 5-1 Talents attraction and retention 60

202-2 Proportion of senior management hired from the local community

Region Ratio
Taiwan 100%

Chinese plants 91%
Asia Pacific 57%

Note: Senior management is above the level of managers, and the definition of “local” shall be based on the nationality

GRI 401: Employment 2016

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 5-1 Talents attraction and retention 59

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees 5-1 Talents attraction and retention 60

401-3 Parental leave 5-1 Talents attraction and retention 62

GRI 402: Employment 2016

402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes

Taiwan: 10-30 days in advance, depending on service length.

China: One month in advance.

Thailand: 60 days in advance.

Vietnam: One month in advance.

GRI 3: Material Topics 2021

GRI content index
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GRI content index
GRI topics and indicators voluntarily disclosed

Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

Topic of Continual Concern 1: Economic influence

GRI 201: Economic Performance 2016

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 1-3 Financial performance 18

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans 5-1 Talents attraction and retention 61

201-4 Financial assistance received from government 1-3 Financial performance 18

GRI 204: Procurement Practices 2016

204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers 4-4 Sustainable supply chain management 53

Topic of Continual Concern 2: Ethical corporate management

GRI 205: Anti-corruption 2016

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and pro-
cedures

3-2 Ethical corporate management 40

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken 3-2 Ethical corporate management 40 No corruption

Topic of Continual Concern 3: Tax management

GRI 207: Tax 2019

207-1 Approach to tax 1-4 Tax management 19

207-2 Tax governance, control, and risk management 1-4 Tax management 19

Topic of Continual Concern 4: Water resources management

GRI 303: Water and Effluent 2018

303-1 Interactions with water as a shared resource Water consumed by us was for office and domestic use, and our water withdrawal and discharge complied with the specifications of local govern-
ments
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Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

303-2 Management of water discharge-related impacts Water consumed by us was for office and domestic use, and our water withdrawal and discharge complied with the specifications of local govern-
ments

303-3 Water withdrawal 6-3 Water and waste management 89

303-4 Water discharge There was no use of water during our production; therefore, there was no industrial wastewater discharge. All water for office and domestic use was 
discharged into the sewage system designated by governments via connecting pipes; therefore, we did not calculate our water discharge and water 
consumption

303-5 Water consumption There was no use of water during our production; therefore, there was no industrial wastewater discharge. All water for office and domestic use was 
discharged into the sewage system designated by governments via connecting pipes; therefore, we did not calculate our water discharge and water 
consumption

Topic of Continual Concern 5: Waste management

GRI 306 Waste 2020

306-3 Waste generated 6-3 Water and waste management 90

306-4 Waste diverted from disposal 6-3 Water and waste management 90

Topic of Continual Concern 6: Diversity and Inclusiveness

GRI 405 Diversity and Equal Opportunity 2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 5-1 Talents attraction and retention 56

Appendix Data Related to Human Resources 97

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men 5-1 Talents attraction and retention 60

GRI 406 Non-discrimination 2016

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken 5-5 Human Rights and Diverse Communication Channels 77 There was no incident of 
discrimination

Topic of Continual Concern 7: Human capital development

GRI 404 Training and Education 2016

GRI topics and indicators voluntarily disclosed

GRI content index
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Indicator Disclosure Item Corresponding chapters in the report Page Description

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 5-2 Talent development 66

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance 
programs

5-2 Talent development 65

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career 
development reviews

5-1 Talents attraction and retention 60

Topic of Continual Concern 8: Occupational health and safety

GRI 403 Occupational Health and Safety 2018

403-1 Occupational health and safety management system 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 70

403-3 Occupational health services 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

403-4 Worker participation, consultation, and communication on occupa-
tional health and safety 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

403-5 Worker training on occupational health and safety 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 71

403-6 Promotion of worker health 5-4 Health care 73

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety impacts 
directly linked by business relationships 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

403-8 Workers covered by an occupational health and safety management 
system 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

403-9 Work-related injuries 5-3 Friendly and safe workplace 69

GRI content index
GRI topics and indicators voluntarily disclosed
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Content of indicator Indicator No. Corresponding chapter/annual disclosure Page

Description of approach to identifying and addressing data securi-
ty risks in products TC-HW-230a.1 Merry wireless earphones use Bluetooth as the communication interface. The assessment shows that neither the earphone uses 

nor the Bluetooth design and production processes contains information-related risk. -

Percentage of gender and racial/ethnic group representation for (1) 
management, (2) technical staff, and (3) all other employees TC-HW-330a.1

5-1 Talents Attraction and Retention 56

Appendix - Data Related to Human Resources 97

Percentage of products by revenue that contain IEC 62474 declar-
able substances TC-HW-410a.1

4-2 Green product management

(We adopted GPMS for chemical management. At present, we have included partial substance frameworks within the IEC 62474 
specifications and compared the differences with the list of controlled substances; we will fully include IEC 62474 for management 
upon the upcoming revision and register the comparison list of substances in GPMS). We require suppliers that the uploaded sup-
plies shall comply with the requirements of RoHS, REACH, and other relevant international regulations or standards via the GPMS 
system and shall enclose necessary green part recognition data (e.g., the declaration of conformity, material certificate, and test 
report) to ensure compliance with the international environmental protection laws, regulations, and directives, and customer re-
quirements of such parts. In 2022, the products we sold fully complied with RoHS, REACH, IEC62474, and other international envi-
ronmental protection regulations.

The ratio of the sales amount of products under the control of IEC62474 was 0%.

49

Percentage of eligible products, by revenue, meeting the require-
ments for EPEAT registration or equivalent TC-HW-410a.2 Our products are not required for EPEAT registration. -

Percentage of eligible products, by revenue, meeting ENERGY 
STAR® criteria TC-HW-410a.3 Our products are not required for ENERGY STAR compliance. -

SASB Index
Industry type Technology and communication (TC)

Industry name Hardware (HW)

Accounting indicator
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Content of indicator Indicator No. Corresponding chapter/annual disclosure Page

Weight of end-of-life products and e-waste recovered, percentage 
recycled TC-HW-410a.4

We adopt the B2B operating model; therefore, the recycling of electronic waste is executed by end customers, and products de-
signed and produced for customers are fully compliant with WEEE standards. To facilitate the circular economy, we increase the 
ratio of adopting recycled materials for product design, development, and manufacturing via continuous evaluations of recycled 
materials from source designs.

-

Percentage of Tier 1 supplier facilities audited in the RBA Validated 
Audit Process (VAP) or equivalent, by (a) all facilities and (b) high-
risk facilities

TC-HW-430a.1
(a) 7.5%

(b) 100%
-

Tier 1 suppliers’ (1) non-conformance rate with the RBA Vali-
dated Audit Process (VAP) or equivalent, and (2) associated cor-
rective action rate for (a) priority non-conformances and (b) other 
non-conformances

TC-HW-430a.2 All suppliers passed the audits, and there was no supplier of non-compliance or required corrections. -

Description of the management of risks associated with the use of 
critical materials TC-HW-440a.1

4-2 Green product management

We have established “Key Materials Defining and Operation Regulations” to continue focusing on the operating status of suppli-
ers based on key materials, procurement amount, customer requirements, and other conditions, and we also actively develop and 
improve local procurement and the diversity of our supply chain to improve the tenacity and response capacity of the overall supply 
chain. According to the requirements under “Procurement Risk Management Regulations” and “Emergency Management Plan 
for Suppliers,” we continued to focus on the inventory of key parts and components and the status of suppliers to issue graded 
alerts when there may be purchase anomalies based on the severity for corresponding control measures.

49

SASB Index
Accounting indicator
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SASB Index

Content of indicator Indicator No. Corresponding chapter/annual disclosure Page

Number of units produced by product category TC-HW-000.A

Production value (ratio to revenue %)

Major Products and 
Services

%

Headsets 66.88
Stereos and Speakers 26.89
Other 6.23

Sales volume: 256,077 (thousand pcs)

-

Area of manufacturing facilities TC-HW-000.B By the end of 2022, the combined area of all product bases, including Merry Shenzhen, Merry Thailand, Merry Vietnam, and Suzhou 
Merry, was 105,867m2. -

Percentage of production from owned facilities TC-HW-000.C
After receiving a purchase order from customers, products will be manufactured by self-owned plants or joint-venture plants (with 
Luxshare) based on the required product line(s). In 2022, the revenue of own plants and joint-venture plants was 60% and 40%, re-
spectively. No order was outsourced for production.

-

Activity metrics
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Sustainability Disclosure Indicators - 
Communications and Internet Industry

Note 1: Include the sales of scraps or other recycling disposals and relevant descriptions shall be provided.

Content of indicator Indicator No. Corresponding chapter/annual disclosure Page

Total energy consumption, percentage of purchased electricity, utilization rate(renewable energy) GJ and % 6-2 Climate Action and Energy Management 88

Total water withdrawn, total water consumption m³ 6-3 Water and Waste Management 89

Total hazardous waste generated and percentage recycled t and % 6-3 Water and Waste Management 90

Types of, number of employees in and rate of occupational accidents % and number 5-3 Friendly and Safe Workplace 69

Product Lifecycle Management Disclosure: including weights of scraps and electronic waste and 
percentage recycled (Note 1) t and %

We adopt the B2B operating model; at present, we are not required by end customers to collect 
electronic wastes for the procedures of disassembly and subsequent use in production; however, 
we continued to improve the ratio of adopting recycled materials for product design, development, 
and manufacturing via evaluations of recycled materials

-

Description of the management of risks associated with the use of critical materials Qualitative de-
scription

We have established the “Key Materials Defining and Operation Regulations” to define the list 
of key parts and components. In addition, we apply the red or yellow warning on nonconforming 
products according to the severity of nonconformity with respect to the “Procurement Risk Man-
agement Regulations” to implement corresponding controls.

-

Total amount of monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings associated with anti-competitive 
behavior regulations

Reporting cur-
rency There were no such circumstances during the reporting year -

Production by product category thousand pcs

Production value (ratio to revenue %)

Major Products and 
Services

%

Headsets 66.88
Stereos and Speakers 26.89
Other 6.23

Sales volume: 256,077 (thousand pcs)

-
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TCFD Disclosures
TCFD Disclosures Corresponding chapters in the report Page

Governance

Describe the board’s oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

Describe management’s role in assessing and managing climate-related risks and opportunities. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

Strategy

Describe the climate-related risks and opportunities the organization has identified over the short, medium, and long term. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 35

 Describe the impact of climate-related risks and opportunities on the organization’s businesses, strategy, and financial planning. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 35

Describe the resilience of the organization’s strategy, taking into consideration different climate-related scenarios, including a 2°C or lower 
scenario. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

Risk Management

Describe the organization’s processes for identifying and assessing climate-related risks. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

Describe the organization’s processes for managing climate-related risks. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

Describe how processes for identifying, assessing, and managing climate-related risks are integrated into the organization’s overall risk  manage-
ment.

2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

3-3 Risk Management 41

Indicators and Targets

Disclose the metrics used by the organization to assess climate-related risks and opportunities in line with its strategy and risk management pro-
cess. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

Disclose Scope 1, Scope 2, and, if appropriate, Scope 3 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and the related risks.
2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34

6-2 Climate Action and Energy Management 85

Describe the targets used by the organization to manage climate-related risks and opportunities and performance against targets. 2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 34
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GHG Inventory and Assurance
Merry Electronics is a company with a “capital less than NT$5 billion.” We disclosed our inventory schedule voluntarily as it is not mandatory according to the requirements of the Sustainable 
Development Roadmap for Listed Companies. The GHG emissions information in the report is based on the inventory performed in accordance with ISO 14064-1:2018. The inventory reporting 
boundary includes partial items under scope 1, scope 2, and scope 3 (partial items under category 1 and 2 and category 3 to 6). For details of the organizational boundary of the inventory and the 
scope of assurance, please refer to Table “Description of the organizational boundary.”

Scope 1 (category 1)

Emission scope
Total emis-sions

(tCO2e)
Intensity

(tCO2e/million NTD)
Assurance institu-tions Description of assurance

Taiwan HQ 109.5 0.003 SGS Taiwan Link to PDF

Merry Shenzhen 420.39 0.012
Shenzhen Centre 

Testing International 
Co., Ltd.

Link to PDF

Merry Thailand 660.64 0.019 Internal inventory -

Merry Vietnam 91.38 0.003 Internal inventory -

Scope 2 (category 2)

Emission scope
Total emis-sions

(tCO2e)
Intensity

(tCO2e/million NTD)
Assurance institu-tions Description of assurance

Taiwan HQ 625.92 0.018 SGS Taiwan Link to PDF

Merry Shenzhen 12,694.12 0.359
Shenzhen Centre 

Testing International 
Co., Ltd.

Link to PDF

Merry Thailand 1,589.88 0.045 Internal inventory -

Merry Vietnam 5,062.55 0.143 Internal inventory -

Scope 3 (category 3-6)

Emission scope
Total emis-sions

(tCO2e)
Assurance institutions Description of assur-ance

Total of scope 3

3-1 Products and services purchased (category 
4.1) 1,562.26

SGS Taiwan and Shenzhen 
Centre Testing International 

Co., Ltd.
40%

3-2 Capital products (category 4.2) 14.34 - -

3-3 Activities related to fuels and energy not under 
Scope 1 or 2 (category 4.1) 1,374.52 - -

3-4 Upstream transportation and delivery (catego-
ry 3.1) 2.04 SGS Taiwan 20%

3-5 Wastes generated from operations (category 
4.3) 28.75 SGS Taiwan 20%

3-6 Business trips (category 3.5) 44.85
SGS Taiwan and Shenzhen 
Centre Testing International 

Co., Ltd.
40%

3-7 Employee commutation (category 3.3) 766.09 - -

3-8 Upstream lease assets (category 4.4) 0 - -

3-9 Downstream transportation and delivery (cat-
egory 3.2) 12,082.24 Shenzhen Centre Testing 

International Co., Ltd. 20%

GHG emissions (scope 3; category 3-6)GHG emissions (scope 1 and scope 2; category 1 and category 2)

* Assurance ratio: Calculate according to the number of overall companies within the scope of disclosure of the report

https://www.merry.com.tw/upload/web/CSR/ISO14064-%e7%be%8e%e5%be%8b%e7%b8%bd%e9%83%a8111%e5%b9%b4.pdf
https://www.merry.com.tw/upload/web/CSR/ISO14064-%E7%BE%8E%E5%BE%8B%E6%B7%B1%E5%9C%B3111%E5%B9%B4.pdf
https://www.merry.com.tw/upload/web/CSR/ISO14064-%e7%be%8e%e5%be%8b%e7%b8%bd%e9%83%a8111%e5%b9%b4.pdf
https://www.merry.com.tw/upload/web/CSR/ISO14064-%E7%BE%8E%E5%BE%8B%E6%B7%B1%E5%9C%B3111%E5%B9%B4.pdf
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Measuring Stakeholder Capitalism Towards Common Metrics
Theme Core metrics and disclosures Corresponding chapters in the report

Principles of Governance

Corporate purpose

Setting purpose The company’s stated purpose, as the expression of the means by which a business proposes solutions to economic, environmental and social is-
sues. Corporate purpose should create value for all stakeholders, including shareholders

Message from the Chairman

2.1 Sustainable Policy and Operation

Quality of governing body

Governance body composition

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees by: 

-competencies relating to economic, environmental and social topics; 

-executive or non-executive; 

-independence; 

-tenure on the governance body; 

-number of each individual’s other significant positions and commitments, and the nature of the commitments; 

-gender;

- membership of under-represented social groups;

- stakeholder representation.

3-1 Governance organization

For information on Directors, please refer to 
“Portfolio of Board Members" on the Company’s 
website

Stakeholder engagement

Mater ia l  i ssues impact ing 
stakeholders A list of the topics that are material to key stakeholders and the company, how the topics were identified and how the stakeholders were engaged.

2-2 Stakeholder identification and communication

2-3 Analysis and identification of material topics

Ethical behaviour

Anti-corruption

1. Total percentage of governance body members, employees and business partners who have received training on the organization’s anti-corrup-
tion policies and procedures, broken down by region. 

a) Total number and nature of incidents of corruption confirmed during the current year, but related to previous years; and 

b) Total number and nature of incidents of corruption confirmed during the current year, related to this year. 

2. Discussion of initiatives and stakeholder engagement to improve the broader operating environment and culture, in order to combat corruptio

There was no corruption that occurred in 2021 and 
2022

3-2 Ethical corporate management

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/company/directors.aspx?kind=10
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Measuring Stakeholder Capitalism Towards Common Metrics
Theme Core indicators and disclosure item Corresponding chapters in the report

Protected ethics advice and 
reporting mechanisms

A description of internal and external mechanisms for:
1. Seeking advice about ethical and lawful behaviour and organizational integrity.
2. Reporting concerns about unethical or unlawful behaviour and lack of organizational integrity.

There was no report related to the violation of in-
tegrity in 2021 and 2022

3-2 Ethical corporate management

Risk and opportunity oversight

Integrating risk and opportunity 
into business process

Company risk factor and opportunity disclosures that clearly identify the principal material risks and opportunities facing the company specifically 
(as opposed to generic sector risks), the company appetite in respect of these risks, how these risks and opportunities have moved over time and the 
response to those changes. These opportunities and risks should integrate material economic, environmental and social issues, including climate 
change and data stewardship

3-3 Risk management

2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Dis-
closures (TCFD)

Planet

climate change

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions

For all relevant greenhouse gases (e.g. carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, F-gases etc.), report in metric tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent 
(tCO2e) GHG Protocol Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions.

Estimate and report material upstream and downstream (GHG Protocol Scope 3) emissions where appropriate.

6.2 Climate Action and Energy Management

TCFD implementation

Fully implement the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). If necessary, disclose a timeline of at most 
three years for full implementation. Disclose whether you have set, or have committed to set, GHG emissions targets that are in line with the goals 
of the Paris Agreement – to limit global warming to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursue efforts to limit warming to 1.5°C – and to 
achieve net-zero emissions before 2050.

2-5 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Dis-
closures (TCFD)

Nature loss

Land use and ecological sensi-
tivity Report the number and area (in hectares) of sites owned, leased or managed in or adjacent to protected areas and/or key biodiversity areas (KBA). Not applicable, all business locations of the Com-

pany are not in any ecologically sensitive area

Freshwater availability

Water consumption and with-
drawal in water-stressed areas

Report for operations where material: megalitres of water withdrawn, megalitres of water consumed and the percentage of each in regions with high 
or extremely high baseline water stress, according to WRI Aqueduct water risk atlas tool. Estimate and report the same information for the full value 
chain (upstream and downstream) where appropriate.

6-3 Water and Waste Management
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Measuring Stakeholder Capitalism Towards Common Metrics
Theme Core indicators and disclosure item Corresponding chapters in the report

People

Dignity and equality

Diversity and inclusion (%) Percentage of employees per employee category, by age group, gender and other indicators of diversity (e.g. ethnicity). 5-1 Talents Attraction and Retention

Pay equality (%) Ratio of the basic salary and remuneration for each employee category by significant locations of operation for priority areas of equality: women to 
men, minor to major ethnic groups, and other relevant equality areas. 5-1 Talents Attraction and Retention

Wage level (%)
1.Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage.

2.Ratio of the annual total compensation of the CEO to the median of the annual total compensation of all its employees, except the CEO.

3-1 Governance organization

5-1 Talents Attraction and Retention

Risk for incidents of chi ld, 
forced or compulsory labour

An explanation of the operations and suppliers considered to have significant risk for incidents of child labour, forced or compulsory labour. Such 
risks could emerge in relation to:

a) type of operation (such as manufacturing plant) and type of supplier; and
b) countries or geographic areas with operations and suppliers considered at risk.

In 2022, there was no violation of human rights, 
and we required suppliers to value human rights

5-5 Human Rights and Diverse Communication 
Channels

Health and well-being

Health and safety (%)

1.The number and rate of fatalities as a result of work-related injury; high-consequence work-related injuries (excluding fatalities); recordable work-re-
lated injuries; main types of work-related injury; and the number of hours worked.

2.An explanation of how the organization facilitates workers’ access to non-occupational medical and healthcare services, and the scope of access 
provided for employees and workers.

5-3 Friendly and Safe Workplace

5-4 Healthcare

Skills for the future

Training provided (#, $)

1.Average hours of training per person that the organization’s employees have undertaken during the reporting period, by gender and employee cat-
egory (total number of hours of training provided to employees divided by the number of employees).

2.Average training and development expenditure per full time employee (total cost of training provided to employees divided by the number of em-
ployees).

5-2 Talent Development
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Subject Core indicators and disclosure item Corresponding chapters in the report

Prosperity

Employment and wealth generation

Absolute number and rate of 
employment

1. Total number and rate of new employee hires during the reporting period, by age group, gender, other indicators of diversity and region.

2. Total number and rate of employee turnover during the reporting period, by age group, gender, other indicators of diversity and region.
5-1 Talents Attraction and Retention

Economic contribution

1. Direct economic value generated and distributed (EVG&D), on an accruals basis, covering the basic components for the organization’s global op-
erations, ideally split out by:

– Revenues
– Operating costs
– Employee wages and benefits
– Payments to providers of capital
– Payments to government
– Community investment
2. Financial assistance received from the government: total monetary value of financial assistance received by the organization from any government 

during the reporting period.

1-3 Financial Performance

Financial investment contribu-
tions

1. Total capital expenditures (CapEx) minus depreciation, supported by narrative to describe the company’s investment strategy. 

2. Share buybacks plus dividend payments, supported by narrative to describe the company’s strategy for returns of capital to shareholders.
2022 annual report of the Company

Innovation of better products and services

Total R&D expenses ($) Total costs related to research and development. 1-3 Financial Performance

Total tax paid The total global tax borne by the company, including corporate income taxes, property taxes, non-creditable VAT and other sales taxes, employ-
er-paid payroll taxes, and other taxes that constitute costs to the company, by category of taxes.

1-3 Financial Performance

1-4 Tax Management

Measuring Stakeholder Capitalism Towards Common Metrics

https://www.merry.com.tw/page/investor/shareholders.aspx?year=2022
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SDGs Merry SDGs

Goal 3.

 Health and 
Welfare

By 2030, reduce non-communicable diseases through prevention and treatment and promote mental health and well-being.

 By 2030, ensure universal access to sexual and reproductive healthcare services, including family planning, information and education.

Building a Friendly Workplace

-Employee health and safety

-Employee Assistance Program

-Employee satisfaction survey

Enriching Human Life

-Passive AI smart fetus sensor technologies

-Promote the “Minimal Hearing Loss” initiative

Goal 4. 

Quality Educa-
tion

By 2030, increase the number of youth and adults who have relevant skills, including technical and vocational skills, for employment, decent jobs and 
entrepreneurship.

By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, 
global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity and culture’s contribution to sustainable development.

Building a Friendly Workplace

-Optimize talent development planning

-Shape the Merry culture

Enriching Human Life

-Promote the “Minimal Hearing Loss” initiative

Goal 5.

 Gender Equal-
ity

 End all forms of discrimination against all women and girls everywhere.

Recognize and value unpaid care and domestic work through the provision of public services, infrastructure and social protection policies and the 
promotion of shared responsibility within the household and the family as nationally appropriate.

Ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making in political, economic and 
public life.

Building a Friendly Workplace

-Employee diversity and inclusiveness

-Human rights complaint channels and punishment methods

UN SDGs
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SDGs Merry SDGs

Goal 8. 

Decent Work 
and Economic 

Growth

By 2030, achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all women and men, including young people and persons with disabilities, and 
equal pay for work of equal value.

Protect labor rights and promote safe and secure working environments for all workers.

Delivering Excellent Sound.

-Increase the proportion of sustainable products

-Improve corporate governance

-Strengthen the information security system

-Establish a risk management mechanism

Building a friendly workplace

-Employee diversity and inclusiveness

Goal 12.

 Responsible 
Consumption 
and Produc-

tion

Significantly reduce the generation of waste through prevention, reduction, recycling, and reuse by 2030.

Enterprises are encouraged to adopt sustainable approaches, particularly large-scale and international companies, and include sustainable devel-
opment information in corporate business plans.

Delivering Excellent Sound.

-Increase the proportion of sustainable products

-Optimize sustainable product framework

Addressing Climate Change

-Promote the Group’s green policy

-Water and waste management

Goal 13.

 Climate Ac-
tion

Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters of countries.

Improve awareness-raising, early warning, and human and institutional capacity on climate change.

Delivering Excellent Sound.

-Increase the proportion of sustainable products

Addressing Climate Change

-Promote the Group’s green policy

Continue the group’s green manufacturing policy

Manage supplier social and environmental responsibilities

Enriching Human Life

-Enhancing employee volunteerism

-Promote total ESG culture

UN SDGs
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Differences between Disclosures and
Subsidiaries in the Consolidated Financial Statements in 2022

Business category
Consolidated 

Financial
Statements

Scope of disclosure of the report

Economy 

data

Social data Environmental data

Employee
information

Other
GHG

inventory
Other

Taiwan HQ - ● ● ● ◎ ● ●

Merry Shenzhen The major business is the same as the Company. ● ● ● ◎ ● ●

Merry Vietnam

Production of consumer electronics, manufacturing of 

speaker systems, and manufacturing of 

microphones.

● ● ● ◎ ● ●

Merry Thailand The major business is the same as the Company. ● ● ● ◎ ● ●

Suzhou Merry 
Production and sales of 

speakers and amplifiers
● ● ● ◎ ● ●

Merry Singapore
Manufacturing of other electronic elements and 

PCB.
● ● ● ○

Merry Hong Kong
Primarily selling products that are 

the same with the Company
● ● ● ○

Merry USA

Distribution of microphones, safety systems, 

and other products 

produced by affiliates

● ● ● ○

MUtek Electronics Manufacturing and application services of appliances and audio-visual 
electronic products. ● ●

Universal Capital Investment Limited Engage in investments. ● ●
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Business category
Consolidated 

Financial
Statements

Scope of disclosure of the report

Economy 
data

Social data Environmental data

Employee 
information

Other
GHG

inventory
Other

MERRYTECH (HK)CO.LIMITED Engage in investments. ● ●

Merry Electronics North America Inc. Order-taking, R&D, and appearance design of speakers and amplifiers. ● ●

Seas Fabrikker Production and sales of loudspeakers. ● ●

FULICARE CO., LTD Engage in sales of medical devices. ● ●

Fulicare (Suzhou) Co.,Ltd. Engage in sales of medical devices. ● ●

Fulicare (Xiamen) Co.,Ltd. Engage in sales of medical devices. ● ●

Xiamen Etimbre Hearing Technology Chain 
Co.,Ltd.

Engage in the R&D, production, and sales of hearing aids, hearing 
equipment, and acoustics-related equipment. ● ●

AUSTAR Hearing Science and Technology (XIA-
MEN) Co., Ltd.

Engage in the R&D, production, and sales of hearing aids, hearing 
equipment, and acoustics-related equipment. ● ●

Xiamen Laiyate Medical Devices Co., Ltd. Engage in the R&D of software functions used by hearing aids and 
sales of technologies. ● ●

Merry Electronics Sdn Bhd Engage in the R&D of microphones, handsets, and speakers. ● ●

Differences between Disclosures and
Subsidiaries in the Consolidated Financial Statements in 2022

Note:

1. “●” refers to full disclosure, “◎” refers to partial disclosure, and “○” merely discloses minor basic information. Subsequently, the Company will evaluate and plan for the schedule to include subsidiaries of the Group in its sustainability information disclosure management.

2. Merry USA, Merry Singapore, and Merry Hong Kong are sales offices; therefore, only human resources information and partial environmental data are disclosed.

3. According to the requirements of the Sustainable Development Roadmap for Listed Companies, we expected to complete the GHG inventory and certification operations of all subsidiaries in the Consolidated Financial Statements by 2027 and 2029, respectively.
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